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Abstract

Discovering patterns in data is a crucial task in data mining. Patterns are typ-
ically analysed directly by an expert, or used to represent data suitable for
the subsequent usage with machine learning techniques to induce clusterings,
classification- or regression-models. Advanced applications demand the analy-
sis of complex, interrelated data which cannot be adequately described using
a propositional representation. As versatile data structure and one of the most
general forms of data representation, graphs, especially labelled graphs, easily
represent entities and relations among them. Unfortunately, many approaches
developed to extract patterns from large databases suffer from generating too
many patterns, prompting for methods to limit the result to patterns of interest
to the task at hand. In this thesis we study the problem of finding patterns of
interest in structured data. We study different settings, each with its particular
challenges that need to be approached in a dedicated way.

The thesis has three main contributions. In a first part, we present two novel
techniques for selecting non-redundant subsets from a given set of patterns along
with three measures to evaluate redundancy. The methods allow for an efficient
selection process and provide the user with a simple way to trade-off the quality
of the result versus its complexity using a single parameter.

Following a discussion of different evaluation criteria for patterns stemming
from statistical measures, the second part provides an in-depth study on how the
choice of a pattern language affects the computational complexity of the mining
process and the obtained result. Based on these findings we devise an algorithm
exploiting language hierarchies to allow for a more efficient search. Additionally,
we present two approaches to reduce the redundancy in the resulting collection
of patterns.

A final part introduces an efficiently computable support measure to evaluate
patterns in the network setting where the data set is represented as an inter-
connected structure, rather than a set of facts. A theoretical and experimental
comparison to existing measures shows that our measure is computationally
less demanding. Moreover, we present how it can be upgraded to be applied on
evolving networks and study a possible use for the extracted patterns.

We demonstrate the applicability of the approaches presented throughout
the thesis on an array of various data sets, including different types of molecular
data, social networks, and classical benchmark data sets.
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Chapter 1

Outline

Looming atop a wide variety of human activities are the menacing profiles of
ever-growing mountains of data. These mountains grew as a result of great en-
gineering success that enabled us to build devices to generate, collect, and store
digital data. With major advances in database technology came the creation of
huge efficient data stores. Advances in computer networking have enabled the
data glut to reach anyone who cares to tap in. Unfortunately, we have not wit-
nessed corresponding advances in computational techniques to help us analyze
the accumulated data. Without such developments, we risk missing most of what
the data have to offer.

– Usama Mohammad Fayyad, 1992

1.1 The Knowledge Discovery Process

The traditional approach for turning low-level data into high-level knowledge
relies on thorough manual analysis performed by specialised data analysts. Mod-
ern techniques allow an analyst to easily use the huge amounts of data available
to test formulated hypothesis. However, to discover novel, interesting knowledge
from the available data, the number of possible questions to be formulated and
evaluated might simply exceed the capability of a human analyst. Trying to
find the right questions to ask, especially those that would yield the desired un-
expected results, is very difficult and tiring for a human, thus allowing only for a
limited amount of analysis. Indeed, given the unexpectedness of the answer, it
might be impossible to come up with a suitable question. As a result the manual
analysis of data is slow, expensive, and highly subjective.

The process of analysing millions of data records is a tedious task and asks for
techniques to automate the process of evaluating the data in a formal yet efficient
way. These techniques should allow one to amplify human analytic capabilities
for the large amount of data collected nowadays. The collected data represent
basic evidence available to support and backup hypotheses about the process

21
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Data Mining

Target
Data

Preprocessed
Data

Transformed
Data

Patterns

Knowledge

Raw Data
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Evaluation

TransformationPreprocessingSelection

Data

Figure 1.1: An overview of the steps comprising the KDD process.1

generating the data. Paraphrasing Fayyad et al., Knowledge Discovery is an at-
tempt to address the challenge the information age has kindly provided us with:
data overload. The term Knowledge Discovery in Databases (KDD) was
coined at the first KDD workshop in 1989 in order to emphasise that knowledge
is the desired end product of data-driven discovery. While there is no formal
definition, Fayyad, Piatetsky-Shapiro, and Smyth informally defined KDD in
1993 as follows:

Knowledge Discovery in Databases is the non-trivial process of iden-
tifying valid, novel, potentially useful, and ultimately understandable
patterns in data.

In this context, data refers to a conglomerate of facts such as compounds in a
molecular database while a pattern is an expression in some language describ-
ing a subset of the data such as a fragment, or a subgraph. Figure 1.2 shows a
compound and some patterns as they are usually employed in a structure activ-
ity relationship task where the objective is to predict an activity of a molecule
based on the fragments occurring in it.

According to the definition, KDD is a process and therefore comprises many
steps. This multi-step process involving data preparation, data selection, data
cleaning, incorporation of appropriate prior knowledge, and proper interpre-
tation is generally understood as interactive and iterative as sketched in Fig-
ure 1.1. The process is supposed to be non-trival, meaning that it does not refer
to straightforward computations of quantities like an average, but involves some
form of search or inference to discover patterns.

1Adapted from Fayyad, Piatetsky-Shapiro and Smyth [1996]
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Figure 1.2: A compound in 3D representation (a) and as graph (b). Three pat-
terns are shown on the right. While (c) and (e) are subgraphs of (b), (d) is not
a subgraph of (b).

Found patterns should be valid, that is, they should accurately represent
the data while the degree of accuracy is expressed by measures of certainty.
Patterns that lack sufficient certainty are unjustified and thus fail to become
knowledge. Patterns should also be novel to the system and if possible to the
user as well. Furthermore we want patterns to be potentially useful so that they
can be beneficial for the task at hand. Finally patterns should be understandable
to contribute to knowledge.

While all steps of the process are of paramount importance to achieve the
ultimate goal of knowledge discovery, we will focus on the step termed data
mining, which can be considered the core of the process and certainly received
most of the attention in research.

1.2 Data Mining

Data mining is a crucial step in the knowledge discovery process. It applies
algorithms that extract patterns from preprocessed data that are subsequently
interpreted to gain insight and knowledge about the data, and ideally about the
underlying process as well. Fayyad, Piatetsky-Shapiro and Smyth [1996] give a
more technical description of data mining as consisting of the application of data
analysis and discovery algorithms that yield a particular set of patterns over the
data. More specifically, a data mining algorithm comprises three components
(i) model representation, (ii) model evaluation, and (iii) search. We will now
elaborate on the three components and specify the representations and methods
studied in this thesis respectively.
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1.2.1 Model Representation

Most (classical) data mining approaches were and still are dealing with itemsets.
Many fundamental techniques and theories have been developed to efficiently
execute data mining tasks on large itemset databases. However, fixed types of
representation such as itemsets or attribute-value encodings, where each in-
stance is described by a set of properties cannot always be used to model the
data to be analysed in an appropriate manner. Many, especially more recent
collections of data, contain information that is structured. This poses a critical
problem to attribute-value/itemset oriented modelling approaches tailored to
propositional representations. Since graphs are not propositional, either some of
the structure cannot be kept in the representation, or it has to be encoded in a
non-trivial way, increasing the description of the data prohibitively. A straight-
forward encoding of the compound given in Figure 1.2(b) as itemset using the
atoms would yield a set {C, N, O, S, Cl}. Similar, fragment (d) would give rise
to an itemset {C, Cl, S, O} which is a subset of the itemset encoding of the com-
pound, while the corresponding fragment shown in Figure 1.2 does not appear
in the compound.

Model representation in general is concerned with the language employed
to describe patterns. If the representation chosen is too limited no amount of
training time or further training examples will lead to an accurate model for
the data. However, more powerful representations bear the danger of overfitting
the training data, leading to limited prediction accuracy on unseen data. The
adequate choice of a representation language has to be considered carefully as
it is important that the analyst fully understands the assumptions inherent to
the representation method employed.

This thesis is mainly concerned with graph structured data employed to
model chemical compounds as well as networks. Graphs are very popular for sev-
eral reasons. Probably most important in the context of this thesis is that they
are very intuitive and much more expressive than itemsets but also inherently
more complex. While graphs are a very powerful concept, their drawback lies in
the computational complexity of operations on graphs such as subgraph isomor-
phism which is essential for pattern mining and unfortunately NP-complete.

1.2.2 Model Evaluation Criteria

In general terms, a model evaluation criterion is a quantitative statement of how
well a specific model meets the goals of the KDD process. Predictive models,
for instance, are often judged by the empirical prediction accuracy on some test
data set. Descriptive models can be evaluated along the dimensions of predictive
accuracy, novelty, utility, and understandability of the fitted model.

In this thesis we will cover several evaluation criteria in each part. In the con-
text of pattern discovery the frequency of a pattern is a fundamental measure.
Combined with a threshold, this measure yields a criterion, known as minimum
frequency, often used to extract rare and thus potentially unknown – but hope-
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fully genuine – patterns from data. Unfortunately, this criterion typically leads
to a glut of patterns to be evaluated as “interesting” which takes the analyst
out of the frying pan and into the fire.

Part I is concerned with the (transactional) descriptive setting, where a num-
ber of examples is given and the objective is to describe this given data. To this
end, we will devise a number of measures leading to criteria for evaluating the
“contribution” of a pattern to a set of patterns. Part II discusses the (trans-
actional) predictive setting, with the objective to learn a classifier to predict
unknown values of unseen data. In this context we will analyse evaluation cri-
teria stemming from statistical measures. Finally, Part III introduces a novel
measure for frequency in the network setting where the data set is represented
as interconnected structure, rather than a set of facts, so that the traditional
definition of the fundamental frequency measure fails.

1.2.3 Pattern Search

Once the representation language and evaluation criteria are fixed, the data
mining problem resorts to a pure optimisation or constraint satisfaction task:
find (all) the pattern(s) from the selected representation which optimise (or
satisfy) the evaluation criteria on the given data set.

The motivation to study the problem of frequent pattern mining emanates from
the challenge of extracting association rules from retail data, known as market
basket analysis, which are derived from frequent patterns.

Since its development in the Almaden Research Center by Agrawal, Imielin-
ski and Swami and their subsequent publication [Agrawal et al. 1993], frequent
pattern mining has received a lot of attention and developed into an own topic
independent of association rules. Over the course of the last years the strat-
egy used in the APriori-algorithm independently introduced in [Agrawal and
Srikant 1994] and [Mannila, Toivonen and Verkamo 1994] was improved by many
authors and new algorithms were developed trying to exploit theoretical prop-
erties inherent to the task at hand. Furthermore, frequent pattern mining was
successfully applied to other types of data such as structured data. As a result
nowadays many pattern mining systems exist that facilitate the extraction of
millions of patterns from almost any kind of database in very efficient ways.

In the course of this thesis we will study different types of search, with
the principal actors being complete and greedy search methods. An approach
presented in Part I employs a greedy search method, which we compare to an
approach using a globally optimal measure. Part II is concerned with complete
search, whereas in Chapter 6 this will be embedded within other techniques.
Finally, the frequency measure proposed in Part III is combined with the well
known complete search technique used in the APriori algorithm.
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1.3 Thesis Contributions and Roadmap

The overall goal of this thesis is to investigate different strategies in structured
pattern mining for extracting interesting patterns. Unfortunately, what is con-
sidered to be interesting cannot be defined in general. In fact, the particular
definition of interestingness is specific to the task at hand; not only in pattern
mining: someone looking for a car to travel fast might consider a roadster to
be an interesting choice, while for someone interested in transporting goods a
cost-effective van or pick-up truck would be a much better choice.

We will study the problem of finding patterns of interest in different settings
where each setting comes with its particular challenges that need to be ap-
proached in a dedicated way. For that purpose methods will be devised for each
of the settings that allow for mining interesting patterns reaching beyond tra-
ditional frequent pattern mining approaches. The developed methods facilitate
the efficient extraction of interesting patterns from data in a deterministic way
leading to a concise result. A first goal of this thesis is to devise methods that
avoid extracting a vast amount of patterns, which can be considered to be the
main drawback of pure frequent pattern mining. While the focus is mainly on
the domain of structured data, graph data in particular, the discussed methods
can be – and often are – used for different pattern languages as well.

Frequent patterns are used in many different ways; common to most of these
is that eventually not all patterns extracted using a pattern miner are of interest.
Which of the patterns found are of interest depends on their subsequent usage.
Two main directions of how patterns are used can be identified.

First, patterns are often used as a description of the database they were
extracted from. However, the number of patterns is typically prohibitively high,
exceeding the number of examples in the database by far, hence generating a
novel problem of data overflow. Fortunately, due to the theoretical properties
holding amongst the patterns, not all patterns are required to represent the in-
formation contained in the full set of patterns. Subsets of the full set of frequent
patterns known as generator, or free patterns [Boulicaut and Jeudy 2001], and
closed patterns [Pasquier, Bastide, Taouil and Lakhal 1999] permit the recon-
struction of properties of any (frequent) pattern with regard to the database they
were extracted from without the need to access the database. These subsets are
typically of much lower cardinality so that they can be stored and accessed more
easily. These ideas were extended further to δ-free patterns [Boulicaut, Bykowski
and Rigotti 2003] that approximate the properties of all patterns while other
approaches sacrificed even more details about the set of frequent patterns in
order to reduce the result to the “border” of the set only, which in practice is
many orders of magnitude smaller. Often patterns are used to transform the
data set into a different representation. Some of these approaches aim at a loss-
less representation so that the original data set can still be reconstructed [van
Leeuwen et al. 2006, Siebes et al. 2006] while other approaches select patterns
that represent the data set but cannot be used to reconstruct it. Many of the
approaches above still suffer from generating too many patterns such that an
expert cannot sift through all the patterns in order to gain knowledge about
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and insight into the data set. Existing approaches that try to extract an op-
timal and compact set of patterns according to a certain measure suffer from
the computational complexity. One of the contributions of this thesis, presented
in Chapter 3, is an approach to extract a small set of patterns greedily that
can be used to encode the data set. We study the ideas presented using two
algorithms Bouncer and Picker∗. The trade-off between the encoding-power
of the result and its cardinality can be controlled by a simple parameter.

Second, as mentioned above, patterns are often used to encode the data set.
Such an encoding enables the usage of the wide array of machine learning algo-
rithms to be unleashed on the data set. Again, these algorithms never use the
full set of patterns, but select a small subset of patterns beneficial to solving
the task at hand, which might be classification, regression, clustering or similar.
While many algorithms can handle data sets with many features, they tend to
slow down with each additional feature due to the added complexity. Given the
overabundance of available patterns, the complexity might render the applica-
tion of many classical algorithms unfeasible. Thus the set of frequent patterns
is typically reduced in order to allow the application of such algorithms. How-
ever, this limitation can remove patterns that could be very beneficial to the
subsequent algorithm. The second contribution of this thesis is in the predictive
setting, tailored towards classification. We develop and study a pattern mining
technique which takes the future usage of the patterns into account and thus
can mine patterns tailored to the subsequent classification problem. Further-
more, we study how the choice of a pattern language affects the computational
complexity of the mining process and the obtained result.

Finally, we consider a setting where a data set is a single structure. A data
set in the classical setting consists of a number of clearly separable examples.
Different from that, structured data, especially graphs, can be used to describe
a number of objects with their relationships in one single network. This type of
data is becoming more pervasive and classical pattern mining techniques cannot
be applied directly since they are based on the clear separation of examples; a
property which is non-existent in this type of data. The third contribution of
this thesis is the introduction of a measure that enables the usage of classi-
cal pattern mining techniques on this type of data. We compare the proposed
measure with similar ideas theoretically as well as experimentally. A final con-
tribution of Part III is the adaptation of the support measure to the setting of
networks evolving over time. It allows for the extraction of local patterns from
such networks, which provide detailed views on local evolution, different from
the often studied global measures.

The thesis is organised into three parts, each of which describes one of the
key contributions. The first part discusses the extraction of patterns to obtain
a descriptive model of a data set. Part II discusses how to extract patterns of
value for a subsequent classification task. Finally in Part III we will introduce
and analyse a measure suited for the extraction of patterns in a single graph.
Hereafter, we will give a brief outline of the contents and contributions of each
of the three parts.
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In Part I of the thesis, we discuss the general problem of mining patterns from
graph structured data. We study the problem of too many extracted patterns
arising from frequent pattern mining and how to tackle it using constraints dur-
ing the search as well as post-processing techniques. To this end we present new
techniques for ranking and selecting patterns based on their ability to encode
the database, that is, based on the semantics of the patterns with regard to the
data set. We develop and analyse a post-processing approach to select a subset
of features based on their ability to partition the database. This part is mainly
based on material that appeared in the following publications:

B. Bringmann, A. Zimmermann: The chosen few: on identifying valuable
patterns. International Conference on Data Mining, 2007. pp 63–72.

B. Bringmann, A. Zimmermann: One in a million: picking the right pat-
terns. Journal on Knowledge and Information Systems, 2009. pp 61–81.

The following Part II discusses the predictive setting. In the predictive setting
not every pattern, but only those effective to the classification task are of in-
terest. Thus post-processing techniques can select more rigorously since many
patterns will not be of interest with regard to the task in question. Even further,
the mining process itself can revolve around this task. In Chapter 4, we discuss
a general class of constraints that allow for mining task-correlated patterns and
present an algorithm for structured data. For this we will introduce statistical
concepts used to evaluate the usefulness of patterns for a classification task and
how these statistical concepts can be put to work in a pattern mining system.
Chapter 5 studies the usage of those concepts in the context of graph struc-
tured data. We evaluate how different types of pattern languages can be used
to improve the runtime of the mining technique and how those different types
affect the quality of a subsequently induced classifier. An unfortunate problem
is that such patterns do not necessarily ensure that enough information can be
provided to encode each instance sufficiently. As a result of these findings we
will present two different approaches in Chapter 6 that adapt the mining pro-
cess in order to extract patterns with a higher diversity, allowing for a better
encoding of the original data set and subsequently leading to more accurate
classification models. Results of several studies are combined in this part which
were independently published in the following works:

B. Bringmann, A. Zimmermann, L. De Raedt, S. Nijssen: Don’t Be Afraid
of Simpler Patterns. European Conference on Principles and Practice of
Knowledge Discovery, 2006. pp 55–66.

B. Bringmann, A. Zimmermann: Tree2 - Decision Trees for Tree Struc-
tured Data. European Conference on Principles and Practice of Knowledge
Discovery, 2005. pp 46–58

A. Zimmermann, B. Bringmann: Aggregated Subset Mining. Pacific-Asia
Conference on Knowledge Discovery and Data Mining, 2009. pp 664–672
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Finally, Part III is concerned with the development of a measure that enables
the usage of most of the classical pattern mining framework on data represented
as a single graph. In Chapter 7 we will elaborate on why the traditional ap-
proach fails and why an ad-hoc solution fails for a similar reason. Subsequently
a novel, feasible measure is devised and studied in comparison to other measures
tailored to the same problem. Finally, Chapter 8 introduces a variant of the
support measure applicable to graphs evolving over time facilitating insights
into the evolution on a detailed, local level.2 The publication introducing the
support measure appeared as:

B. Bringmann, S. Nijssen: What Is Frequent in a Single Graph?. Pacifica-
Asia Conference on Knowledge Discovery in Databases, 2008. pp 858–863.

M. Berlingerio, F. Bonchi, B. Bringmann, A. Gionis: Mining Graph Evo-
lution Rules. European Conference on Machine Learning and Principles
and Practice of Knowledge Discovery in Databases, 2009.

2This work has partially been done in collaboration with Michele Berlingerio, Francesco
Bonchi, Aristides Gionis, and Carlos Castillo at Yahoo! Research Barcelona.
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pear.



Chapter 2

Foundations

In this chapter we introduce the basic techniques used for pattern mining and
define the properties of data and pattern languages used in this thesis. Through-
out the chapter and this thesis, we will mainly work with graph based data
structures and itemsets. Finally we will introduce the data sets used in the
experimental evaluations of this thesis.

2.1 Of Patterns and Models

The objective of data mining – finding interesting patterns and relationships in
large masses of data – is a description very close to what statisticians are con-
cerned with for a long time. However, novel to data mining are techniques that
do not stem from statistics, but rather originate in computer science includ-
ing predictive modelling methods, hidden variable techniques, pattern discov-
ery algorithms, scalability issues, and the analysis of heterogeneous information
sources [Mannila 2002]. While it is not easy to classify the variety of approaches
studied in data mining there are two main topics data mining is concerned with:
models and patterns [Hand, Mannila and Smyth 2001]. These terms, pattern and
model, are often used interchangeably in the literature. In this thesis, we will
use them to denote different concepts as described next.

Models are general, global views on a data set. They can be descriptive and
summarise the data to provide a comprehensive but compact, that is, a concise
view to the analyst. Most classical statistical measures provide global models,
such as the well known normal distribution over a set of real-valued examples.
Furthermore, models can be predictive and permit the inference of unknown
values in the analysed or unseen data. In either case they typically originate in
probabilistic modelling which views data mining as the task of approximating
the joint distribution. Being aware of the joint distribution a variety of statistics
can be computed from it.

Patterns, in contrast to models, describe local properties of a data set. Patterns
are somewhat laconic descriptions of subsets in the data. Contrary to global
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models, local patterns are relatively new and local pattern discovery has been
summarised as data mining is the technology of fast counting [Mannila 2002].
The typical approach to local pattern mining aims at extracting frequently oc-
curring patterns, each of which indicates a local property of the data. They can
identify regularities among members of the analysed population as well as spot
anomalities common to only a small set of examples that deviate from the gen-
eral observation. Patterns may be very detailed and can usually be interpreted
without having information about the remaining data. While patterns by them-
selves describe local properties only, a collection of patterns provides global
information about the data. Consequently patterns are often used as features
to build models. The interplay between the discovery of such local patterns and
global models is a prominent topic in data mining. A recently proposed frame-
work by Knobbe, Crémilleux, Fürnkranz and Scholz [2008] tries to shed more
light on this interplay.

Fayyad et al. [1996] first suggest a rather ambiguous usage of the terms
pattern and model but later mention in a note that “One can think of patterns
as components of models [...]” which fits well to the understanding of the terms
as described above.

While models constitute a very important part in the knowledge discovery
process, we will be mainly concerned with the discovery of patterns. Nevertheless
we typically do not search for a single pattern, but for a set of patterns which
has been interpreted as model on its own.

As stated by Fayyad et al., once the model representation and the model
evaluation function have been decided, data mining remains an optimisation or
constraint satisfaction problem. In this thesis these problems can be solved by
search.

2.2 The Pattern Mining Task

Central to pattern mining is the retrieval of a set of or all patterns satisfying
given criteria. In a more formal way pattern mining is the selection of a subset
from a given set of patterns L, the pattern language, using an interestingness
predicate φ, also known as selection predicate or constraint.

Definition 1 (Constraint).
A constraint φ is a function that maps each element of the pattern language
onto either true or false.

φ : L 7→ {true, false} (2.1)

Note that this definition does not explicitly refer to a data set. This may
seem inconsistent regarding the main objective of data mining. However, the
interestingness predicate often depends on the data wherefore the data is usually
supplied as parameter to the interestingness predicate. Yet there are cases where
an interestingness predicate, typically defined by an expert, describes a subset
of the language independent of any data set. Given a set of candidate patterns
L and a selection predicate φ this task can be defined as:
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Definition 2 (Pattern Selection).

Lφ = {π ∈ L | φ(π)} (2.2)

Given this definition it is immediately clear that the choice of the pattern
language L stipulates the type of patterns that can be considered, and henceforth
the result of a pattern mining exercise. Moreover the choice of language is a
major factor regarding the computational effort required to solve the discovery
task. Indeed, the main reason for the choice of a restricted language is to reduce
the number of candidates in order to allow for an efficient computation of the
result. This restriction only allowing for a certain kind of patterns is referred to
as language bias.

While data can be defined as part of the constraint, it is often mentioned
explicitly for convenience. A definition emphasising the importance of the data
set is given by Mannila and Toivonen [1997]. They define the result of a data
mining task as theory depending on three parameters: a pattern language L, a
data set D, and an evaluation predicate φ.

Definition 3 (Theory of φ with respect to L and D).
Given a pattern language L comprising all possible patterns, a data set D, and
a selection predicate φ the result of a pattern mining task is defined as:

T h(L, D, φ) = {p ∈ L | φ(D, p) is true}. (2.3)

Defining a selection predicate φ is a highly non-trivial task since it specifies a
clear-cut border between selected and non-selected patterns. To avoid this crisp
border, the selection predicate is usually decomposed into two parts. Instead of
an interestingness predicate an interestingness measure is defined as φ : L 7→ R

which assigns a typically positive number as score to each pattern. Choosing
a threshold θ in combination with the interestingness measures yields an often
infinite number of different selection predicates of the form φθ(π) = φ(π) > θ
or φθ(π) = φ(π) < θ. Defining an interestingness measure has several advan-
tages. First, it is often easier and allows one to postpone the decision of which
patterns are interesting to the selection of the threshold. Second, it can be used
directly to rank the extracted patterns according to the assigned scores. De-
spite those advantages, it is still necessary to select a minimum (or maximum)
threshold θ prior to the mining process to permit an efficient search. Without a
predefined threshold even the least interesting, that is, all patterns would have
to be enumerated and evaluated which is computationally infeasible for all but
the smallest number of candidate patterns. Indeed, many pattern languages,
and the respective search spaces are infinite. Consider, for instance, a language
where each element is a text of arbitrary length like this section. Clearly, there
is no longest text, and hence the language and search space are infinite.

As it is the case for most problems of artificial intelligence, pattern discovery
can be viewed as a search problem, and thus search plays a major role in solving
the discovery task. In order to find the optimal solution of a pattern mining task
as defined above we can resort to a complete search. A problem in this search
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is the infinite search space. Clearly any exhaustive algorithm would fail to
compute the result in limited time.

The general framework for complete mining under constraints is a particular
type of search. Typically a set of candidates is organised in a pre-order, some-
times in a lattice, to be traversed in order to extract interesting patterns in an
efficient way.

2.3 Pattern Mining as Search

More formally search can be defined as [Kohavi and John 1997, Russell and
Norvig 2003]

Definition 4 (Search).
A search requires a state space, an initial state, a termination condition, and a
search engine.

A search terminates once a (set of) solutions to the problem at hand is
found and thereby the goal of the search is reached. However, it may happen
that there exists no solution to the specified problem and therefore the search
would terminate and return an empty set of solutions.

A search algorithm is required to return a solution to a problem given as
input. It does so by exploring a space of possible solutions or candidates, called
search space. The problem itself is a function specifying the solution.

In pattern mining the search space is typically described in terms of a lan-
guage L which is a set of possible solutions or candidates. Depending on the
setting, this language can be finite as well as infinite.

An unstructured search space possesses – as the name suggests – no structure
that can be exploited by a search strategy to obtain a solution. The only possible
strategy is to evaluate candidates until a solution is found. Except for some rare
cases where the search space is small this strategy is infeasible.

A desirable structure on the elements of the search space would be a total
order. This is the case in many classical database settings where most of the
available data types such as real numbers or character strings are in a total
order. While such a total order can be imposed on any set, it is not reasonable
to do so when it violates structural properties of interest. In order to efficiently
obtain the solution to a pattern-discovery task some structure on the search
space is required.

2.3.1 General to Specific Ordering of the Hypothesis Space

Mitchell [1982] observed that many techniques used “generalisation” in order to
traverse the search space. Since Mitchell describes a concept-learning task, the
according search space consists of hypotheses, consequently called hypothesis
space. Except for the terminology there is little difference to pattern mining
where the search space consists of patterns and is referred to as pattern space
or pattern language. Similar to the concept-learning task where a matching
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or covering predicate is defined to match hypotheses to examples, we define a
matching predicate for the pattern mining task.

Definition 5 (Matching Predicate).
Given a pattern language L and a data language D, we define a match predicate
match : L ×D 7→ {0, 1} such that

match(π, e) =

{

1 if π covers e
0 otherwise

(2.4)

It will be convenient to use the following notations defining each pattern as
a function. Let each pattern π be associated with a function π : D 7→ {0, 1}
which is defined as:

π(e) = match(π, e) (2.5)

In general a pattern does not have values as such but can only be present or
absent. Associating a pattern with this binary function allows us to consider
each pattern as a binary feature. We extend this definition to facilitate the
application of a pattern on a set of examples D ⊂ D as π : 2D 7→ 2D given by:

π(D) = {e ∈ D | match(π, e) = 1} (2.6)

Definition 6 (Propositionalisation).
Given a set of k patterns S = {π1, . . . , πk} and the data set D, we define the
binary feature vector of an example e as:

−→
fS(e) = 〈π1(e), . . . , πk(e)〉 (2.7)

The aim of a classical concept-learning task is to find a hypothesis that is
consistent with all examples in the data. Interesting patterns, unlike hypotheses,
usually cover (only) a subset of the data set, that is, they are a typically viewed
as generalisation of the respective subset of examples. We define the subset of
examples matched by a pattern π as the coverage of the pattern.

Definition 7 (Coverage).
Given a data set D and a pattern π the subset of D covered by π is defined as

covD(π) = {e ∈ D | match(π, e) = 1} (2.8)

However, this difference between hypothesis and pattern does not interfere
with the ordering indirectly imposed on the search space by the matching pred-
icate. Based on the matching-predicate we define a generalisation relation ⊑.

Definition 8 (Generalisation Relation).
Given two elements π, π′ ∈ L, we say π is more general than π′ if and only if
∀e ∈ Dmatch(π, e) ≥ match(π′, e). Hence we obtain a generalisation relation
⊑⊂ L× L

π ⊑ π′ ⇐⇒ ∀e ∈ D ⇒ match(π, e) ≥ match(π′, e) (2.9)
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In other words, a pattern π is more general than a pattern π’ if π matches
any example that is matched by π’. We further say that π is a specialisation of
π’ (denoted as π ⊒ π′) if π’ is a generalisation of π (π′ ⊑ π).

Note that this generalisation relation is dependent only on the data lan-
guage, the pattern language, and the matching predicate. It is independent of
the particular selection predicate and the examples in a given data set.

The ordering imposed on the search space is typically a partial order, and
at least a pre-order, which provides a powerful basis for organising the search
through the pattern space.

Definition 9 (Partial Order).
A partial order ⊑ is a binary relation over a set S such that ∀a, b, c ∈ S the
following properties hold:

i) a ⊑ a (reflexivity)
ii) a ⊑ b ∧ b ⊑ a⇒ a = b (anti-symmetry)
iii) a ⊑ b ∧ b ⊑ c⇒ a ⊑ c (transitivity)

(2.10)

While reflexivity and transitivity follow directly from the definition of a gen-
eralisation relation, this does not hold for anti-symmetry. In fact, we could design
a matching-predicate that would neglect “details” of the pattern language and
evaluate two patterns π, π′ ∈ L with π 6= π′ such that ∀e ∈ D : match(π, e) =
match(π′, e); in the simplest case we could define match(π, e) = 1 for any combi-
nation of a pattern and an example. However, as a result of such an “ill defined”
matching predicate we would still obtain a pre-order or quasi-order which is an
order that is reflexive and transitive.

While the paramount property required for an efficient search is transitivity,
anti-symmetry ensures that any two patterns have a different “meaning” on
the data set, and thus can be considered semantically distinguishable. Even
though evaluating indistinguishable patterns would not render the algorithms
and obtained results invalid, it will often affect the result and almost always
increase the computational effort.

Example 1 (A Partial Order).
On any set Σ and its powerset L = 2Σ the subset-relation ⊆ induces a partial
order, or poset among the elements I ∈ L. This type of data are studied in
the context of itemset-mining. The order induced by the subset-relation ⊆ on a
powerset is a partial order with the three properties, reflexifity, anti-symmetrie
and transitivity being apparent. A partial order is often represented using a Hasse
Diagramm such as in Figure 2.1.

Given a pattern language L with a partial ordering ⊑ we know that if a pat-
tern π covers an example e any generalisation π’ covers e as well. Symmetrically,
if a pattern does not cover in an example, neither will any of its specialisations.
This leads to two definitions:

Definition 10 (Monotonicity).
A constraint φ : L 7→ {true, false} is monotonic with regard to a generalisation-
relation ⊑ if and only if, ∀π, π′ ∈ L : π ⊑ π′ =⇒ (φ(π)⇒ φ(π′)).
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T

{1} {2} {3} {4}

{1,2} {1,3} {1,4}{2,3} {2,4} {3,4}

{1,2,3} {1,2,4} {1,3,4} {2,3,4}

{1,2,3,4}

Figure 2.1: The powerset of {1, 2, 3, 4} with the normal subset-relation ⊂ forms
not only a partially ordered set but a lattice.

Definition 11 (Anti-Monotonicity).
A constraint φ : L 7→ {true, false} is anti-monotonic with regard to a generalisation-
relation ⊑ if and only if, ∀π, π′ ∈ L : π ⊑ π′ =⇒ (φ(π′)⇒ φ(π)).

It follows immediately that the matching-predicate match is anti-monotonic
for matching a specific example of the data language.

Proposition 1 (Pruning Specialisations).
If an anti-monotonic constraint φ is violated by a pattern π it will be violated
by any specialisation π′ ⊒ π.

This property implies that in order to extract all patterns satisfying an anti-
monotonic constraint an algorithm can prune subparts of the search space that
consist only of specialisations of patterns violating the constraint. The best way
to exploit this vital property is to start from the most general element(s) and
evaluate their respective specialisations step by step until no specialisation is
found that satisfies the anti-monotonic constraint. It is convenient to have an
empty pattern known as most general element, denoted as ⊤ which covers any
element in the data language as a “starting point”. Unless mentioned otherwise,
we assume that any pattern language discussed contains such a most general
element ⊤.

A remaining problem is that in order to traverse the search space the special-
isations of any element in the pattern space have to be efficiently computable.
This can be done using a refinement operator as introduced next.

2.3.2 The Refinement Operator ρ

For a (complete) search all solutions need to be enumerated. Furthermore, for a
search to be efficient, it should evaluate any candidate at most once and exploit
the anti-monotonicity property defined above whenever possible.

In order to traverse a search space L we will employ a refinement opera-
tor ρ to proceed from a given state to a set of possible substates, called proper
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refinements. Generally speaking a refinement operator is a function defined as
follows:

Definition 12 (Refinement Operator).
A refinement operator ρ generates a set of specialisations π′ ⊒ π for a given
pattern π.

ρ : L 7→ 2L such that ∀π′ ∈ ρ(π) : π ⊑ π′. (2.11)

We further define ρ∗ as the transitive closure of ρ.

Many different properties of refinement operators have been studied in the
literature while only some of those are relevant in the context this thesis.
Primarily we are interested in a refinement operator ρ that is optimal which
means that ρ is locally finite and for all π ∈ L there exists exactly one se-
quence of patterns ⊤ = π0, π1, . . . , πn−1, πn = π such that πi ∈ ρ(πi−1) for all
n ≥ i > 0 [De Raedt 2008]. A refinement operator is called locally finite if the set
ρ(π) is finite for any π ∈ L, which is important for a refinement operator to be
computable. Starting from ⊤ such an optimal refinement operator guarantees
that every pattern can be enumerated while the enumeration strategy resulting
from the application of it adheres to the generalisation relation. The recursive
application of the refinement operator defines the search tree where each node
represents one element of L. Note that search strategies different from complete
search might prefer different refinement operators. A heuristic search, for exam-
ple, typically uses an ideal refinement operator [De Raedt 2008] which means
that the refinement operator computes all refinements for a given pattern so
that ¬∃π̂ ∈ ρ(π) : π ⊏ π̂ ⊐ π′ ∈ ρ(π)

2.4 Frequent Constraints

Several types of constraints are mentioned in the literature and are often viewed
as general knowledge in the community. The following short sections will give
definitions for the constraints which are often used in this thesis.

2.4.1 The Minimum Support Constraint

As argued in section 2.2 it is often easier and more convenient to define an
interestingness measure and subsequently derive an interestingness constraint.
In this line of thought we define a measure of support for a pattern.

Definition 13 (Support).
The support of a pattern π is defined as the number of examples in the data set
D in which are covered by the pattern.

supportD(π) =|{e ∈ D : match(π, e) = 1}|=|covD(π) | (2.12)

The interestingness measure support can be used to define a minimum sup-
port constraint together with a minimum support threshold θ. The constraint
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can be formulated as σD(π) = (|covD(π) |≥ θ) = (
∑

e∈D
match(π, e) ≥ θ) reveal-

ing the support-function as a sum of monotonic functions, and therefore being
monotonic itself. As a result any minimum support constraint is anti-monotonic.

In many publications, including this thesis, support and frequency are used
almost interchangeably. However, there is a subtle difference. The support func-
tion computes the absolute number of examples covered by a pattern, while
the frequency function computes the relative number of examples respectively.
Thus, the frequency of a pattern is defined as:

Definition 14 (Frequency).
The frequency of a pattern is defined as its relative support.

frequencyD(π) =
supportD(π)

|D |
(2.13)

2.4.2 Condensed Representations

As mentioned in the introduction pattern mining typically returns a very large
number of patterns satisfying the constraint. However, often a subset of those
patterns represent all the information contained in the full set of patterns. These
representations are called condensed representations, with the most popular ones
termed generators or free patterns and closed patterns. For some pattern lan-
guages these condensed representations can be computed directly [Boulicaut and
Jeudy 2001, Pasquier et al. 1999] which reduces the computational complexity
without sacrificing information in the result.

Definition 15 (Free Pattern).
A pattern π is called a generator or free on D if every proper generalisation
π′ ⊏ π has a higher support.

freeD(π) =

{

true if ∀π′ ⊏ π : supportD(π′) > supportD(π)
false otherwise

(2.14)

The definition of closed patterns is dual:

Definition 16 (Closed Pattern).
A pattern π is called closed on D if every proper specialisation π′ ⊐ π has a
lower support.

closedD(π) =

{

true if ∀π′ ⊐ π : supportD(π′) < supportD(π)
false otherwise

(2.15)

Further condensed representations were studied such as δ-free patterns by
Boulicaut et al. [2003] and non-deriveable itemsets [Calders and Goethals 2002].
Unfortunately many techniques can only be applied to itemsets so far where
the generalisation relation induces a lattice on the search space instead of just a
partial order as on many structured pattern spaces. The advantages of mining
condensed representations directly spurred the research on more complex pat-
tern languages such as efficiently extracting closed patterns in graphs [Yan and
Han 2003].
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2.5 On Itemsets, Graphs and their relatives

In this section, we introduce the various pattern languages employed in our
study, and discuss the relationship among them.

2.5.1 Propositional Languages

As for propositional approaches the following two are the most frequently en-
countered representatives. In an attribute-value language LAV an element
of the language consists of a set of attributes with associated values. The at-
tributes can be restricted to different domains, typically nominal and real valued
domains are used. In a data set each element is assumed to be described by the
same number of attributes such that a selection of elements based on the value
of a particular attribute can be performed. Matching operators for this type of
data can be complex, including relating the values of different attributes to each
other.

Many Machine Learning techniques work with data in an attribute value
representation.

A simple and probably most popular and most studied language are Item-
sets, denoted as LI . Given an alphabet Σ of possible items, each element in LI

is a subset of Σ so that LI = 2Σ. In itemset mining the alphabet Σ is typically
finite and the language LI coincides with the language D defining the data set
so that D = LI are both finite. Due to the nature of a set any item is either
present or absent and no item can appear multiple times. The classical matching
predicate match : LI × LI 7→ {0, 1} for itemsets is defined as follows.

Definition 17 (Matching Predicate for Itemsets LI).

match(πi, ei) =

{

1 if πi ⊆ ei

0 otherwise
(2.16)

Sometimes multi-itemsets, denoted as LM , are used which are multisets
of items. While they are mostly identical to itemsets, LM is infinite even for a
finite alphabet Σ of items. Note that any itemset or multi-itemset representation
can be represented in an attribute-value format.

Whereas initially the data mining community focused on mining simple pat-
tern languages, such as itemsets, there has been a recent shift towards mining
more and more complex pattern languages, such as sequences, trees and graphs
[Zaki 2002, Yan and Han 2002a, Kramer, De Raedt and Helma 2001]. This is
often motivated by challenging applications domains such as chemo-informatics
and network analysis, which can naturally be modelled as graphs.

2.5.2 Structured Languages

In the domain of structured approaches the classical structures are sequences,
trees, and graphs. Since sequences and trees are special types of graphs, we
will commence with the definition of graphs which basically is a set of vertices
connected via edges.
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Graphs

In 1736 Leonhard Euler published a paper on the Seven Bridges of Königsberg.1

This publication is considered to be the first in the history of graph theory.
The term graph itself was coined only later by James Joseph Sylvester, an
English mathematician living in the 19th century. Graphs turned out to be
very versatile and have been employed to solve problems of many kinds since
their introduction. They are typically used when relationships are crucial to the
domain. One of the most famous problems, the four colour problem, has been
solved only in 1997 [Robertson, Sanders, Seymour and Thomas 1997].

In general a graph is an abstract symbolic representation of a set of objects
and their relationships, typically represented as a structure composed of vertices
and edges. The vertices (or nodes) in a graph represent the objects which are
connected by edges (or arcs) representing the relationships among the objects.
The concrete visual appearance is typically not of interest.

Some structures can be modelled straightforward as graph, such as road
networks, where the edges are the roads and intersections are vertices. This holds
for many structures where objects are arranged in some space but can be more
abstract such as countries being modelled as vertices with an edge between two
vertices representing a common border between the countries. While structures
with a spatial foundation are very typical they represent only a small fraction of
what can be modelled with graphs. Another very common structure modelled
employing graphs are social networks representing each actor as a vertex and
their respective relationships as edges.

Due to their graphical structure graphs are very intuitive. To benefit from
this, however, they need to be drawn such that they can be viewed conveniently
by a human which is a field of study on its own.

Definition 18 (Graph).
A graph G = (V, E) is composed of a finite set V of vertices and a set
E ⊆ {(u, v) | u, v ∈ V} of edges.

A graph G = (V, E) is called

• undirected if edges (u, v) and (v, u) are not distinguished. Otherwise a
graph is called directed and the vertices u and v of an edge (u, v) are
called tail and head respectively. An edge of the form (v, v) ∈ V × V is
called a loop.

• a multigraph if the set of edges E is a multi-set.

• connected if and only if ∀u, v ∈ V there exists a sequence of vertices
vi ∈ V : u = v1, ..., vn = v such that (vi, vi+1) ∈ E.

• a labelled graph if there exists an alphabet Σ of labels and a labelling
function λ : (V ∪ E) 7→ Σ.

1Nowadays Kaliningrad.
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We will neither allow loops nor multigraphs.

Usually we will be concerned with undirected, labelled graphs. We will de-
note the language comprising all undirected, labelled graphs as LG. In case
of patterns we resort to connected, undirected, labelled graphs with the corre-
sponding language denoted as LC ⊂ LG. Thus, when talking about graphs, we
will assume D to be LG and L to be LC .

Definition 19 (Undirected, Labelled Graph).
A graph G(V, E, λ, Σ) consists of a finite set V of vertices, a set E ⊆ {{u, v} |
u, v ∈ V, u 6= v} of edges, an alphabet Σ of labels, and a labeling function
λ : (V ∪ E) 7→ Σ.

Note that itemsets, multi-itemsets, sequences, and free-trees can be repre-
sented as graphs.

Definition 20 (Trees).
A (free) tree is a connected graph with |V |=|E | +1. The set of all trees will be
denoted as LT .

Connected graphs that are not trees have cycles and are called cyclic graphs.

Definition 21 (Sequences).
A sequence is a tree (and hence a graph without cycles) where no vertex has
more than two edges (that is: no branches), ∀v ∈ V :|(v, u) | u ∈ V}|≤ 2. Again,
the set of all sequences will be denoted as LS .

Definition 22 (Multi-itemset).
A multi-itemset is an unconnected graph G(V, E, λ, Σ) where the set of edges is
empty, E = ∅, with the corresponding language referred to as LM .

Definition 23 (Itemset).
A multi-itemset is called itemset if and only if ∀u, v∈V : (λ(u) = λ(v))⇒ u = v.
As mentioned above, the language comprising all itemsets will be denoted LI .

All five pattern languages are subsets of (disconnected) graphs. Whereas
connected graphs (including trees and sequences) are typically seen as graphs,
multi-itemsets are less often considered as graphs. Nevertheless, multi-itemsets,
and hence itemsets, can be viewed as very restricted unconnected graphs. Per-
haps these definitions of multi-itemset and itemset are a bit unusual, but they
are convenient for showing the relationship among the different pattern types.
From the definitions introduced above it is evident that the languages are related
to each other. Indeed, they form a hierarchy as follows:

Proposition 2 (Language Hierarchy).

LI ( LM

LS ( LT ( LC

}

( LG (2.17)

The subgraph isomorphism relation can be used to define the matching func-
tion and the generality relation to structure the search space for all of these five
languages.
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2.5.3 Subgraph Isomorphism

In general terms, an isomorphism is a bijective, structure-preserving mapping
between objects. Two objects are called isomorphic, if there exists and isomor-
phism between them. As for graphs isomorphism is defined as follows:

Definition 24 (Graph Isomorphism).
Two graphs G = (V, E, λ, Σ), G′ = (V′, E′, λ′, Σ) are called isomorphic if a
bijective function ϕ : V 7→ V′ exists such that

∀v ∈ V : λ(v) = λ′(ϕ(v))
E′ = {(ϕ(u), ϕ(v)) | (u, v) ∈ E}
∀(u, v) ∈ E : λ((u, v)) = λ′((ϕ(u), ϕ(v)))

(2.18)

The function ϕ is called a graph isomorphism.

Definition 25 (Subgraph).
Given two graphs G = (V, E, λ, Σ), G′ = (V′, E′, λ′, Σ), G′ is called a subgraph
of G if and only if

V′ ⊆ V

E′ ⊆ E ∩ V′ × V′

∀v ∈ V′ : λ(v′) = λ(v)
∀e ∈ E′ : λ(e′) = λ(e)

(2.19)

Definition 26 (Subgraph Isomorphism).
A graph G′ = (V′, E′, λ′, Σ) is subgraph-isomorphic to a graph G = (V, E, λ, Σ)
if and only if there exists a subgraph S of G that is isomorphic to G′.

An injective function ϕ : V′ 7→ V is called a subgraph isomorphism or a sub-
graph embedding from G′ to G if ϕ is a graph isomorphism between G′ and S.

Note that a subgraph embedding ϕ satisfies the following three conditions:

i) (u, v) ∈ E′ ⇒ (ϕ(u), ϕ(v)) ∈ E

ii) λ′(v) = λ(ϕ(v))
iii) λ′((u, v)) = λ((ϕ(u), ϕ(v)))

(2.20)

Using these definitions we define the matching predicate match : LG × LG 7→
{0, 1} for graphs as follows.

Definition 27 (Matching Predicate for Graphs LG).

match(π, e) =

{

1 if π is subgraph-isomorphic to e
0 otherwise

(2.21)

As a result of this definition, the generalisation relation⊑ on LG is equivalent
to the subgraph-isomorphism relation, such that ∀π, π′ ∈ LG : match(π, π′) ⇔
π ⊑ π′. Despite the simplicity of the notation, the subgraph-isomorphism prob-
lem is known to be NP-complete [Garey and Johnson 1979] which makes com-
puting the match predicate expensive. The subgraph isomorphism relation can
be applied to the more specific pattern languages and results in a natural notion
of coverage or generality for these languages as well.
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2.6 The Apriori Algorithm

The Apriori algorithm shown as Algorithm 1 introduced in [Agrawal and
Srikant 1994] was developed in the context of market basket analysis where
products being bought together are represented as a set of items, or itemsets.
The task of interest, usually referred to as association rule mining, consists of
finding frequently co-occurring items in a multi-set of such itemsets. The re-
sulting sets of co-occurring items (referred to as itemsets, or more generally as
patterns) are then used to construct association rules.

An association rule consists of two such itemsets A and B and is denoted as
A→ B. Associations rules are meant to express that a set of items B typically
co-occurs with a set of items A. In other words: if a customer buys A, it is likely
she also buys the items B. To express the likelihood of the customer buying also
B, each association rule is assigned a confidence value. The confidence value is
the fraction of the number of times a customer bought B over the number of
times a customer bought A ∪B.

Definition 28 (Confidence).

confidenceD(A→ B) =
supportD(B)

supportD(A ∪B)
(2.22)

A crucial task in generating association rules is the extraction of all pat-
terns that can be part of such an association rule. The algorithm devised by
Agrawal and Srikant, published in 1994 exploited an important property to find
all patterns with a minimum support and thus relevant to the task at hand.
The property exploited is the anti-monotonicity of the support of a pattern in
a database.

The algorithm, given in Algorithm 1, achieves this goal as follows. At the
beginning, all itemsets that clear the minimum frequency threshold are extracted
from the data set and collected as F1, simply by counting their occurrences.
Since any subsequent step i will only consider “extensions” of Fi−1 this ensures
that an item that is infrequent in itself will never be considered. The reasoning
for that is straightforward and constitutes the apriori-property: a combination
of any itemset with an infrequent item(set) will result in an infrequent itemset.
Therefore combinations with infrequent item(set)s should be avoided. The main
while loop exploits this property. Apriori-Gen generates all possible extensions of
the itemsets in Fi−1 that do not violate the apriori property. The subsequent
lines of the algorithm simply evaluate the frequency of the itemsets by counting
and if an itemset is indeed frequent with regard to the threshold, it is added to
the set of frequent itemsets Fi of length i, which will be extended and analysed
in the following round. The algorithm terminates when Fi−1 is empty and thus
no further itemsets can be frequent.
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Algorithm 1 The Apriori algorithm

1: F1 = { frequent 1-itemsets }
2: i = 2
3: while Fi−1 6= ∅ do
4: Ci = Apriori-Gen(Fi−1) // New candidates
5: for all I ∈ D do
6: for all candidates c ∈ Ci do
7: if c ⊆ I then
8: support(c) = support(c) + 1
9: end if

10: end for
11: end for
12: Fi = {c ∈ Ci | support(c) ≥ minsup}
13: i = i + 1
14: end while

2.6.1 Graph Pattern Mining

To this day several algorithms for mining frequent connected subgraphs have
been proposed. For a detailed discussion we refer the reader to [Nijssen 2006].

In contrast to itemset mining, computing the match in graph mining is much
more complex. In fact, it is NP-complete when the usual subgraph-isomorphism
is employed. Furthermore, the specific implementation of the refinement opera-
tor ρ : LC 7→ 2LC which is required to be optimal is particularly difficult since
it requires (amongst other things) that:

∀π, π′ ∈ L : π 6= π′ ⇔ ρ(π) ∩ ρ(π′) = ∅ (2.23)

While the construction of a “real” optimal refinement operator ρ : LC 7→ 2LC

was so far unsuccessful, the main issue of avoiding duplicates is solved with a
trick. This trick is based on the definition of a so-called minimal canonical form
which defines a unique encoding for any (connected) graph. Since for π ⊑ π′

the minimal canonical form of π has to be a prefix of the minimal canonical
form of π′, this provides a simple criterion to discard a refinement that which
would not be produced by an optimal refinement operator. Thus, due to lack of
a “real” optimal refinement operator the algorithm still wastes some time on the
generation of “illegal” refinements, but the usage of a minimal canonical form
provides a technique to disregard non-optimal refinements and thus to avoid
duplicate evaluation. Therefore, we consider the combination of a refinement
operator and a canonical form yielding only optimal refinements as optimal
refinement operator.

Given such an optimal refinement operator for graphs and a matching pred-
icate a graph-mining algorithm in the style of apriori works in the same way
as Algorithm 1. However, due to the space complexity often depth-first algo-
rithms, like gSpan [Yan and Han 2002a, Yan and Han 2002b] are used. With the
publication of the gSpan algorithm a technique called extension collection was
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introduced, which leads to an significant performance gain. However, this only
works well in the molecular domain where graphs are small and contain only
nodes with a low degree and few cycles – if any. The high number of subgraph-
isomorphisms in a large network invalidates the positive effect of this technique
and turns it into a drawback. Therefore the algorithm used for the network
mining generates candidates in the “old-fashioned” apriori-style.

2.7 Data Sets

We will visit a total of four different settings where we study pattern mining on
graph structured data. In the transactional descriptive as well as in the transac-
tional predictive setting transactional data is employed. Such data comprises a
multi-set of example graphs where patterns are extracted from. For these type
of data we focus on molecular data, yet we will apply some of the techniques to
other type of data to show illustrate further details.

2.7.1 Graph Structured Data

Classification is one of the most important data mining tasks. Whereas tradi-
tional approaches have focused on “flat” representations, using feature vectors or
attribute-value representations, there has recently been a lot of interest in more
expressive representations, such as sequences, trees and graphs [Kilpeläinen
1992, Kramer et al. 2001, Bringmann 2004, Zaki and Aggarwal 2003, Geamsakul,
Matsuda, Yoshida, Motoda and Washio 2003]. Motivations for this interest in-
clude drug design, since molecules can be represented as graphs or sequences.
Classification of such data paves the way towards drug design on the screen
instead of extensive experiments in the lab.

Because graph miners are today the most prominent representatives of struc-
tured data mining systems, and their application has been to a large extent
targeted towards molecular applications in chemo-informatics such as structure
activity relationship prediction [Helma, Cramer, Kramer and Raedt 2004], our
experimental investigation often targets such applications.

In order to address tasks such as the structure-activity relationship (SAR)
prediction problem, different representations of molecular data have been used,
with a strong focus in the data mining and machine learning community on the
second-order representation, that is, the topological arrangement of atoms and
bonds.

Transactional Data

We will first describe the transactional data sets we used. Most of them, espe-
cially the 60 NCI data sets regarding cancer, are used in several of the exper-
imental evaluations. Transactional data sets comprise a multi-set of examples
where patterns are extracted from. While we focus on molecular data, we will
apply some of the techniques to other types of data to show illustrate further
details. These data are explained in Section 2.7.2.
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Total Positive
Name Size Class
786 0 3506 52.25%
A498 3480 51.21%
A549 ATCC 3734 50.91%
ACHN 3531 50.84%
BT 549 2778 50.36%
CAKI 1 3580 52.09%
CCRF CEM 3480 63.71%
COLO 205 3645 53.31%
DU 145 2945 48.08%
EKVX 3681 53.46%
HCC 2998 3177 56.78%
HCT 116 3723 55.04%
HCT 15 3731 53.42%
HL 60 TB 3386 64.62%
HOP 62 3628 52.04%
HOP 92 3503 56.58%
HS 578T 2870 54.01%
HT29 3712 53.99%
IGROV1 3690 53.01%
K 562 3618 59.12%
KM12 3705 52.39%
LOX IMVI 3603 56.98%
M14 3551 51.11%
MALME 3M 3507 53.78%
MCF7 3039 57.03%
MDA MB 231 ATCC 2948 50.03%
MDA MB 435 2981 50.96%
MDA N 2962 50.74%
MOLT 4 3534 61.54%
NCI ADR RES 3111 50.98%

Total Positive
Name Size Class
NCI H226 3464 51.41%
NCI H23 3719 52.92%
NCI H322M 3690 47.83%
NCI H460 3599 56.93%
NCI H522 3573 59.84%
OVCAR 3 3691 54.21%
OVCAR 4 3582 51.37%
OVCAR 5 3670 44.99%
OVCAR 8 3714 53.28%
PC 3 2982 51.04%
RPMI 8226 3564 59.37%
RXF 393 3401 54.40%
SF 268 3721 54.29%
SF 295 3745 54.13%
SF 539 3384 56.74%
SK MEL 28 3724 47.64%
SK MEL 2 3600 49.53%
SK MEL 5 3685 55.20%
SK OV 3 3503 48.84%
SN12C 3682 52.09%
SNB 19 3725 49.40%
SNB 75 3490 61.06%
SR 3006 62.18%
SW 620 3753 51.69%
T 47D 2909 53.28%
TK 10 3490 47.28%
U251 3755 54.43%
UACC 257 3681 50.88%
UACC 62 3684 55.54%
UO 31 3615 55.16%

Table 2.1: Characteristics of 60 cell lines of NCI cancer data set with an average
of 3485.66 compounds of which 53.62% are positive.

All molecular or chemical compound data sets contain a number of graphs
describing chemical compounds. Atoms are represented as vertices and labelled
with the atom type, whereas bonds between atoms are represented as edges,
labelled with their respective type which can be a single bond, double bond,
triple bond, aromatic bond, or sometimes even an amide bond.

The NCI Cancer Data Set is a panel consisting of 60 human tumour cell
lines.2 The data set contains 3910 compounds in total such as the one shown
in Figure 2.2. Each of the compounds is described by its 2D representation, the
graph of bonds between atoms in the molecule. Table 2.2 provides some statistics
on this. For each cell line, about 3500 of these compounds are provided together
with a label denoting their cancer-inhibiting action. The respective sizes of the
data sets and their class distribution is reported in Table 2.1. More specifically,

2Available at http://cactus.nci.nih.gov/ncidb2/download.html
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Average Minimum Maximum

Vertices 23.135 ± 12.05 3 194

Edges 24.948 ± 13.39 2 204

Table 2.2: Characteristics of the 3910 compounds comprising the NCI cancer
data set.
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Figure 2.2: 5-Dichloroacetamidouracil has 512 unique subgraphs which can be
distinguished into 40 connected graphs, 384 trees, and 88 sequences.

the value for each cell-line - compound pair corresponds to the concentration
parameter GI50, the concentration that causes 50% growth inhibition, and thus
is binary. The class distribution in each cell line varies between 44.99% and
64.62% for the class of active, that is cancer inhibiting, compounds. This data
set was used in several other publications such as [Swamidass, Chen, Bruand,
Phung, Ralaivola and Baldi 2005] who kindly provided us with the version they
used. We will usually refer to this data set simply as the NCI data set.

For some experimental evaluation, we used four different real-world data
sets, namely the NCI HIV data set [Kramer et al. 2001], a Biodegradability
data set [Džeroski, Blockeel, Kompare, Kramer, Pfahringer and Laer 1999], and
two Mutagenicity data sets used in [Kazius, Nijssen, Kok, Back and IJzerman
2006, Helma et al. 2004]. As for the NCI Cancer data set, all these data sets
contain a number of graphs describing chemical compounds.

NCI HIV is another NCI data set, but this time concerning HIV is analysed

Data Set Total Size Number of Classes Class sizes
HIV 41768 3 (CA,CM,CI) CA: 417, CM: 1069, CI: 40282
Biodegradability 328 2 (BD, NBD) BD: 185, NBD: 143
Mutagenicity I 4337 2 (M,NM) M: 2401, NM: 1936
Mutagenicity II 684 2 (M,NM) M: 341, NM: 343

Table 2.3: Characteristics of the four molecular data sets HIV, Biodegrad-
ability, Mutagenicity I, and Mutagenicity II.
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Component
min max avg Total Number of Total numer of labels

Data set Number nodes nodes nodes Nodes Edges Node Edge
Aviation 2608 27 56 38 101184 98576 6173 51
Credit 700 20 20 20 14700 14000 59 20

Table 2.4: Characteristics of the Aviation and Credit data sets.

in many publications such as [Kramer et al. 2001] consists of 41768 molecules
which were tested regarding their effect against HIV.3 40282 of these molecules
are classified as inactive (CI), 1069 as moderately active (CM), and 417 as active
(CA). The inactive ones showed no effect when tested against HIV whereas the
active ones had an effect. Molecules that sometimes had an effect and sometimes
had not were marked as moderately active. This data set obviously has a very
skewed distribution among its classes, specifically for the active vs moderately
active setting, majority class is still at 71.94%, not to mention the other settings,
where majority class exceeds 96%. These particular features make this data set
very challenging regarding classification tasks.

The Biodegradability data set used in [Džeroski et al. 1999] consists of 328
compounds. While originally this data set is a regression data set, with the
target variable the half life time of a compound under certain environmental
conditions, we consider the discretised version, in which compounds are simply
labelled as (non-)degradable. 185, or 57%, are labelled as degradable.

The Mutagenicity Data I was first used in a machine learning setting in
[Kazius et al. 2006]. It contains 4337 molecules from two similar sized classes.
Tested on their mutagenic effect on cells 2401 of these molecules were ac-
tive, whereas 1936 were inactive. This means that the majority baseline lies
at 55.36%.

Mutagenicity Data II is a second mutagenicity data set used in [Kazius
et al. 2006, Helma et al. 2004].4 It is very balanced with 343 (50.15%) compounds
labelled as non-mutagenic and 341 as mutagenic. The small size of the data set
implies that only relatively few patterns will be discovered that are reliably
significant.

Single Graphs

We conduct experiments on several real-world data sets: the WebKB, two
Alzheimer protein-interaction graphs, the Credit and Aviation data sets, two
social networks (Flickr and Y!360) and two bibliographic networks (DBLP
and arXiv). Each of those data sets is considered as one large structure, but
WebKB, which is a set of 4 large structures. Table 2.6 reports statistics of the
resulting graphs.

3National Cancer Institute http://www.cancer.gov/, data available at http://dtp.nci.

nih.gov/
4Available at http://www.predictive-toxicology.org/
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Number of Node degree Number of Labels
Data set Nodes Edges max min avg Node Edge
Alzheimer-3 4107 5023 50 1 2.45 2 13
Alzheimer-4 18298 23964 50 1 2.62 2 13
Cornell 627 1177 130 1 3.75 7 1
Texas 761 1507 149 1 3.96 7 1
Washington 1074 2158 161 1 4.02 7 1
Wisconsin 983 2311 162 1 4.70 7 1

Table 2.5: Characteristics of the real world data sets Alzheimer and WebKB.

avg. LCC
Data Set Date |V | |E| deg. T #CC |V | |E| avg. deg.
FlickrM 01.01.2003-01.04.2005 147463 241391 1.64 24 16357 74792 182417 2.43
FlickrW 28.10.2002-14.02.2005 149863 246331 1.64 76 16661 76058 186504 2.45
Y!360M 01.11.2004-01.08.2005 177278 205412 1.16 10 17926 110627 155089 1.40
Y!360W 01.11.2004-01.08.2005 177278 205412 1.16 41 17926 110627 155089 1.40
arXivY 1992-2001 70951 289226 4.08 10 6563 49008 260938 5.32
DBLPY 1992-2002 129073 277081 2.15 11 13444 83606 220098 2.63
DBLP05

03 2003-2005 109044 233961 2.15 3 14500 53370 153797 2.88
DBLP07

05 2005-2007 135116 290363 2.15 3 16333 72882 201468 2.76

Table 2.6: Data set statistics of eight evolving graphs: number of nodes and
edges and resulting average degree for the total graph as well as for the largest
connected component (LCC) out of all connected components (CC).

The WebKB5 data set, also known as the “4 Universities Data Set” is com-
posed of four university websites: Cornell, Wisconsin, Washington, and Texas
comprising a total of 1051 web-pages. Some details can be found in Table 2.5.

The Alzheimer data sets are two subgraphs of different sizes extracted from the
data set discussed in [Sevon, Eronen, Hintsanen, Kulovesi and Toivonen 2006].
This data set was generated using publicly available data from the life sciences
domain. Each node has a unique label and can represent anything from a protein
to a disease or a publication. Edges in this graph describe relationships among
nodes such as proteins that interact or genes that code a protein. Table 2.5
summarises the characteristics of the data sets used.

Credit and Aviation are two data sets obtained from the SUBDUE website.6

They were used in several experiments, such as [Kuramochi and Karypis 2004].
As we will see in Section 7.5 neither of the two is a real network, but rather a
collection of small graphs.

Flickr7 is a popular online-community for sharing photos, with millions of users.
We sample a set of users as vertices from Flickrs social network with edges
representing mutual friendship, assigning as time-stamp the moment when the
bidirectional contact is fully established. The time granularity in this data set is

5Available at http://www.cs.cmu.edu/afs/cs.cmu.edu/project/theo-11/www/wwkb/
6Available at http://cygnus.uta.edu/subdue/download.htm
7http://www.flickr.com/
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Data Set #Sessions edu other %edu %other

CSLOG1 8074 1962 6112 24.3 75.7

CSLOG2 7409 1687 5722 22.8 77.2

CSLOG12 13934 2969 10965 21.3 78.7

CSLOG3 7628 1798 5830 23.6 76.4

Table 2.7: Characteristics of the CSLOG data sets.12

one second, allowing for deducing graphs with different time granularities. We
generate one graph with monthly and one with weekly granularity.

Y!3608, or Yahoo! 360◦, is an online service for blogging, sharing pictures,
movies, and staying in contact with friends. Again we sample a set of users and
proceed as in the Fickr data set. The time granularities of the raw data allow
for generating two graphs, again with monthly and weekly granularity, but in
this case the two data sets contain exactly the same time period.

The DBLP9 data set is based on a recent snapshot of the DBLP which has a
yearly time-granularity. Authors are represented by vertices with a connecting
edge if they are co-authors of a conference, workshop, or journal paper. The
assigned time-stamp on an edge represents the year of the first co-authorship.
Three different samples DBLPY , DBLP05

03, and DBLP07
05 are extracted each

containing the edges created in the years 1992–2002, 2003–2005, and 2005–2007
respectively. These three samples allow us to analyse and compare long and
short term trends.

The arXiv10 data set is a co-authorship graph extracted from a sample of the
arXiv repository considering only physics publications, similar to the DBLP data
set. The obtained graph arXivY contains the co-authorships which emerged in
the years 1992 to 2001 with a time granularity of years.

2.7.2 Other Data Sets

Several data sets from the UCI11 repository are used throughout the thesis.
Each of the data sets used is transactional in nature, containing a fixed number
of attributes for each instance.

The CSLOG data used in our experiments are log files from web-site visitors’
sessions taking the form of rooted trees. They are separated into three weeks
(CSLOG1, CSLOG2, and CSLOG3) and each session is classified as its pro-
ducing visitor coming either from an .edu domain or from any other domain.
Characteristics of the data sets are shown in Table 2.7.

8http://360.yahoo.com/
9http://www.informatik.uni-trier.de/∼ley/db/

10http://arxiv.org/
11University of California, Illinois. http://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml/
12Numbers taken from Zaki and Aggarwal [2003].
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Part I

Mining Descriptive Patterns
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Outline Part I

This part of the thesis discusses approaches that fall into the descriptive setting
in data mining. Descriptive data mining is concerned with building a model
that describes a given data set. The models obtained can be used for a variety
of tasks such as compression or indexing of a database, or as a brief concise
description of a database for further analysis by an expert. While models that
allow for high compression permit compact storage as well as efficient transfer
of the data, models used for indexing a database facilitate efficient querying of
the same. Models created for further analysis by an expert are typically required
to contain novel information presented in a concise form.

Many algorithms have been developed to take on these challenging tasks.
Well known representatives include clustering algorithms, constrained pattern
mining techniques, and association rule mining. The application of these meth-
ods to data is not necessarily exclusive but can rather be understood as com-
plementing each other, possibly presenting different points of view on the data
set. This part of the thesis will focus on generic pattern mining. We will de-
vise a technique to be used together with constrained pattern mining to reduce
the redundancy inherent to the results returned by many pattern discovery al-
gorithms. The problem of an overwhelming amount of patterns returned as a
result by such techniques has been addressed in several ways. Condensed rep-
resentations aim at a compact, yet lossless representation of the result. Other
techniques do not intend to yield a lossless representation, but rather rank pat-
terns for a specific task at hand or try to extract a subset of patterns that are
considered valuable according to some requirements. Many of those require a
target attribute to evaluate the value of the patterns found and often evaluate
patterns based on their individual contribution, rather than in the context of
others.

A typical usage of a set of patterns is to encode the database at hand. This
requires the set of patterns to facilitate distinguishing the examples within the
data set from each other. This chapter contributes a novel approach to filtering
patterns based on their additional distinguishing power provided in the context
of other patterns. As our approach starts from an empty set and iteratively adds
more elements to the result set it can be classified as forward selection technique
according to Guyon and Elisseeff [2003]. Contrary to a technique presented
by Knobbe and Ho [2006a] aiming for an optimal solution, our approach is
heuristic and therefore computationally more efficient. Our method is based on
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a generic measure Φ to evaluate a pattern in the context of other patterns with
regard to the database in question. The particular measure employed depends
on the requirements of the user and can be chosen rather flexible since only few
conditions have to be satisfied. We present three measures based on different
concepts and compare them on several data sets. The effects studied include
performance in terms of runtime, the ability to reduce redundancy as well as
the capability to select a set of patterns that can be used to distinguish examples
in the database. The initial idea is presented using a simple algorithm which
is then improved to an algorithm which, while using the same measures at the
core, avoids a bias intrinsic to the first algorithm and additionally improves
computational efficiency.



Chapter 3

Reducing Redundancy

Pattern search is one of the main topics in data mining and frequently used as
first step towards obtaining a descriptive model. In the last years different types
of pattern languages were developed in order to be able to deal with the challenge
of finding new and hopefully valuable representations for all kind of data. The
emphasis of these techniques lies in discovering patterns that are interesting,
that is, satisfy one or more constraints. Hence, the result of a pattern mining
exercise is a collection of patterns, each evaluated and reported independently
as satisfying the given constraints, so that each pattern describes a subgroup
of the database and represents some property that is shared (exclusively) by
all members of the subgroup. Most algorithms developed handle the usually
computationally intensive task in a decent way, enabling us to extract countless
patterns efficiently from large data sets; even small data sets might yield millions
of patterns. These patterns are then presented to the user or they are used
as features such that each instance of the original database can be converted
into a binary vector, each bit encoding the presence or absence of the pattern.
Typically, such overabundance of features does not help in the learning task,
possibly even “confusing” the algorithm, leading to overfitting.

Many approaches used to extract such collections follow the idea of the Apri-
ori algorithm explained in the previous chapter and make use of constraints in
two ways. Firstly, constraints enable the user to circumscribe the desired result.
Secondly, the algorithms exploit the constraints to allow for an efficient search.
While the approach of constraint pattern mining may ensure that all patterns
meeting the constraints will be reported, it lacks the ability of extracting a brief
description that allows for deeper insight. The main reason for this lies in the
evaluation of patterns based on their individual merit, neglecting dependencies
among the patterns which inevitably leads to a high redundancy among the
patterns in the reported result set. Often different patterns or combinations of
patterns cover a similar subset of the examples, thus being redundant and not
carrying any new information.

One possibility to extract a small set of patterns lies in tightening the con-
straints such that they only hold for a small number of patterns, thus leading
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to result sets of low cardinality. While such strongly constrained result sets will
be short they can still be redundant and do typically not provide the desired
details which allow for interesting insights.

Another way to tackle the problem is to post-process the collection of pat-
terns reported by a constrained pattern mining algorithm. In such an additional
step the previously discovered patterns are re-evaluated in order to be ranked or
extracted for further processing. Different from the mining task, all patterns are
available for the evaluation and possible interactions can be taken into account.

The aim of our work is to reduce the set of patterns returned by a data
mining operation to a subset that is small enough to be inspected by a human
user. To be of maximal benefit to the user this set should show little redundancy
while retaining as much information as possible encoded in the full pattern set.
In our approach, the information of a pattern set is determined by the partition
it induces on the examples, with all examples covered by the same set of patterns
belonging to one and the same block. Thus, information is obtained from the
composition of all patterns. This is in contrast to, for instance, the notion of
sets of closed patterns [Pasquier et al. 1999], which only takes care that no
individual pattern covers the same subset as any of its specialisations. It does
not take into account complementary information, that is, patterns that are
mutually exclusive. It does not even consider patterns to be redundant that
cover the same subset but are syntactically unrelated. Additionally, especially
on dense data sets the number of closed patterns is still significantly larger than
anything humans can be reasonably expected to peruse.

Since the high amount of patterns leads to a very large search space of pos-
sible subsets, we develop a heuristic technique to address the problem. In order
to accommodate different notions of how to traverse the set and how to select
patterns, we propose a rather general algorithm Bouncer. Based on our intu-
ition about redundancy between patterns we design several selection measures
and combine them with straight-forward ordering strategies. Insights about the
effects and the semantic of the measures lead us to improve the heuristics and
formulate a revised algorithm Picker∗ independent from orderings by using
an upper-bound technique. The results show that both techniques succeed in
severely reducing the number of patterns, while at the same time apparently
retaining much of the original information. Additionally, the experiments show
that reducing the pattern set indeed improves the quality of classification re-
sults. Both results show that the developed solutions are very well suited for
the goals we aim at.

The contents of this chapter are the result of joint work with Albrecht
Zimmermann at the Katholieke Universiteit Leuven, and partially published in
[Bringmann and Zimmermann 2007] and [Bringmann and Zimmermann 2009].

3.1 The General Algorithm

As stated above, the main goal of our work is presenting both human user and
machine learning technique with a set of patterns that is small enough to be
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easily processed. Small size is not a virtue in itself, however, if there is little
information encoded in the pattern set. Thus it is important that much of the
characteristics of the data described by the complete set of patterns is retained,
and it is desirable that the redundancy between patterns in the set is low.

To achieve selection of patterns beyond that done in the mining operation,
additional knowledge is required. The cheapest and often only form of back-
ground knowledge available is the transactional database D which the patterns
were extracted from. By evaluating subsets of patterns jointly on this database,
we exploit knowledge the mining operation itself did not use. Hence, our goal is
the following:

Given a set S of patterns πi, a database D, and a redundancy measure Φ
Select a subset S∗ ⊂ S, such that S∗ satisfies the following requirements:

G1 |S∗ | is small, such that a human expert could inspect it.

G2 members of S∗ have low redundancy with regard to D according to Φ.

G3 members of S∗ describe characteristics of D.

We will concretise these requirements in the next section. To give a formal
description of the general technique, we need to introduce the following notions.

3.1.1 Notions

As stated in the introduction the approach presented is based on the partition
introduced on the data set by a set of patterns. A set of patterns is simply a set
S = {π1, . . . , πn} of patterns πi and often referred to as pattern set. A partition
of a set is defined as follows:

Definition 29 (Partition).
A partition P of a set D is a set P = {D1, . . . , Dp} of subsets of D such that

∀Di, Dj ∈ P with Di 6= Dj ⇒ Di ∩ Dj = ∅

∪Di∈P Di = D

Each set Di ∈ P is called a block of the partition P .

A partition can be defined explicitly by assigning elements to blocks and thus
specify a partition. However, we want the partition to be defined implicitly such
that elements that are considered equivalent belong to one block. The definition
of an equivalence relation will lead to an implicit definition as desired.

Definition 30 (Equivalence relation).
An equivalence relation ∼ is a binary relation between two elements of a set
which is reflexive, symmetric and transitive:

∀a ∈ A : a ∼ a

∀a, b ∈ A : a ∼ b⇒ b ∼ a

∀a, b, c ∈ A : a ∼ b ∧ b ∼ c⇒ a ∼ c
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An equivalence relation gives rise to the concepts of the equivalence class
and the quotient set :

Definition 31 (Equivalence class).
Given an equivalence relation ∼, the set [a] = {b ∈ A : b ∼ a} is called an
equivalence class.

Using these concepts we can now specify a partitioning implicitly given by
set of patterns S = {π1, . . . , πn} by defining an equivalence relation ∼S as

∼S = {(t1, t2) ∈ D× D | ∀π ∈ S : π(t1) = π(t2)} (3.1)

Thus, two transactions are considered to be equivalent under S if they share
exactly the same patterns. Using the equivalence relation ∼S the partition or
quotient set of D over S is defined as

Definition 32 (Partition, Quotient set).
Given a set and an equivalence relation, the partition, or quotient set is the set
of all possible equivalence classes of A by ∼ defined as:

D/ ∼S= {[a] | a ∈ D} (3.2)

3.2 A measure for redundancy

Partitions, as just introduced, are a central element of our technique. The intu-
ition behind is that two pattern sets S∗ and S that induce the same partitions
allow for the same separability of instances. Consequently both pattern sets are
equally useful for a machine learning algorithm.

A set S∗ smaller than S while still inducing the same partition on the data
is typically preferable to browsing hundreds or even thousands of patterns. In
general such a set is likely to be preferable to any set of patterns where each
pattern is extracted based only on its individual merit. To accomplish the goal
of reducing redundancy, we define a general measure Φ.

Definition 33 (A measure Φ for redundancy).
Given a database D and a set of patterns S∗ the following function evaluates the
value of adding π to the set S∗.

Φ(D, S∗, π) 7→ [0, 1] ⊂ R (3.3)

Any such measure is supposed to rate the value of adding a pattern π to the
currently selected subset S∗. The higher the value of Φ, the more valuable is
adding the pattern π to S∗. On the other hand, if a pattern π does not induce
any change to the partitioning, that is if | D/ ∼(S∗∪πi)|=| D/ ∼S∗|, we require
Φ = 0.

By rejecting patterns that do not change the partitioning, subsets which
are typically smaller and still induce the same partition as the initial set can
be obtained. To motivate the usage of an additional measure, consider that the
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Figure 3.1: Partition induced by patterns. The left table shows which patterns
πi occur in the transactions tj . The right shows how the patterns split up the
data set. Four binary patterns can induce at most 16 blocks. This combination
of patterns and instances yields only four blocks, however.

minimal number of patterns needed to induce a partition is log2 |D/ ∼S∗|. While
this ideal number will hardly be reachable, it allows to rate patterns regarding
their contribution towards approaching it since this also minimizes redundancy
between (combinations of) patterns. Therefore a measure Φ can not only be
used to reject redundant patterns, but to assign a score to any pattern allowing
to trade redundancy versus completeness.

Example 2 (Redundancy).
To give some intuition consider Figure 3.1 (p. 61). The left-hand side shows an
example database D. As can be clearly seen on the left-hand side, the presence of
π3 depends on the presence of both π1 and π2 while the presence of π4 depends
on the presence of π1 and absence of π2. The right-hand side shows the partition
induced by these four patterns on D, and shows the dependencies of π3 and π4

mirrored in the way D is split into blocks.

Taking into account the actual syntactical composition and support of the
patterns in the selection measure would require measures that are specifically
bound to certain types of pattern languages. Since this approach aims at a
more general applicability, namely all patterns that can be defined as absent or
present further details on syntactical composition or similar are not of interest
here.

However, for a human user with elaborate knowledge about the domain the
situation might be somewhat different. We will see how the approach can take
expert knowledge into account in two different ways next to a threshold. One
possibility is that the algorithm starts with a set S∗ provided by the user, which
is then saturated with patterns of value according to the method employed.
Furthermore, the first three measures require the definition of a total order
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< ⊂ S × S in which to process patterns. By defining this order arbitrarily a
preference of certain patterns of others can be expressed.

3.2.1 The Idea

Given the subgoals stated above and the intuition about meaningful pattern
sets we have given in the preceding section, our aim is now to select a subset
S∗ ⊂ S which comes close to recovering the partition induced by S while being
of low cardinality.

Since the number of patterns is rather high, the brute force approach of
testing any possible subset S∗ ⊆ S will quickly become infeasible. A possible
solution to this lies in limiting the size of S∗ to a user-defined k [Knobbe and
Ho 2006b]. The choice of this k is not straight-forward though, and furthermore
not, as in the approach presented here, governed by the data.

Using the definitions given above we give a first, rather general heuristic
algorithm called Bouncer, shown as Algorithm 2, to compute S∗ given S, D,
an order <, Φ, and some threshold t ∈ [0, 1] ⊂ R. Similar to a doorman at a

Algorithm 2 The Bouncer algorithm

1: for i = 1 to |S | do
2: if Φ(D, S∗, πi) > t then
3: S∗ = S∗ ∪ {πi}
4: end if
5: end for
6: return S∗

venue the algorithm considers the candidates in a sequential order and every
candidate only once. Based on criteria expressed via the measure Φ a candidate
is accepted or refused. More formally the algorithm iterates over the patterns
in S in the order given by <. In each step the partition induced by S∗ ∪ πi is
compared to the partition induced by S∗ by means of the function Φ.

If there is no change, any measure Φ is required to evaluate to zero and thus
the pattern in question is rejected reducing redundancy (subgoal 2). If there
is change to the induced partitioning, Φ is typically non-zero. However, only
if it exceeds the threshold t, the pattern is chosen and included into S∗. By
specifying a threshold t the user can control the redundancy of the selected set
S∗. Choosing a lower threshold usually leads to a bigger S∗. However, due to
the greedy nature of the Bouncer algorithm this cannot be guaranteed.

Note that any of the following measures yields a non-zero value if there is
any change to the partition induced. Consequently a threshold of t = 0 will
accept any pattern inducing a change in the partition and the set S∗ created
will induce the same partition as the whole set S. As a result the description of
data characteristics that the original set allowed is fully maintained, satisfying
sub-goal 3.

Obviously there are – apart from D and the threshold t – two major pa-
rameters influencing the result S∗. First, there is the choice of the measure Φ
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which so far remains unspecified. Second, the order < of the features in S may
be important. We will discuss several possibilities for those two points in the
next section.

3.3 Instantiations of the Algorithm

To show the applicability of our general algorithm to the task of pattern subset
selection we introduce several different instantiations. We start by describing
three selection measures used. To give some more motivation for each of those
instantiations, we will attempt to give some “meaning” to each selection measure
used.

3.3.1 Partition size quotient ΦQ

While rejection of patterns that do not change the partition will effectively cut
down on the number of patterns retained already, there is the possibility that
adding a pattern will affect only a few blocks. While this may be acceptable in
early steps of the selection process when not many patterns are used and only
few blocks formed, in later steps this corresponds to only a small gain in new
information.

Example 3 (Partition Size Quotient).
Let us assume for instance that exactly one of the existing blocks is split into
two sub-blocks when a new pattern is added. This means that the total number
of blocks is raised by one. Depending on the number of already existing blocks,
this corresponds to 33% for two blocks, but only 0.9% for 100 blocks.

The crudest way of measuring this lies in defining the measure

Definition 34 (Partition Size Quotient).

ΦQ(D, S∗, π) = 1−
|D/ ∼S∗|

|D/ ∼(S∗∪π)|
. (3.4)

We can now define a threshold on what shall be perceived to be an acceptable
increase in the number of blocks and use it for additional pattern selection.
The main advantage of this criterion is that it is easy to evaluate. A possible
disadvantage might be that focusing solely on the number of blocks without
considering which blocks are split and which instances are contained in the new
sub-blocks is not enough.

3.3.2 Agglomerative clustering ΦC

To alleviate this, one can use an agglomerative clusterer which combines some of
the new sub-blocks until the old number of blocks is reached. Thus, a clustering
algorithm can be denoted as a function C(D, k) that returns a partition P of D

consisting of k blocks.
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Let us assume that as in the section before, the addition of a new pattern
leads to a split of an existing block into two sub-blocks. These have a dissimi-
larity of 1 according to the Manhattan distance since they agree in all patterns
except the new one. By the same argument the parent block had a distance of
at least 1 to the other blocks. Thus the sub-block in which the new pattern is
present will have a distance of 2 to all blocks where it is absent (except to its
sibling), and vice versa. Non-split blocks might have a smaller dissimilarity to
non-sibling blocks than to siblings, depending on the effect of the new pattern.

An agglomerative clusterer will combine two blocks from the new partition
into one block since then the old number of blocks is reached again. Given the
effects described above, there will very likely be change that can be measured
using the Rand index, affected by the new pattern over the entire partition, even
unchanged blocks. For a bigger increase in the number of blocks this change can
be expected to be even more pronounced.

The Rand index is defined as follows: assume two partitions P, P′. For each
pair of instances ti, tj , two decision variables can be defined: cij which equals
1 if the two instances are in the same block in both partitions, P and P′, 0
otherwise, and dij = 1 if the two instances are assigned to different blocks in
both partitions, 0 otherwise.

Definition 35 (Rand index).
The Rand index is defined as:

Rand(P, P′) =
2 ·

∑n−1
i=1

∑n
j=i+1(cij + dij)

n · (n− 1)
(3.5)

Based on the Rand index we define a measure referred to as clustering coefficient.

Definition 36 (Clustering Coefficient).

ΦC(D, S∗, π) = 1− Rand(D/ ∼S∗ , C(D/ ∼S∗∪π, |D/ ∼S∗|)) (3.6)

The threshold t quantifies what we consider the minimal acceptable number
of changes for a pattern to be chosen.

This technique will take longer to evaluate than the one shown before since
the clustering process needs at least quadratic running time and for the Rand -
index 1

2 ·n(n−1) pairwise decisions have to be made. It does have the advantage
of using information about the size and composition of the blocks and not only
about their number though.

Please note that ΦC will always yield 0 if S∗ is empty, since the clustering
would then have to create a partition with one block. Thus its Rand -index is
zero. To overcome this problem the measure will return 1 for any pattern that
can create two blocks if S∗ is empty.

3.3.3 Inference of patterns ΦI

The first selection technique we showed strictly evaluates whether patterns can
be described by a combination of others while the second one evaluates the
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effect of combining instances that differ in only one pattern. A third option is
also possible in which a machine learning technique such as a rule-based learner
is used to evaluate the possibility of predicting the presence/absence of a pattern
based on the presence of previously chosen patterns. While this will never lead
to a perfect model1, a pattern whose presence or absence is correctly predicted
on the majority of instances can be considered as not adding much information.

Given a pattern set S∗ = {π1, . . . , πk}, a new candidate pattern π and
the database D, we identify each transaction ti with its binary feature vector
−→
fS∗(ti) = 〈π1(ti), . . . , πk(ti)〉 and label it with c(ti) = π(ti). We use a learner2

to induce a hypothesis h : X 7→ {0, 1} where X = {
−→
fS∗(t) | t ∈ D} and define

the measure

ΦI(D, S∗, π) = 1−
|{ti : h(

−→
fS∗(ti)) = π(ti)}|

|D |
. (3.7)

Note that in this case all instances are represented as binary vectors including
duplicates with regard to the feature vectors. This means that a feature having
only marginal effect on large parts of the instance space will be predicted with
high accuracy while a feature that, for instance, splits the largest block in half
will have far less accuracy, thus having a better chance of being chosen.

3.3.4 Ordering relations

As we mentioned before, the second important issue in the instantiations of
the Bouncer algorithm is the ordering relation used. When working with fre-
quent itemsets two simple types of orderings are possible based on support and
on length (or size) of the itemsets, respectively. In each case we can use two
directions of ordering, either ascending or descending. This leads to a total of
four different orderings: support ascending (s↑), support descending (s↓), length
ascending (l↑), and length descending (l↓) evaluated in the experimental section.

3.4 Refining the Heuristic

In the Bouncer algorithm a pattern that just exceeds the threshold will be
chosen, neglecting the possibility of any other pattern later in the sequence
reaching a much higher score, and thus introducing a more desireable split.
To address this issue, in each selection step each pattern has to be considered
in order to select the pattern with the highest score. However, except for ΦQ,
evaluating the score of all patterns in every selection step introduces a much
higher computational complexity.

Much of this complexity arises from the use of a classification/clustering
algorithm in two of the selection steps. The classification algorithm used in ΦI

allows the rejection of patterns that only split off small blocks, and usage of a

1Due to the rejection of patterns that do not effect a change in the partition.
2The J48 implementation of WEKA.
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sophisticated algorithm (such as an SVM) or evaluation schemes such as cross-
validation might correct over-fitting effects. The use of an unpruned classifier
evaluated on training-data – the most efficient method – equates to simple
counting.

Similarly, while we originally chose the clustering technique to introduce an
element of chance to offset the ordering effect, it can be questioned how valuable
this is. Furthermore, given the systematic dissimilarity of blocks, a maximally
different clustering could be derived from analysis of the partition-tree.

Therefore, a possible solution to the effects of the sequential processing lies
in foregoing the algorithmic components within our measures. Instead, we pro-
pose new formulations that allow the calculation of upper bounds for patterns,
thus allowing for pruning, and ideally, enough efficiency-gain to compensate for
the repeated evaluation of patterns. The decision to employ a more exhaustive

Algorithm 3 The Picker algorithm

1: repeat
2: πc = π1

3: for i = 2 to |S | do
4: if Φ(D, S∗, πi) > Φ(D, S∗, πc) then
5: πc = πi

6: end if
7: end for
8: // Best πc for the current S∗ found
9: if Φ(D, S∗, πc) > t then

10: S∗ = S∗ ∪ {πc}
11: end if
12: until Φ(D, S∗, πc) ≤ t
13: return S∗

evaluation gives rise to the Picker algorithm, shown as Algorithm 3. Differing
from the Bouncer algorithm, the Picker algorithm is more thorough in its
evaluation of patterns, greedily selecting the best, not the first pattern exceeding
the threshold. A first, näıve approach to achieve this is chosen for Algorithm 3. It
simply evaluates all candidate patterns in each step and choses the one reaching
the maximal score to be added to the set S∗. This is repeated until no pat-
tern exceeds the user defined threshold t. Thus, the computational complexity

for the Picker algorithm is O( |S|·(|S|+1)
2 ) = O(| S |2) in the worst case where

each pattern exceeds the threshold, while it is only O(| S |) for the Bouncer
algorithm.

In the following sections we will first introduce three measures resembling
the measures presented so far followed by an explanation of the upper bound
mechanisms possible.
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3.4.1 An alternative to the partition size quotient ΦQ

The first measure, ΦQ, in a sense quantifies how fully a new pattern fulfills its
potential to make the existing partition more fine-grained. It is formulated as

ΦQ(D, S∗, π) = 1−
|D/ ∼S∗|

|D/ ∼(S∗∪π)|
. (3.8)

In this formulation, it is measured how large the amount of unchanged blocks
is. A different formulation based on the same idea would be

ΦQ+(D, S∗, π) =
|D/ ∼(S∗∪π)| − |D/ ∼S∗|

2· |D/ ∼S∗|
. (3.9)

This ΦQ+ returns the fraction of newly introduced blocks by the candidate
pattern over the maximal amount of blocks that could result from introducing
a new pattern. Thus, if the candidate pattern does not introduce a new split,
ΦQ+ equals 0. The maximum amount of splits a pattern can introduce equals
the number of blocks, then the measure would return 1

2 .

Even though the two functions ΦQ and ΦQ+ are not equivalent, they impose
the same ordering on a set of patterns.

Proposition 3 (ΦQ and ΦQ+ impose the same ordering).

∀π, π′ : ΦQ(D, S∗, π) ≥ ΦQ(D, S∗, π′)⇔ ΦQ+(D, S∗, π) ≥ ΦQ+(D, S∗, π′) (3.10)

Proof. The claim above states that ∀π, π′

1 −
|D/∼S∗|

|D/∼(S∗∪π)|
≥ 1 −

|D/∼S∗|

|D/∼(S∗∪π′)|

⇔

|D/∼(S∗∪π)| − |D/∼S∗|

2· |D/∼S∗|
≥

|D/∼(S∗∪π′)| − |D/∼S∗|

2· |D/∼S∗|

which can be simplified to

|D/ ∼S∗|

|D/ ∼(S∗∪π)|
≤

|D/ ∼S∗|

|D/ ∼(S∗∪π′)|
⇔|D/ ∼(S∗∪π)| ≥ |D/ ∼(S∗∪π′)|

and further to

1

|D/ ∼(S∗∪π)|
≤

1

|D/ ∼(S∗∪π′)|
⇔|D/ ∼(S∗∪π)| ≥ |D/ ∼(S∗∪π′)|

and thus proves the claim.
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3.4.2 Removing the element of chance from ΦC

The way ΦC is formulated the blocks formed after applying the candidate pat-
tern are recombined using an agglomerative clusterer and then compared to
the old partition using the Rand -index [Rand 1971]. Since a trivial approach to
this would simply recover the old partition, care is taken that non-siblings are
combined if possible, thus assuring the introduction of change. The same could
be effected by comparing the old and the new partition via the Rand -index.
This approach would be deterministic, contrary to a clustering method based
on the Manhattan distance. Therefore, this would remove the element of chance,
and reduce the computational complexity – resulting in a lower execution time.
Analogous to the measures introduced earlier we define this Rand -based mea-
sure as:

Definition 37 (The Rand-based measure ΦC+).

ΦC+(D, S∗, π) =
2

|D | ·(|D | −1)
·

∑

b∈D/∼S∗

|π(b) | ·(|b | − |π(b) |) (3.11)

This new measure is based on the observation that blocks can be considered
separately. For each block b the number of pairs that will be split is just the
product of the number of instances that are covered by the candidate pattern
and those which are not. Since splits are never reversed during the selection
process, instances that are in different blocks can never be merged into one
block and hence not contribute to the Rand -index. The summation of these
products over all blocks is normalised by the maximum number of pairs that

can split which is |D|·(|D|−1)
2 , as mentioned before.

Please note that the Rand -index usually counts the number of pairs that
are not split, whereas here we count the number of pairs that will be split, thus
inverting the Rand -index.

3.4.3 Formulating ΦI in closed form

Currently, a classifier is employed to find the score a pattern achieves, in the
form of:

ΦI(D, S∗, π) = 1−
|{ti ∈ D : h(

−→
fS∗(ti)) = π(ti)}|

|D |
(3.12)

which is equivalent to 1−accuracy of the hypothesis induced by the learning al-
gorithm. The learner we employed for ΦI uses a decision tree mechanism, which
means that it learns a set of mutually exclusive conjunctive rules. In addition we
used the tree unpruned and evaluated it on the training data such that actually
the (observed) probability P(π | π1, . . . , πk) is measured. This can as well be
found by counting the number of occurrences of π on each block.

More formally:

ΦI+(D, S∗, π) =
1

|D |

∑

b∈D/∼S∗

min(|π(b) |, |b | − |π(b) |) (3.13)
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This definition equals the minimum error a classifier can achieve on the train-
ing set D using all features contained in S∗. Thus ΦI+ = ΦI if the learning
algorithm employed in ΦI builds an optimal model for the supplied data set D.
This reformulation strongly reduces the complexity and thus can be used in the
Picker algorithm.

3.5 Using Bounds to Reduce Complexity

As argued earlier, computational complexity could be reduced further if in each
step only those patterns would be evaluated that have a chance of exceeding
the score of the best pattern found in the current step so far. Fortunately, for
each of the three measures ΦQ+ , ΦI+ , and ΦC+ we can define an upper bound
Φ∗ ≥ Φ that is easy to evaluate and can be employed to achieve our aim. Using
these bounds we reformulate the Picker algorithm as Picker∗ (Algorithm 4)
to obtain a more efficient algorithm. In this extended version of the algorithm

Algorithm 4 The Picker∗ algorithm

repeat
sort S according to the upper bound Φ∗

πc = π1 ∈ S

i = 2
while Φ∗(D, S∗, πi) ≥ Φ(D, S∗, πc) and i ≤|S | do

// Access database to evaluate πi

if Φ(D, S∗, πi) > Φ(D, S∗, πc) then
πc = πi

end if
i = i + 1

end while
// Best πc for the current S∗ found
if Φ(D, S∗, πc) > t then

S∗ = S∗ ∪ {πc}
forall π ∈ S do update-bound Φ∗(π)

end if [πc cleared the threshold]
until Φ(D, S∗, πc) ≤ t
return S∗

the candidate patterns πi are sorted according to their bounds Φ∗ such that the
patterns with the best chance to reach a high score are evaluated first. As soon
as Φ(πc) > Φ∗(πi), no following patterns πj : j > i can exceed the score of πc.
However, the current bound may need to be updated since the newly introduced
split can change the effect of later patterns. This update is performed in constant
time for each pattern. The algorithm terminates once the best pattern found
does not pass the user defined threshold.
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3.5.1 A bound for ΦQ+

Whenever a pattern π is evaluated on the data D, the cardinality of the partition
D/ ∼S∗∪{π} is evaluated for the current S∗. The value of interest with regard to
a single pattern π is the number of blocks split; that is: the additional number of
blocks induced by π. This number of splits a pattern π induces on the database
after k patterns have been selected for S∗ is denoted as:

splitsk(π) =|D/ ∼S∗∪{π}| − |D/ ∼S∗| with k =|S∗ | . (3.14)

Note that evaluating splitsk(π) involves accessing the database and is therefore
only computed for a pattern π if the upper bound of a pattern exceeds the
score of the current-best candidate and not after any change to S∗. Hence the
value of splitsk(π) might be unavailable for the current k =|S∗ | in contrast to a
k <|S∗ |. The formulation of the upper bound has to incorporate this ’ageing’ of
the value available. After adding further patterns to S∗ the highest value that
can be reached by π may increase. In the ideal case π can induce a split in any
of the sub-blocks b′ ∈ B where it could induce a split in a block B from the
partition it was last evaluated on. This number potentially doubles with each
pattern that is added to S∗ which leads to the following definition of an upper
bound:

Φ∗
Q+(D, S∗, π) =

2|S
∗|−k · splitsk(π)

2· |D/ ∼S∗|
(3.15)

The maximum number of splits a pattern π can introduce is 2n as many as it
could have introduced n selection steps earlier. The exponent |S∗ | −k denotes
the number of steps since the pattern was last evaluated and therefore a new
estimate on its splitting power derived. In order to show that this is indeed an
upper bound we need to prove the following proposition:

Proposition 4 (Quotient Upper Bound).

ΦQ+(D, S∗ ∪X, π) ≤ Φ∗
Q+(D, S∗ ∪X, π) (3.16)

Proof. We need to show that for any X

|D/ ∼S∗∪X∪{π}| − |D/ ∼S∗∪X|

2· |D/ ∼S∗∪X|
≤

2|S
∗∪X|−k · (|D/ ∼S∗∪{p}| − |D/ ∼S∗|)

2· |D/ ∼S∗∪X|

Knowing |S∗ |= k and S∗ ∩X = ∅ we have

|D/ ∼S∗∪X∪{π}| − |D/ ∼S∗∪X| ≤ 2|X| · (|D/ ∼S∗∪{π}| − |D/ ∼S∗|)

This inequality can be formulated as

∑

B∈D/∼S∗

∑

B′∈B/∼X

(|B′/ ∼{π}| −1) ≤ 2|X| ·
∑

B∈D/∼S∗

|B/ ∼{π}| −1
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Again it is sufficient to show the inequality for each of the addends due to
monotonicity of the sum. Thus we have ∀B ∈ D/ ∼S∗

∑

B′∈B/∼X

(|B′/ ∼{π}| −1) ≤ 2|X|(|B/ ∼{π}| −1)

We now have to consider two cases:

1. ∀B′ ∈ B/ ∼X |B′/ ∼{π}|= 1 =⇒|B/ ∼{π}|= 1

2|X| · (1 − 1) ≥
∑

B′∈B/∼X

(1− 1) X

2. ∃B′ ∈ B/ ∼X |B′/ ∼{π}|= 2 =⇒|B/ ∼{π}|= 2

2|X| · (2 − 1) ≥
∑

B′∈B/∼X

(2− 1)

2|X| ≥|B/ ∼X| X

As both equations are true, the claim follows.

3.5.2 A bound for ΦC+

Given that a pattern π would introduce a split with a Rand index of x, we
know that it cannot introduce a split with a Rand index higher than x on any
subpartition. Knowing this the calculated Rand index serves as an upper bound.

Φ∗
C+(D, S∗, π) = ΦC+(D, S∗, π) (3.17)

Even though this looks surprisingly simple, it is a stronger upper bound
than the upper bound for the quotient, which increases in each step whereas
this upper bound does not change and hence needs no update. It is also superior
in that it will allow actual pruning of patterns whose Rand index does not clear
the threshold anymore. To show that this is actually an upper bound we need
to prove the following proposition

Proposition 5 (Rand Index Upper Bound).

ΦC+(D, S∗ ∪X, π) ≤ Φ∗
C+(D, S∗, π) (3.18)

Proof. We will prove the claim using induction by showing that:

∀π, πx ∈ X : Φ∗
C+(D, S∗, π) ≥ Φ∗

C+(D, S∗ ∪ {πx}, π).

Recall that ΦC+ (and thus Φ∗
C+) is defined as a normalised sum:

ΦC+(D, S∗, π) =
2

|D | ·(|D | −1)
·

∑

b∈D/∼S∗

|π(b) | ·(|b | − |π(b) |).
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Hence it is sufficient to show that each addend is monotonically decreasing
with the introduction of an additional pattern πx. That is ∀π, πx ∈ X and
∀B ∈ D/ ∼S∗ :

|π(B) | ·(|B | − |π(B) |) ≥
∑

b∈B/∼{πx}

|π(b) | ·(|b | − |π(b) |).

Note that |B/ ∼{πx}|≤ 2. The two patterns π, πx can induce at most 4 blocks.
Let b1, b2, b3, b4 ∈ B/ ∼{πx,π} these four pairwise disjunct blocks such that
|π(B) |=|π(b1 ∪ b3) |=| b1 ∪ b3 | and | πx(b1 ∪ b2) |=| b1 ∪ b2 |. Therefore we can
reformulate the equation above as

|b1 ∪ b3 | · |b2 ∪ b4 | ≥ |b1 | · |b2 | + |b3 | · |b4 |
⇔ (|b1 | + |b3 |) · (|b2 | + |b4 |) ≥ |b1 | · |b2 | + |b3 | · |b4 |
⇔ |b1 | · |b2 | + |b1 | · |b4 | + |b3 | · |b2 | + |b3 | · |b4 | ≥ |b1 | · |b2 | + |b3 | · |b4 |
⇔ |b1 | · |b4 | + |b3 | · |b2 | ≥ 0

The claim now follows by induction.

3.5.3 A bound for ΦI+

The bound for the the inference measure ΦI+ turns out to be similar to the
upper bound for the Rand -based measure. They are however based on differ-
ent concepts. Recall the inference measure is based on the predictive error that
would be made by a decision table over D and the current S∗ for predicting the
candidate pattern π. For any future value ΦI+(D, S∗

F , p) we know that S∗
F ⊃ S∗.

In other words: the underlying decision table is built using only more attributes.
Consequently the accuracy for predicting the pattern π can only increase, re-
sulting in an error that can only decrease. The current error therefore is an
upper bound for the predictive error. This simply reads as:

Φ∗
I+(D, S∗, π) = ΦI+(D, S∗, π) (3.19)

Similar to the upper bound for the Rand -based measure, this upper bound
does not require any update.

Proposition 6 (Inference Upper Bound).

ΦI+(D, S∗ ∪X, π) ≤ Φ∗
I+(D, S∗, π). (3.20)

Proof. Just as before, this claim can be proven using induction: We need to
show that

∀π, πx ∈ X : Φ∗
I+(D, S∗, π) ≥ Φ∗

I+(D, S∗ ∪ {πx}, π).

Again, the measure ΦI+ is defined as a normalised sum. Thus, as for the Rand
based measure, it is sufficient to show that each addend is monotonically de-
creasing. That is ∀π, πx ∈ X and ∀B ∈ D/ ∼S∗ :

min(|π(B) |, |B | − |π(B) |) ≥
∑

b∈B/∼{πx}

min(|π(b) |, |b | − |π(b) |).
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As before let b1, b2, b3, b4 ∈ B/ ∼{πx,π} be four pairwise disjunct blocks such
that | π(B) |=|π(b1 ∪ b3) |=| b1 ∪ b3 | and |πx(b1 ∪ b2) |=| b1 ∪ b2 |. We can now
reformulate the equation above as:

min(|b1 ∪ b3 |, |b2 ∪ b4 |) ≥ min(|b1 |, |b2 |) + min(|b3 |, |b4 |)

Assuming, without loss of generality, that |b1 ∪ b3 |≤|b2 ∪ b4 | we obtain

|b1 | + |b3 | ≥ min(|b1 |, |b2 |) + min(|b3 |, |b4 |)

This leads to three different possible cases on the right hand side.3 First, if
|b1 |<|b2 | and |b3 |<|b4 |, we obtain

|b1 | + |b3 |≥|b1 | + |b3 | X(true)

while for |b1 |<|b2 | and |b4 |<|b3 | we get

|b1 | + |b3 |≥|b1 | + |b4 |⇐⇒|b3 |≥|b4 | X(assumption)

and similar for |b2 |<|b1 | and |b3 |<|b4 | we obtain

|b1 | + |b3 |≥|b2 | + |b3 |⇐⇒|b1 |≥|b2 | X(assumption)

The claim again follows through induction.

3.6 Experimental Evaluation

The different methods proposed in the previous section and the resulting pos-
sible combinations give rise to several questions. Firstly, regarding our initial
sub-goals we will experimentally evaluate how well the methods perform in
extracting subsets S∗ that are not redundant, small, and describe the character-
istics of the data set in terms of inducing the same or a similar partition as the
original pattern set S. As a second part of the evaluation we will assess how well
the obtained sets S∗ are suited for use in a classification task. Finally we will
compare the proposed heuristic methods with an exhaustive method proposed
by Knobbe and Ho [2006b]. After the detailed description of the experiments,
we will summarise the results in Section 3.6.5.

We obtained the pattern sets S∗ by applying our methods as follows.

3.6.1 Experimental Set-Up

To evaluate the presented approach we used pattern sets from five UCI itemset
mining tasks, harvested using an Apriori implementation [Borgelt 2004] with
different minimum support thresholds. The size of the closed pattern sets we
obtained is shown in Table 3.1. Furthermore, we employed pattern sets of free

3The assumption explicitly excludes |b2 |<|b1 | and |b4 |<|b3 |.
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Size 958 8124 286 435 339
min support σ 10% 5% 25% 5% 1% 25% 10% 25% 10%
c. patterns 191 951 694 1018 6358 2063 15433 4837 17384

ΦQ 5 6 3 3 3 5 2 3 3
ΦI 3 3 3 4 4 3 3 2 6
ΦC 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
ΦQ+ 5 4 3 2 2 3 2 3 3
ΦI+ 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 4 4
ΦC+ 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

max blocks 958 958 1180 266 266 336 341 258 275
min patterns 17 21 23 26 19
max patterns 160 78 71 133 231 161 229 88 141

Table 3.1: Data sets and the size of the according closed pattern sets, the smallest
reduced sets for each measure, and the minimum and maximum number of
patterns for the maximal partition as well as its cardinality.

patterns, extracted from the 60 NCI Cancer cell lines at a minimum support
level of 5%.

For the experiments the three selection measures and four orders introduced
in Section 3.3 where employed. The measure ΦC using clustering turned out to
be the most expensive in terms of computing power. The quotient measure ΦQ

was rather fast, leaving the measure ΦI employing a learning algorithm in the
middle. For each of the three techniques a threshold t has to be supplied which
– although indirectly – determines the size of the resulting pattern set S∗. We
used the thresholds {0, 0.01, 0.03, 0.05, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4}, obtaining one reduced
pattern set per threshold for each of the itemsets. The intervals between different
thresholds thus become wider the tighter the thresholds are, since we work on
the assumption that tightening the thresholds for relaxed values will have a
larger effect.

The NCI Cancer data sets were used in combination with Picker∗ so that
we could obtain very fine grained results for each of the 60 data sets. As no
explicit orders were used, this is only studied in question Q3.2.

3.6.2 Size of S∗ and quality of the induced partitions.

In order to assess the main goals of our methods we will answer the following
questions:

Q3.1 Are the subsets S∗ reasonably small while retaining most of the par-
titioning information?

Q3.2 What kind of sensitivity do the different measures exhibit?

Q3.3 Do length and support based orders lead to different results?
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Q3.4 Do ascending and descending orders yield similar results?

Before we proceed to the first question consider Table 3.1 which lists some results
obtained. The first row in the Table lists the size of each data set with the two
different minimum support thresholds used for the mining task below. The size
of the obtained set of closed patterns are listed in row three. Note that despite
using rather high thresholds σ for the mining task4 and restricting the result
to closed patterns the size of the extracted pattern sets are still of fairly high
cardinality. The following three rows show the cardinality of the smallest pattern
sets S∗ obtained out of all four possible orders using the order-based measures
Φ. The next three rows report the according sizes of the smallest pattern sets
for the order-independent measures obtained using the Picker∗ algorithm. We
then list the number of blocks induced by the the original set of closed patterns
which corresponds to the maximum number of blocks that can be induced by
any subset. The last two rows give the minimum and maximum number of
patterns found by our approaches that allow to induce this partition. Note that
these minimum numbers are always obtained using a method based on s↓ or l↑

while the maximum numbers are the result of using s↑ or l↓. Since lowering the
support threshold will only yield additional patterns with low support these will
be considered in the early phase of the selection when using the “low-support”
orders s↑ and l↓ while they will be considered only at the very end when using
the orders s↓ or l↑. As a result different support thresholds affect the maximum
sizes of the reduced pattern sets but not the minimum sizes of their counterparts.

While the results in Table 3.1 already partially answer Q3.1 positively we
will study the measures with regard to their potential to select small pattern
sets well suited to approximate the partition.

Q3.1 – Size Reduction

As first step in our analysis we asses the main goal of the approach: how well
do the measures perform regarding a significant reduction in cardinality of the
patternset while retaining the same or a very similar partitioning as induced by
the original set of patterns S.

While a threshold of zero results in a pattern set S∗ inducing exactly the
same partitioning as S for all measures and orderings higher thresholds will
typically yield S∗ inducing imperfect partitions.

For further details Figure 3.2 shows
|D∼∗

S
|

|D∼S|
plotted against |S∗ | for the three

measures ΦQ, ΦI , and ΦC , with each curve corresponding to one of the four

orders. Additionally, a curve 2|S∗|

|D∼S|
labelled max is shown for comparison. It

represents the maximum number of blocks that can be induced by a given
number of patterns. Thus the closer a particular patternset is to this theoretical
maximum, the better is the found solution. The particular plots shown are
derived from the voting-record data set with a minimum support threshold of
σ = 25% and show typical plots for the data sets studied. The x-axis is scaled

4Other work often reports values of only 1%.
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Figure 3.2: Plots for the three order-based measures on voting-record σ=25
showing the characteristics present in almost all data sets analysed. The curve
denoted max in each plot indicates the theoretical maximum number of blocks
that can be induced by the given number of patterns.
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logarithmically to make the differences for the smallest pattern sets more visible
since many methods converge there. As these plots compare how well a set S∗

is suited to recover a partition of equal informativeness as the original pattern
set S to the size of the reduced set |S∗ |, points/curves closer to the upper left
corner can be considered better.

The first observation to be made is that the reduction in number of patterns
does not result in a linear decrease in the number of blocks. This shows that our
approach does not need to sacrifice too much in information about partitioning
of the data set to improve comprehensibility by the user. Furthermore we can
see that all measures employed in the approach lead to a significant reduction
in the cardinality from S to S∗. While the original set of closed patterns for this
particular example consists out of 2063 patterns, 26 patterns is the minimum
number of patterns found to induce the same partitioning of 337 blocks. Note
that the absolute minimum number of patterns required to induce 337 blocks
is 9, since 29 = 512, which would require to have access to ideal patterns which
are unlikely to exist. If no full recovery of the partition is desired, this number
can be further decreased.

The plots in Figure 3.2 show that even for rather high and tight thresholds
yielding small sets the original partitioning is closely approximated. In the area
where the thresholds are rather low, leading to relatively large S∗, ΦI and ΦQ

show a smooth curve that corresponds to the small increases in the threshold
setting while ΦC reduces the cardinality of S∗ rapidly. ΦQ also induces a coarser
(less blocks but of higher cardinality) partition doing so. Nonetheless, once the
threshold is raised above a certain value, large changes in the threshold have
less effect on ΦC than on the other two measures, resulting in a smooth curve
for small sets for ΦC and more abrupt changes for ΦI and ΦQ. Ultimately, the
threshold of 0.4 leads to a reduction of | S∗ | to 2 on all data sets, essentially
the lowest reasonable cardinality, while ΦI and ΦQ produce larger sets at that
threshold.

These results allow for a positive answer to question Q3.1. However, as we
have already seen not all measures and orderings exhibit the same behaviour.
Firstly, it can be observed that reducing the set to the patterns needed to
recreate the partition gives a large reduction for the “right” orders. Furthermore
we can clearly see that there are very distinct differences among the measures
ΦC , and ΦI and ΦQ which we attempt to answer hereafter.

Q3.2 – Particular Sensitivities of the Measures

Depending on the combination of measure and threshold employed the resulting
pattern sets vary based on the particular sensitivity of the measure.

For the simplest measure ΦQ as well as ΦQ+ it is expected that the cardi-
nality of S∗ increases steadily for a decreasing threshold. The argument here is
that these measures quantify the ability of patterns to spilt existing blocks into
sub-blocks, disregarding the size of the affected blocks as well as how uniformly
the respective blocks are split.

As explained before, ΦI would reject a pattern that splits only (few) small
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S∗ data set as partitioned by S∗

{}
{π1} 1 0

{π1, π2} 11 10 01 00
{π1, π2, π3} 111 110 101 100 011 010 000

{π1, π2, π3} ∪ {π4} 1111 1101 1100 1011 1001 0111 0110 0101 0001

possible clustering 1111 1101 1100 10?1 0111 0110 0?01

Figure 3.3: A possible partition after clustering the partitioning induced by
{π1, π2, π3, π4} into 7 blocks.

blocks or splits blocks very unbalanced since then the pattern could be reliable
inferred on the majority of instances. However, a pattern that would be rejected
by ΦQ as not adding enough blocks might be accepted by ΦI if it causes bal-
anced splits on rather large blocks. This means that especially for relatively low
thresholds yielding larger pattern sets ΦQ tends to pick less valuable patterns
while ΦI early focusses on balances splits when increasing the threshold, thus
allowing to select near-optimal patterns regarding partitioning the data.

Finally, the main operational difference between ΦC and the other two mea-
sures lies (as mentioned in Section 3.3) in the fact that the effect of nullifying
a previous decision affects acceptance of a new pattern. This means that two
types of patterns will be accepted: (i) those that split many blocks (as it should
be) and (ii) those that evaluate the same for similar pattern combinations. To
shed some light on the reason why type (ii) patterns get accepted consider the
following example.

Example 4 (The flaw of ΦC).
Figure 3.3 shows a data set with the respective partitionings induced by the S∗

growing during the selection process.
Pattern π4 is a candidate splitting two of the seven blocks induced by the

set {π1, π2, π3} resulting in a partition of 9 blocks. Note that π4 evaluates to
1 on each block where it does not induce a split. The task of the agglomerative
clustering algorithm is now to obtain seven clusters from the nine induced blocks.
Several pairs of the nine blocks have a Manhattan Distance of one and are
therefore candidates for being joined. One possible clustering results in the seven
blocks shown in the bottom line. Even though just few blocks were split by π4

the new partition is rather different from the one induced by {π1, π2, π3}. If
the blocks 1011, 1001, 0101, and 0001 comprise of many examples the rand-
index between the two partitionings can exceed the threshold even though this
difference is not due to pattern π4 which is currently evaluated but rather owing
to an earlier pattern (in this case π3). As a result π4 might unfortunately be
accepted even if it splits only few blocks in a very unbalanced fashion.

As a result we can summarise the answer to question Q3.2 regarding the
order-based measures briefly as

• ΦQ has no further sensitivity other than requiring many splits.
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• ΦI will accept a pattern if it leads to balanced splits in many and/or big
blocks.

• ΦC will accept a pattern if it splits many blocks, possibly balanced, or if
it evaluated highly uniformly on the unsplit blocks.

Early in the process, while a S∗ is still small, candidate patterns are likely to
achieve many balanced splits. Later in the process splits become less balanced
whereas the effect explained in Example 4 grows stronger such that ΦC accepts
patterns that simply split many blocks. This explains that ΦC yields pattern
sets which are less suited for approximating the original partition than the ones
found using ΦI . We can observe this effect even at tight thresholds where the
cardinality of the pattern sets is low for some orderings. However, ΦC outper-
forms the simple measure ΦQ which selects pattern sets that even when rather
large in size are only suited to a limited extend in approximating the original
partitioning.

With regard to the re-formulations of the measures, very similar behavior
can be observed over all data sets. The only notable difference, also reported
in Table 3.1, lies in the fact that ΦC+ selects only a single pattern for all data
sets for the strictest threshold. Therefore we can follow that the chance effect
of the agglomerative approach does change the outcome of the subset selection
process.

A thorough investigation of the measures in the 60 NCI cancer cell lines
showed that the three order-independent measures exhibit yielded exactly the
same behaviour over all 60 data sets. The results for cell-line A498 are reported
in Figures 3.6 to 3.11. Using a minimum support of 5%, 6072 free patterns
where extracted from A498. While ΦC+ and ΦI+ achieved a full recovery of
the partition with a subset of 148 patterns, ΦQ+ found 155 patterns. We will
now first explain how the measures work in detail before we come back to those
results.

Even though ΦC and ΦC+ both evaluate the quality of a pattern based on
the rand-index they are rather different. As we will demonstrate in the following
example, ΦC+ is much less prone to select patterns splitting unbalanced. In
fact ΦC+ has a high preference towards patterns that induce very balanced
splits even if just in few (but large) blocks. Example 5 attempts to clarify the
particular “preferences” of the measures ΦQ+ , ΦC+ , and ΦI+ .

Example 5 (Pattern Preferences).
Assume a database D of 24 instances as in Figure 3.4 and a set S∗ = {A, B}
such that |D/ ∼S∗|= 3. That is the partition of D induces by S∗ consists out of
3 blocks. According to the formulae given in the previous sections, the measures
evaluate the three candidate patterns X, Y, and Z as shown in Table 3.2. This
example indicates the respective sensitivity of the three different measures for
particular types of patterns.

As shown in Example 5, ΦQ+ selects patterns that split many blocks disre-
garding further details about the induced split. The differences between ΦC+
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1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24

A

B

X

Y

Z

Figure 3.4: A database with 24 instances and 5 patterns. Given the split by A
and B, pattern X would be selected by ΦQ+ , Y by ΦI+ , and Z by ΦQ+ .

X Y Z
ΦQ+ 0.500 0.333 0.166
ΦC+ 0.054 0.072 0.126
ΦI+ 0.125 0.250 0.208

Table 3.2: Results of the three measures for the three candidate patterns eval-
uated for the database shown in Figure 3.4. The value for the best pattern is
printed in bold for each measure respectively.

and ΦI+ are less obvious. Neither of these measures focusses (exclusively) on
the total number of novel blocks but rewards more balanced splits the exam-
ple reveals subtle differences. Indeed, ΦI+ favours patterns that are hard to
infer given the current partition. However, ΦC+ will chose patterns that induce
balanced splits in large blocks.

This can be observed very well in Figures 3.5 to 3.11. Whereas the figures
show that ΦC+ and ΦI+ always perform very similar, the just explained differ-
ences can be observed nicely in those figures. The average size of blocks (Fig-
ure 3.8) is smaller for ΦI+ since patterns that induce many splits are preferred.
However, ΦC+ prefers splitting large blocks if a balances split can be achieved.
Consequently the largest block regarding ΦC+ is smaller than the largest block
regarding ΦI+ shown in Figure 3.11. Dually, the smallest block for ΦC+ is bigger
than its equivalent for ΦI+ (cf. Figure 3.11). That this holds for all blocks can
be seen when considering the average block size shown in Figure 3.8. Finally,
due to the preference towards balanced splits, ΦQ+ exhibits a lower standard
deviation with regard to the block sizes (cf. Figure 3.9).

This difference in behaviour is due to the multiplication in the definition of
ΦC+ which makes the evaluation very sensitive to balanced splits of large blocks.
There is a linear dependency between the number of examples in the data set
covered by the candidate pattern and the score it achieves when evaluated using
ΦI+ . For ΦC+ this dependency is not linear. Due to the multiplication in ΦC+

the score of a pattern that covers an additional example is affected stronger if
this example is in a large block then if it is in a small block.

Another observation to be made is that the “high-support” orderings (s↓ and l↑)
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Figure 3.5: The number of blocks relative to the maximal number of blocks
induced by pattern sets of different cardinality. The measures shown are the
three boundable measures Φ∗

R, Φ∗
I , and Φ∗

Q for the NCI Cancer Cell line A498.
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Figure 3.6: Rand-index of the maximal partition to the partition induced by
pattern sets of different cardinality. The measures shown are the three boundable
measures Φ∗

R, Φ∗
I , and Φ∗

Q for the NCI Cancer Cell line A498.
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Figure 3.7: Joint entropy of the different pattern sets on the induced partition.
The measures shown are the three boundable measures Φ∗

R, Φ∗
I , and Φ∗

Q for the
NCI Cancer Cell line A498.
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Figure 3.8: The average size of blocks in the partitions induced on the cell line
A498 by pattern sets of different cardinality.
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Figure 3.9: The standard-deviation with regard to the average shown in Fig-
ure 3.8.
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Figure 3.10: Size of the smallest block induced by pattern sets of different car-
dinality selected by Φ∗

R, Φ∗
I , and Φ∗

Q for the NCI Cancer Cell line A498.
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Figure 3.11: Sizes of the largest block induced by pattern sets of different car-
dinality selected by Φ∗

R, Φ∗
I , and Φ∗

Q for the NCI Cancer Cell line A498.

perform very similar to each other – as do the “low-support” orderings (s↑ and l↓).
Additionally, the latter lead to larger S∗ for the same size of the partition when
compared to the former. We will assess these observations in more detail an-
swering the following two questions.

Q3.3 – Comparing the effect of orders: Support↓ vs Length↑

The similarities of these two orders are not that surprising, given that in pattern
mining short (general) patterns usually match relatively many transactions and
thus have high support. This, however, does only hold to a certain degree.5

We are interested in how similar the S∗ induced by those two orderings are.
This is evaluated for each method with regard to the orders in question. We
use the Rand index as a similarity measure for any two pattern sets, which will
decrease if there are a different number of blocks or instances are partitioned
differently. Since a partition induced by a S∗ constructed using one order will
not necessarily have a corresponding partition of equal cardinality, we compare
to the two closest partitions (one with higher, one with lower cardinality) and
consider the larger Rand index.

The partitions induced using the two orders are very similar for all three
methods, especially for permissive thresholds reaching Rand values in excess of
0.95. The similarity stays high for ΦI and ΦQ while ΦC derives rather different
partitions for tight thresholds.

When the results of the re-formulated measures are compared against each
other, this effect is even more pronounced, with Rand values usually above or
around 0.95, only dropping for the strictest threshold, 0.4.

5Some patterns consisting of 2 items might have higher support than some single item
patterns for instance.
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Q3.4 – Comparing the effect of orders: Ascending(↑)
vs Descending(↓)

Obviously, the patterns selected from descending and ascending orderings will
not be the same. It is however possible that patterns selected from one ordering
can be inferred from the other pattern set. To evaluate this, we compare pattern
sets resulting from descending vs. ascending orderings while keeping all other
variables fixed. Similarly to the inference selection step, we induce a model on D

for each pattern of S∗
1 using the patterns of S∗

2 as features, and vice versa. The
minimum accuracy for each pattern set is a quantifier of how well one pattern
set can be inferred by another one.

Indeed, for S∗ inducing maximal partitions on the data set we observe very
high accuracies regarding inference. When the S∗ induce partitions with fewer
blocks, the inference accuracy decreases as well. However, S∗ obtained using a
s↓ ordering can usually infer larger sets than a S∗ obtained using a s↑ order-
ing. This observation suggests the following: to recover the complete partition
with a compact (understandable) S∗, choose an order such as s↓. To discover
information not encoded in s↓-sets, tighten the thresholds and use s↑, since now
s↑-sets become manageable.

We also compared partitions against each other, using the Rand index. While
for ΦI , and ΦC , and their reformulations usually strong similarities are shown,
the situation changes for ΦQ. In fact, for data sets where one can truly speak
about low-support patterns, such as Breast-Cancer and TicTacToe, Rand values
drop as low as 0.5, showing that very different partitions are induced. While
especially in the first steps, the other measures also choose patterns with low
coverage that only split off small blocks, this is corrected later. ΦQ does not
include the size of blocks in its score and therefore does not recover.

3.6.3 The effect of selection methods in a classification

task

As we have seen, the size of reduced pattern sets is small enough that it would be
possible for a human to inspect them. We have argued however that reducing
the pattern set also helps machine learning algorithms that use the selected
patterns as features in order to induce a model. To evaluate this we will analyse
the following questions:

Q3.5 Do the subsets S∗ give an advantage over S in a classification task?

Q3.6 Is the cardinality of the subset correlated with the achieved accuracy?

Q3.7 Do the order-independent measures yield better suited pattern sets
then the order-based measures?

To assess these questions we use C4.5 to induce models on the binary feature
representation obtained by using the different S∗ and estimate their classification
accuracy, via ten-fold cross-validation. For comparison models are induced on
the binary vector set constructed using S and on the original attribute-value
representation.
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Figure 3.12: A visualisation of S∗ for TicTacToe σ=5% using s↓, ΦC , and a
threshold of 0.4.

An example for accuracies attainable with different selection measures and
orderings is shown in Figure 3.13. The orderings from left to right are s↓, s↑, l↓,
and l↑. The column furthest to the right shows the performance of the pattern
set selected by the order-independent approach. It can be seen that the “high
support” orderings are performing better than their respective “low support”
counterparts. While this does not hold for all data sets it is a rather common
trend. It is interesting to see that using a selection method with upper-bound
pruning is not an effective strategy for TicTacToe. Selecting the highest-scoring
pattern usually means that rather balanced blocks are formed, which is detri-
mental to classification performance on a data set where small subgroups are
of relevance. The order-independent upper-bound selection performs closest to
the order-based approach for ΦQ, the one measure where size of blocks (and
thus balance) is not considered. The numbers above the columns in Figure 3.13
indicate the cardinality of the respective pattern sets S∗ used. We see that the
best performing sets returned by the order-independent approach are of higher
cardinality then the best performing sets found by the order-based approach.
Moreover are the sets of lower cardinality than required to induce the original
partition. In the case of TicTacToe (10%) this would require a set containing at
least 17 patterns as reported in Table 3.1.

We use a second figure (Figure 3.14) for comparing the accuracies of C4.5
models on five representations. These are from left to right

1. The original attribute-value representation of the data.

2. Binary vectors which are created using S.

3. The best-performing S∗ selected by an instantiation of our order-based
approach.

4. The best-performing S∗ returned by the order-independent selection pro-
cedure.

5. Pattern Teams of size 2 acquired using the method introduced by Knobbe
and Ho [2006b] referred to as mikis.

Again, at the top of the bar representing the best S∗, a number denotes the
cardinality of the corresponding pattern set. The most relevant result of this
comparison is that usually neither the binary vector representation derived from
the whole S, nor the one based on the S∗ that gives the maximal partition are
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best-suited for the machine learning algorithm. Instead, for all data sets, a
reduced pattern set gives the best accuracy after cross-validation and pruning.
This supports our assumption that too many features only lead to an over-
fitting effect and do not benefit the learner. Furthermore is the size of the
corresponding pattern sets so small that they should be easily interpretable by
the user. An example for the TicTacToe data set is given in Figure 3.12. What
can also be observed is that the weak performance of the order-independent
selection on TicTacToe was indeed an exception. On the other data sets, the
order-independent technique achieves the best accuracy of all the pattern sets,
while at the same time still having relatively low cardinality.

The attribute-value representation still proves to be more expressive than
the pattern representations for most cases, a problem that could probably be
alleviated with the use of a more lenient support threshold. Note however that
such a representation is not available for many more complex types of data such
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as structured data. Furthermore, even though the reduced pattern sets always
perform well, no single ordering or selection method does distinguish itself and
selection thresholds vary between 0.03 and 0.4. This is particularly pronounced
in the case of TicTacToe. Keep in mind however that we did not aim to maximize
predictive accuracy and our illustrative instantiations are not meant to exhaust
the entire issue.

In a nutshell our findings allow us to answer the questions considered as
follows: Regarding question Q3.5 a reduced subset S∗ gives an advantage over
the complete set S in a classification task. Concerning Q3.6 we learned that
while small sets tend to perform well, the best accuracies are achieved by sets of
higher cardinality. However, none of the best performing sets had the maximal
cardinality as reported in Table 3.1. Finally with regard to Q3.7 we have seen
that the order-independent measures lead to pattern sets that perform better
in classification tasks. This result is likely owing to the less biased search.

3.6.4 Comparison to an optimal approach

As already mentioned in the preceding section we also used the algorithms by
Knobbe and Ho to extract pattern teams from the sets of closed patterns. In
contrast to our heuristic methods, pattern teams follow an exhaustive approach
and search for pattern sets that maximise joint entropy. The computational
complexity for the exhaustive approach is O(| S |k) where k is the cardinality
of the pattern team as opposed to a worst case complexity of O(|S |2). for the
heuristic Picker∗ approach. Given this fundamental difference we are interested
in answering the following question:

Q3.8 How does the heuristic approach compare to the exhaustive approach?

Due to the rather high run-times of this technique only pattern teams of size
k = 2 are considered. The comparisons in this case focus on the similarity of
the pattern teams to our reduced pattern sets (using Rand -index and inference)
and on the effectiveness as features for classification purposes.

We compared the maximally informative k-itemsets (miki) obtained with
algorithms by Knobbe and Ho to reduced sets obtained by using a rather strict
threshold with ΦC since this yields the smallest pattern sets. Interestingly the
sets compared exhibit very similar behavior with regard to all comparisons.
Firstly, all but one consist of two patterns. Secondly, their prediction qualities
are the same, and thirdly they can both equally well infer the other set. High
Rand values furthermore show that our approach induces very similar parti-
tions. This is interesting insofar as mikis are mined using a complete method
maximising joint entropy, a measure that rewards balanced partitions, while we
employ a heuristic method.

Summarising the observations the answer to Q3.8 is that both methods
lead to very similar pattern sets for at least small pattern teams. The main
differences are that the exhaustive method guarantees an optimal result, while
our heuristic measures can be expected to be computationally more efficient.
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3.6.5 Result Summary

We now report a summary of the results obtained on the eight questions inves-
tigated.

• Considering question Q3.1 we obtained a clear positive answer. All mea-
sures significantly reduce the number of patterns while keeping much in-
formation about the partitioning.

• The answer to Q3.2 showed how the measures influence the result. While
ΦQ or ΦQ+ was always somewhat of an outlier, ΦI and ΦC as well as ΦI+

and ΦC+ performed rather similar. The subtle differences of ΦI+ and ΦC+

showed up clearly on the NCI data.

• As for question Q3.3 the experiments showed that order relations inducing
a similar order (s↓ and l↑) indeed yield very similar results.

• Comparing ascending(↑) and descending(↓) orders in Q3.4 showed that the
orderings yield pattern sets containing similar information, but of different
cardinality. This suggest to use orderings such as s↓ or l↑ to recover the
full partition with a compact pattern set, and s↑ or l↓ to discover novel
information.

• The answer to Q3.5 was again a clear yes. Using the reduced pattern sets
S∗ to learn a classifier yielded better results in predictive accuracy than
employing the full set S.

• The size/accuracy-question Q3.6 gave no clear answer. The sets S∗ achiev-
ing the best predictive accuracies were neither the smalles, nor the biggest.

• Considering Q3.7 we learned that the pattern sets selected by Picker∗

typically lead to a better performance in a classification task than those
selected by Bouncer.

• Q3.8 compared our heuristic approach with an exhaustive technique. Both
methods yield similar results. However, the exhaustive method yields an
optimal result, while our heuristic approach can be expected to be com-
putationally more efficient.

3.7 Related Work

The task of shrinking a set of patterns to a subset which retains the semantics
of the original set at a more compact size has been studied in several ways
since many years. The necessity of subset selection due to the poor scalability of
algorithms in domains with large number of irrelevant and redundant features
has been pointed out early by authors such as Langley [1996] and different
approaches where studied in context of each other [Liu and Motoda 1998]. A
more recent survey paper [Guyon and Elisseeff 2003] tries to provide a summary
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over the developed techniques assessing feature selection and discusses them in
three categories. The categories are termed embedded, wrapper, and filtering
techniques with the two latter ones already discussed in [Liu and Motoda 1998].
Our approach selects a subset of features in a post-processing step independent
of the performance of an external algorithm. Furthermore does our approach
not create novel features, thus qualifying as a filter technique. In particular all
techniques introduced perform forward-selection meaning that they start from
an empty set to which elements are added during the process.

The exhaustive approach presented by Knobbe and Ho [2006b] qualifies as
a filtering technique as well. However, it is not a forward-selection technique.
In addition to two unsupervised quality measures they introduce two quality
measures that aim at selecting a subset well suited for a classification task.
The high similarity regarding the goals of their and our approach motivated a
comparison of their exhaustive and our heuristic techniques.

The work of Siebes et al. [2006] employs the MDL principle in order to
obtain a subset that allows for a lossless compression of the data set at hand.
Contrary to our approach they do not strictly follow a forward selection but
revisit patterns selected and remove them if it improves the overall solution.

Another technique often used to provide a better overview on a set of pat-
terns is clustering. To this end, frequent patterns (and association rules) have
been clustered, usually by defining a similarity measure involving the syntac-
tic makeup and regions of the data covered [Lent, Swami and Widom 1997,
de Graaf, Kok and Kosters 2007]. To the user then representatives of the found
frequent pattern clusters are returned with the assumption that analysis of
those representatives will allow the user to gain information. Contrary to our
proposed filtering techniques, which – roughly speaking – select a subset of or-
thogonal features that form a basis, clustering is based on pair-wise similarity
and thus groups similar features. As a result no patterns that encode the same
information as a combination of patterns will be returned using the filtering
techniques proposed, while they would probably each form their own cluster(s)
in the existing approaches.

3.8 Summary

By defining redundancy amongst patterns in a set not only pair-wise but by
means of a function over all patterns in the solution we can eliminate many
patterns that are dependent on a complex combination of patterns already part
of the solution. Using a heuristic approach that greedily accepts patterns which
are least redundant to the current solution we achieved a computationally effi-
cient solution. We proposed an order-based algorithm to efficiently traverse the
search space and a refined order-independent algorithm employing bounds to
lower complexity and achieving typically better solutions.

In order to select non-redundant pattern sets we proposed six different mea-
sures which we compared experimentally and discussed with regard to their
specific sensitivities. As the solutions found by the order-based techniques are
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clearly dependent on the order of the patterns in the input we studied the ef-
fect these different orders exhibit. A user specified threshold allows to control
the level of redundancy, and thus the cardinality, of the obtained solution. In
contrast to the order-based method, the order-independent approach depends
on less user-specified parameters and is therefore less constrained in its search
which leads to solutions more suitable for classification tasks. A further property
of the order-independent approach is that for two solutions S∗

1 and S∗
2 obtained

using the same measure with different threshold t1 > t2 we know that S∗
1 ⊆ S∗

2

due to the greedy approach used in Picker∗. This means that a set extracted
with a threshold of zero contains the solutions for all other possible thresholds.
Furthermore are the patterns in the obtained solution ordered, thus allowing
the user to explicitly determine the subset for any desired (lower) cardinality.

Given the forward-selection approach of our techniques they allow to start
from a non-empty set initialised with some hand-selected patterns found worth-
while by the user. The techniques would then saturate the sets in a greedy
manner and add only non-redundant patterns in the fashion we studied.

Finally all our results show that the reduced sets found employing the heuris-
tics discusses yield a better performance than the original sets of patterns they
are extracted from.
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Conclusions Part I

Part I of this thesis presented two novel heuristic approaches to select subsets
from a given set of patterns. The objective of either approach is to select a
subset that approximately induces the same partition on the data as the initially
provided set. The three measures we presented to be used with the approaches
allow for a trade-off between the approximation of the initial partition and the
cardinality of the selected subset. Based on heuristic techniques, the approaches
do not provide any optimality guarantee, except for inducing the same partition
as the initial set when using the measures with the tightest thresholds.

However, compared to an exhaustive technique which computes the optimal
subset, the presented heuristic approaches yielded pattern sets of similar size and
comparative quality regarding all evaluated criteria. The main drawback of the
exhaustive technique is the computational complexity. As a result the exhaustive
technique has to restrict the size of the selected subset to a rather low cardinality.
The heuristic approaches select patterns greedily, which dramatically reduces
the computational complexity enabling the application to pattern sets of high
cardinality on large data sets where the exhaustive method is likely to become
infeasible.

While both presented techniques follow a similar strategy they differ in the
way the complexity of the task is controlled. Bouncer, the first approach pre-
sented, controls the complexity of the task by restricting the greedy search to
a predefined order. The determination of the order is an additional parameter
that influences the obtained result and thus can be used to privilege preferred
patterns by defining an according order. Furthermore, the technique allows for
any measure to evaluate the contribution of a candidate pattern. On the neg-
ative side this approach does not guarantee that lower thresholds yield smaller
pattern sets. Furthermore is this approach typically selecting patterns sets with
higher cardinality than Picker∗, the second approach presented. In contrast
to Bouncer, the Picker∗ algorithm is not based on a predefined order to
limit the complexity of the problem. Instead we use measures that allow for
the computation of an upper bound and thus enable the algorithm to prune
the search space. The independence of an order results in smaller pattern sets
and frees the user from the burden of defining such an order. Moreover, this
approach guarantees to select sets of smaller cardinality for tighter thresholds
whereas a smaller set is always contained in a bigger set if the same measure
is used. Thus, the approach provides stability of the result. However, not any
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measure can be employed since the approach requires a bound on each pattern
to be computable. While this obviously is a restriction, other measures, like joint
entropy provide an upper bound and thus could be used without further ado.
In fact, any submodular function could be used as an evaluation measure since
for any finite set S submodular functions f : 2S 7→ R are required to satisfy
f(A ∪ {x})− f(A) ≥ f(B ∪ {x}) − f(B) for any x ∈ S and A ⊂ B ⊂ S. As a
result they are guaranteed to be decreasing which implies that such a function
can be used as an upper bound for “itself”.

Other techniques like Krimp [van Leeuwen et al. 2006] compute a subset
of patterns that allows for a lossless compression. While our current measures
are independent of the specific syntax used to describe patterns, it would be
interesting to investigate measures that take the specific syntax of a pattern
language into account to target additional problem settings.

According to Guyon and Elisseeff [2003] the approaches presented can be
classified as forward selection techniques. A forward selection technique starts
from an empty set and iteratively adds more elements to the result set. A back-
ward selection technique works diametrical, starting from the complete set, it-
eratively removing elements. Since our measures are designed to compute the
contribution of a pattern to a set they could be used for a backward selection
technique. However, it is unclear in which way this could improve the result,
while the advantages and disadvantages afore-mentioned would mainly stay un-
changed.

Finally, an interesting direction of research would be the combination of
the ordered algorithm Bouncer with a traditional pattern mining algorithm.
Since mining techniques typically traverse the search space in a dedicated, pre-
defined order the selection techniques used for this order based algorithm can
be evaluated during the search. While this alone would not yet provide any ad-
vantage to the post-processing step, it might be possible to formulate additional
constraints derived from the pattern-selection measures that allow for further
pruning in the mining process itself. Thus, the search could avoid further parts
of the search space which contain only patterns that would not be selected by
the Bouncer-like algorithm and consequently do not have to be considered and
can be pruned leading to a speed-up in the mining process.



Part II

Mining Predictive Patterns
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Outline Part II

While the previous part was concerned with descriptive data mining, this chap-
ter will discuss the complementing predictive setting. In contrast to descriptive
data mining the task in predictive data mining is to build a model for predict-
ing unknown values of an unseen example given some known properties of the
example. Accordingly an example is typically composed out of two parts: a part
comprising specific features known for each example and a second part which
is unknown, referred to as target attribute. Given a fully observable data set
where the values of the target attribute are known the main objective is to find
a “function” that assigns a value drawn from the domain of the target attribute
to each example based on the observable features of the example. As for the
descriptive setting, many techniques have been devised to learn models that
can accurately solve this task. Since no technique can solve all of the problems
the solutions discovered are usually tailored to the problem setting at hand.
This includes, but is not limited to, the type of data and the domain of the tar-
get. Depending on the type of the target domain, the general problem setting
can be organised into different tasks with the most well known tasks being the
regression task and classification task. The target domain in a regression task
is infinite with an order on the elements, such as the domain of real numbers,
whereas the domain in a classification task is finite, usually without an order.
In this part we will be concerned with classification problems over structured
input data and a binary target domain.

The use of pattern mining techniques as a first step to build predictive models
is a popular topic of research. Many approaches [Deshpande, Kuramochi, Wale
and Karypis 2005, Liu, Hsu and Ma 1998, Zaki and Aggarwal 2003, Lesh, Zaki
and Ogihara 1999] are based on techniques extracting frequent patterns which
are then used as features for a classification task. However, there is a salient
problem with the usage of frequent patterns. As the term frequent suggests these
patterns are not necessarily helpful in order to distinguish between different
classes of elements in the data set; which is a task they are often used for. As
a consequence many techniques aim at extracting patterns even with very low
frequencies in order to find many of these frequent patterns, hopefully including
patterns that can be used to actually distinguish the classes. While this approach
can lead to quite accurate models, it usually requires learning algorithms to
process many uninformative patterns. Alternatively, a post-processing step is
employed to remove patterns that do not provide any information regarding the
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task at hand. Uninformative patterns may be harmful to the model learning task
and in any case hinder the learning task as they require additional computational
effort to be dealt with. Another problem resulting from this type of usage is the
rather arbitrary chosen minimum frequency threshold. Furthermore, there is a
trade off between “missing out” on valuable, but low-frequency patterns and the
computational resources required to extract them. The sum of these drawbacks
motivate our studies on correlated patterns.

We will investigate how to extract (only) patterns whose presence or absence
allows to infer a certain class-value of the target attribute using measures devel-
oped in the field of statistics and information theory which allows us to judge
if a pattern is indeed significantly related to the task at hand. More specifically
we will discuss how to use these measures in a pattern discovery task to extract
such class-correlated patterns efficiently and argue that any meaningful corre-
lation measure can be used to efficiently guide a mining task. Subsequently, we
will study the effects and relationship of different pattern languages and present
a novel algorithm exploiting language properties and relationships leading to a
significant gain in computational performance. In the last chapter of this part
we propose two more novel techniques aiming at extracting small pattern sets
beneficial to learning a classifier. The techniques we will see can be used or
extended to different domains.

This part is structured as follows: Chapter 4 will discuss the problem of corre-
lated pattern mining. After sketching the basic statistical concepts used we will
present an algorithm to mine significant patterns in Section 4.4.2. Next to the
discussion of convex correlation measures, we show that non-convex measures
such as the hellinger distance can be used for mining in the very same way. In
Chapter 5 we study the relationships between different pattern languages and
how the choice of a pattern language influences the complexity and the result
of a mining task. Subsequently, we propose a novel algorithm that exploits the-
oretical properties between the languages to speed up the mining process. In a
closing section the effect of the different languages and the value of the algo-
rithm are studied experimentally. Finally, Chapter 6 proposes two approaches
using correlated pattern mining. Different from the previous chapter the tech-
niques are tailored to extract a set of patterns for a classification task with low
intercorrelation. High intercorrelation of patterns turns out to be a drawback of
the basic correlated pattern mining technique if the patterns are extracted to
be used together for the induction of a model.



Chapter 4

Class Correlating Patterns

This chapter will elucidate the idea and principles behind correlated patterns
and correlated pattern mining. After some words about correlation in general we
will explain the restricted case that is employed in correlated pattern mining and
how correlation coefficients can be formulated such that they can be employed
as a constraint. Finally, we will show some measures used.

4.1 Deviating from Independence

Statistical tests are an important instrument to experimentally evaluate the
validity of a proposed hypothesis. Typically, a so called null hypothesis (H0) is
formulated commonly stating that there is no significant deviation from random
in some observed events. Statistical hypothesis testing is then employed to decide
whether the data contradicts the null hypothesis. Such a significance test is
used to decide whether the null hypothesis should be rejected or not. If the test
does not reject H0 the null hypothesis cannot be accepted since the absence of
evidence cannot be interpreted as evidence of absence. Much depending on the
experimental set up or the type of hypothesis many different statistical tests
are available. In this thesis we are interested in whether the presence or absence
of a pattern is correlated to the target attribute taking on a certain value. The
null hypothesis therefore states that given information about the presence of
the pattern in an example we can not deduce any information about the target
attribute or vice versa since they are statistically independent. If, however, this
null hypothesis is rejected by the statistical test, we can presume that there is
indeed some dependency between the presence or absence of a pattern and a
specific value of the target attribute.

The common concern in this part is the search for patterns that describe
a subset with a significant change in distribution of the values on the target
attribute compared to the initial set. We will employ statistical tests in the
data mining process to find such patterns. The conjecture is that such patterns
are well suited in order to build models that can be used to accurately predict
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Figure 4.1: Four different distributions with a correlation coefficient of 1.0, −0.8,
0.0, and 0.0.

a value for the target attribute for an example, given the patterns observed
in the respective example. The type of pattern we will consider can either be
present or absent in an example. Since a large number of classification problems
have a binary target attribute, or can be reformulated to such, we are primarily
interested in a binary target attribute that can take on one out of two possible
values. This leads to the usage of techniques based on a 2×2 contingency table for
which several statistical tests such as χ2 are available. However, other measures
such as Information Gain stemming from information theory can be used to
evaluate the effect of a candidate pattern as well. We will combine a traditional
mining algorithm with statistical significance tests to extract patterns whose
presence is presumably related to the target attribute taking on one of the two
possible values. We will now introduce correlation coefficients in more detail
and discuss how they can be employed in pattern mining to serve as an effective
pruning criterion and hence allowing for an efficient traversal of the search space.

4.2 Correlation

In general terms, correlation is used to describe the departure of random vari-
ables from independence. In probability theory and statistics, correlation de-
notes the degree to which two or more quantities are linearly associated. Fig-
ure 4.1 shows four examples of distributions of two random variables which can
be visualised in two dimensional plots. The leftmost plot shows a perfect posi-
tive correlation between the two variables, while we can see a rather good, but
this time negative, correlation in the second plot. Despite the third plot showing
a straight line, the two variables considered are independent simply because one
of the two actually is a constant. The variables in the last plot are obviously
not independent, but they are not linearly dependent and indeed do have no
linear correlation. In the broad sense of linear dependency several coefficients
are defined, measuring the degree of correlation, adapted to the nature of the
data.

As in the case of these four examples these coefficients typically give the
strength and direction of the linear relationship, yet several measures exist that
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π
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π
c

Figure 4.2: A frequent pattern πf covering two dark and four bright examples,
and a correlated pattern πc covering three dark and one light example.

do not compute the direction of the relationship such as the coefficients we will
employ later on. While most correlation measures can be used to determine
the correlation between more than two variables, we will restrict ourselves to
two variables aiming at binary classification problems. Furthermore, random
variables studied can take several values and are often drawn from the domain
of real numbers. However, for correlated pattern mining as studied here only
binary variables are of interest, wherefore we study a rather specialised notion
of correlation considering two binary, thus discrete/categorical, variables.

4.3 Correlated Patterns

In traditional frequent pattern mining the class labels, if present, are ignored. We
will refer to a pattern mining technique taking class labels into account as a cor-
related pattern mining technique. However, many alternative names have been
proposed such as emerging patterns mining [Dong and Li 1999], contrast pattern
mining [Bay and Pazzani 1999], and discriminative pattern mining [Cheng, Yan,
Han and Hsu 2007, Cheng, Yan, Han and Yu 2008].

The objective of correlated pattern mining is to extract patterns π from
the database whose occurrences are significantly correlated with the class value
y. The main motivation for this approach is that patterns which do not have
significant correlation with the target attribute, are not likely to be beneficial
as features to be used to induce classifieres. Every example is either covered
by a pattern or not; furthermore, an example belongs either to the positive or
the negative class. As a result the observation of one example represents one
of four possible events with regard to the occurrence of a particular pattern
π in combination with the class value, which is counted for all examples and
denoted in a 2 × 2 contingency table such as Table 4.1. Since for a given data
set D the values | π(D+) | and | π(D−) | are sufficient to calculate the value
of a correlation measure on this table, we view these measures as real-valued
functions on N×N for the remainder of this chapter. Consequently we can define
a correlation measure in general as:

γD : N× N 7→ R (4.1)
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Example
covered not covered total

Example
positive |π(D+) | | π̄(D+) | |D+ |
negative |π(D−) | | π̄(D−) | |D− |

|π(D) | | π̄(D) | |D |

Table 4.1: Example of a contingency table for a pattern π.

Based on the construction of the contingency table we will write this as

γD : L 7→ R such that γD(π) = γD(|π(D+) |, |π(D−) |) (4.2)

A correlation measure specifies a score comparing the expected frequency of the
joint occurrence of a pattern and a certain class value to the observed frequency
in the contingency table. If the computed value exceeds a given threshold the
deviation is considered statistically significant and there is evidence that the
pattern at hand and the class value are dependent.

4.4 Correlated Pattern Mining

Correlated pattern mining aims for the extraction of patterns that have a high
correlation with the target attribute. Given D and L, typically two different
tasks are considered:

1. Extract all patterns π that exceed a user defined threshold θ using φ(π) =
γ(π) ≥ θ on a given database

T h>(L, D, φ) = {π ∈ L | φ(π)} (4.3)

2. Extract the k best scoring patterns on a given database.

T hk(L, D, γ) = P such that |P |= k and ∀π′L : γD(π′) ≤ inf{γD(π) | π ∈ P}
(4.4)

3. It will be convenient to combine the notations and introduce

T hk(L, D, φ, γ) = T hk(L, D, γ) ∩ T h>(L, D, φ) (4.5)

(while φ = γD(e) ≥ θ)

We will now explain the difference to frequent pattern mining and how to enu-
merate all possible candidate patterns in order to extract the desired subset.

4.4.1 Upper Bound

As noted before, the crucial property allowing for an efficient enumeration of
all “interesting” patterns is the anti-monotonicity of the evaluated selection
constraint. Unfortunately interesting correlation scores are typically not anti-
monotonic. Consider that a correlation score should have at least the following
properties:
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(i) A pattern π covering equal proportions of the negative and positive ex-
amples should not be considered a correlated pattern. (cf. πf Figure 4.2)

(ii) A pattern π covering many examples of one class and none of the other
should be considered correlated.

Since a pattern of type (i) can be a refinement of a pattern of type (ii) no useful
correlation measure γ can be anti-monotonic; that is:

∃π, π′ : π ⊏ π′ ⇒ γ(π′) > γ(π) (4.6)

Considering that enumerating all patterns is obviously not a feasible approach,
we need to derive a similar anti-monotonic constraint for correlated measures.
The main approaches proposed to solve this problem involve the introduction of
an upper bound which is constructed to be anti-monotonic; computing a bound
on the correlation values any refinement of a pattern might reach. Therefore an
upper bound γ̊ for a correlation measure γ is required to satisfy two conditions:

∀π, π′ : π ⊑ π′ ⇒ γ̊(π) ≥ γ̊(π′) anti-monotonicity (4.7)

∀π, π′ : π ⊑ π′ ⇒ γ̊(π) ≥ γ(π′) γ̊ is an upper bound (4.8)

The bound allows us to find all correlated patterns exceeding a minimum cor-
relation score in a similar way as we can find frequent patterns. In contrast to
frequent pattern mining, branches in the search tree containing all refinements
of a pattern π are only pruned if the upper bound of the pattern γ̊(π) does
not exceed the threshold θ, independent of their inclusion in the result set. The
upper bound guarantees that the pruned branch cannot contain any pattern
of interest. As a consequence not all patterns that satisfy the anti-monotonic
constraint employed for pruning are reported. Only patterns that exceed the
threshold of the original scoring function constitute the result.

4.4.2 Top-k correlated pattern mining

In order to search for the top-k patterns, a näıve approach would be to simply
select these patterns in a post-processing step for a given (low) threshold. How-
ever, an important question is, whether the top-k constraint can be exploited
during the mining-step to accomplish the goal of finding the top-k patterns more
efficiently

It turns out that the approach discussed previously can be modified rather
easily to find the top-k patterns. The main idea is to update the threshold θ
during the search starting from the lowest possible threshold. A temporary list
of the top-k patterns are held during the search. Every time an enumerated
pattern π exceeds the score of the worst scoring pattern in the top-k list, this
newly found pattern π is inserted into the list, which is cropped to the current
top-k patterns found. As long as the length of the list is still below the desired k,
patterns are simply added. Once the list reaches the desired size of k patterns the
threshold used for pruning is always updated to the score of the worst pattern in
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Algorithm 5 Top-k Correlated Pattern Mining

1: Given L, θ, k, D+, D− an interestingness measure γ
2: Find T hk(L, D, γ ≥ θ)
3: F0 = {⊤}
4: i = 1
5: while Fi−1 6= ∅ do
6: for all π ∈ Fk−1 do
7: σ+ =|covD+(π) |
8: σ− =|covD−(π) |
9: if γ̊D(σ+, σ−) ≥ θ then

10: Fi = Fi ∪ ρ(π)
11: end if
12: if γD(σ+, σ−) ≥ θ then
13: topk = topk ∪ {π}
14: if |topk |≥ k then
15: crop topk to the best k patterns with regard to their γ
16: θ = minπ∈topk

(γ(π))
17: end if
18: end if
19: end for
20: i = i + 1
21: end while

the list. Thus, while the mining process goes on, the pruning-threshold continues
to rise and consequently improves the pruning-power. The final list contains the
top-k patterns.1

Different from fixed-threshold settings which traverse the same part of the
search tree regardless of the search strategy chosen, the traversed part for the
top-k setting highly depends on the search strategy chosen. Due to the dynamic
threshold updates for top-k mining, the pruning-border is moving upwards in
the search tree such that parts that were expanded before the update can sub-
merge below the pruning-border. Only the part of the search tree that is above
the pruning-border of the final threshold is always expanded, regardless of the
search strategy. There are few restrictions on the order in which patterns can
be considered, as long as each pattern to be enumerated can be generated by
a proper refinement operator ρ. In addition to traditional strategies such as
breadth-first and depth-first strategies, also strategies based on the performance
of the patterns can be used such as best-first strategies or strategies based on
characteristics of the patterns, such as structural properties [Bringmann, Zim-
mermann, De Raedt and Nijssen 2006].

Both constraints – top-k and minimum score – can be combined by setting
the initial threshold to a user defined threshold. As result, the patterns extracted
will be the k best scoring patterns exceeding the initial user-defined threshold.

1The list can be shorter if there were less than k patterns exceeding the lowest threshold.
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Figure 4.3: The pn-space with patterns A, B, and X covering different parts of
the database.

4.4.3 Correlation Measures

As stated earlier, in correlated pattern mining a non-trivial upper bound is
required to allow for pruning.2 This upper bound should be as tight as possible
to achieve the maximum amount of pruning. We will use the pn-space based
methodology of Nijssen and Kok [2005] to introduce the bounds. The usage of
bounds in a correlated pattern mining setting was first proposed by Bay and
Pazzani [1999]; however, we present the bounds introduced by Morishita and
Sese [2000] as they are more tight.

As stated earlier, instances in the database are associated with class labels.
We consider a binary class setting with positive labelled instances D+ and neg-
ative labelled instances D− such that D+ ∪ D− = D while D+ and D− are
disjunct.

Any pattern π covers p =|π(D+) | of the positive instances and n =|π(D−) |
of the negative instances and can be represented as point 〈p, n〉 in the pn-space as
illustrated in Figure 4.3. The total frequency of the pattern π is |π(D) |=|π(D+) |
+ | π(D−) | accordingly. Any upper bound has to be defined such that for any
specialisation π′ ⊒ π the inequality γ̊D(π) ≥ γD(π′) holds. Due to the definition
of the generalisation relation π ⊑ π′ ⇔ ∀e ∈ D : π(e) ≥ π′(e) any specialisation
π′ ⊒ π can only cover a subset of π. Since this property holds on any data set
it holds especially on the subsets D+ and D− such that π′(D+) ⊆ π(D+) and
π′(D−) ⊆ π(D−). Therefore any point 〈p′, n′〉 given by a pattern π′ can only be
within the area specified by 〈p, n〉 with p =|π(D+) | and n =|π(D−) | shown as
grey area in Figure 4.3. In fact, if we could construct such a pattern directly we
would not need to perform the pattern mining task. As a consequence we need
to define the upper bound to be larger or equal than the maximum score over

2There is always a trivial upper bound that does not allow for pruning and thus is worthless.
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Figure 4.4: The pn-space for the convex function χ2.

all p′ ≤ p =|π(D+) | and n′ ≤ n =|π(D−) |.

γ̊D(p, n) ≥ max
p′≤p,n′≤n

γD(p′, n′) (4.9)

Note that any point 〈p∗, n∗〉 achieving the maximum score is not necessarily
associated with some pattern π ∈ L. Note further that we can compute the
score for any pair 〈p, n〉 while we cannot straight-forward construct a pattern
for each of these possible points in the pn-space, especially since some might
not even exists depending on the pattern-language and the data set used.

If we chose a convex correlation measure, computing the upper bound is
straight-forward. Convex functions are known to reach their maximal values at
the borders. Thus, only the scores of these borders have to be computed; the
maximum of which specifies the upper bound.

Two popular and frequently used convex functions are χ2 and information
gain (IG).

Chi-square (χ2)

Chi-square calculates the deviation between the expected values assuming no
correlation between the class and the pattern and the observed values. For each
of the four cells in the contingency table the expected value is compared to the
observed value. Hence, the complete formula consists of four summands; one for
each cell of the table.
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Figure 4.5: The pn-space for the convex function information gain.

χ2
D(p, n) =

(p− (p+n)
|D| · |D

+ |)2

(p+n)
|D| · |D

+ |
+

(|D+| − p− |D|−(p+n)
|D| · |D+ |)2

|D|−(p+n)
|D| · |D+ |

+
(n− (p+n)

|D| · |D
− |)2

(p+n)
|D| · |D

− |
+

(|D− | −n− |D|−(p+n)
|D| · |D− |)2

|D|−(p+n)
|D| · |D− |

(4.10)

The two extreme values χ2(0, 0) and χ2(|D+ |, |D− |) are defined as zero, based
on the fact that none of these points express any deviation from the expected
values. The obtained function is shown in 4.4. Since χ2 is a convex function
(for a proof see: [Morishita and Sese 2000]) the upper bound χ̂2 is indeed the
maximum of the scores at the borders:

χ̂2
D(p, n) = max(χ2

D(p, 0), χ2
D(0, n)) (4.11)

Information gain

Information gain is defined as the change in entropy from a prior state to a state
with additional information. It is defined as

IGD(p, n) = I(|D+ |, |D− |)−
p + n

|D |
·I(p, n)−

|D | −(p + n)

|D |
·I(|D+ | −p, |D− | −n)

(4.12)
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Figure 4.6: The pn-space for the non-convex Hellinger distance.

with

I(a, b) = −
a · log( a

a+b )− b · log( b
a+b )

(a + b) · log(2)
(4.13)

Figures 4.5 shows a plot of this function. In general, any function that allows
for an efficient calculation of an upper bound in a restricted domain can be
used to guide the search. Indeed, many other functions allow for an easy upper
bound calculation, even though they are not convex. An example is the Hellinger
distance.

Hellinger distance

HellingerD(p, n) =

√

√

√

√

√

(
√

p
|D+| −

√

|D−|−n
|D−|

)2

+

(

√

n
|D−| −

√

|D+|−p
|D+|

)2

2
(4.14)

Even though the Hellinger-Function is not convex, it still reaches its extrema at
the borders. Thus the upper bound can be calculated in the very same way as
for χ2 or Information Gain. The corresponding plot can be seen in Figure 4.6.

Using any correlation measure

In fact, any discrete function f : N×N 7→ R can be used since it is always possible
to compute the bound with a brute-force approach. Thus, the idea is to compute
the scores for all possible points in the discrete pn-space once and then use this
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matrix as a lookup table. The upper bound for each point can then be derived in
linear time (in the number of points) and for any type of score function. Thus,
a lookup-table containing score and upper bound for each possible 〈p, n〉 can be
computed in O(|D+ | × |D− |) and stored in O(|D+ | × |D− |).

4.4.4 Relationship with Frequent Pattern Mining

As Figure 4.3 shows, a candidate pattern is pruned if its coverage falls “inside”
the grey box; meaning that the score of even the best refinements cannot exceed
the threshold anymore. This “box” is characterised by two thresholds, one for
each of the two classes. These support thresholds can be computed for given
threshold value on correlation scores, and can be used as individual minimum
support threshold instead of the upper-bound threshold. In the most simple
setting, this means we can find all correlated patterns by using traditional fre-
quency based mining techniques as follows [Nijssen and Kok 2005]:

1. Compute the class-specific minimum support threshold for a given corre-
lation threshold

2. extract frequent patterns from within the positive examples

3. extract frequent patterns from within the negative examples

4. post-process both sets to find those patterns exceeding the correlation
threshold

Alternatively, given a threshold on the correlation, we can compute the min-
imum of the two support thresholds, and use it as a support threshold on the
entire data set. This approach was essentially proposed in [Cheng et al. 2007,
Cheng et al. 2008]. Note that this class-ignoring strategy is suboptimal com-
pared to the approaches taking class labels into account.

4.4.5 Type I Errors

All methods discussed evaluate a correlation score for every pattern. For in-
stance, we used χ2 to evaluate how much each pattern correlates with a class
attribute. In statistics a common recommendation is that if the χ2 value exceeds
3.84, the correlation is significant at the 95% level. Does this mean that it is
always correct to use 3.84 as support threshold?

Unfortunately, this is not the case. In statistics it is well-known that if we
repeatedly evaluate a significance test, chances are high that we will incorrectly
reject the null hypotheses in some of these tests. This kind of error is called a
type I error. Given the large number of patterns considered, type I errors are
very likely in pattern mining. How to deal with them is an issue, which has not
received much attention.

A common way to deal with type I errors is the Bonferroni correction, devel-
oped by Carlo Emilio Bonferroni. The idea is to modify the minimum correlation
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score depending on the number of hypotheses evaluated: the more hypotheses
considered, the higher the correlation threshold should be.

In bound-based pattern mining, it is however not clear how this method
should be applied correctly. If a part of the search space is pruned, does this
mean that we should consider all these patterns untested? It seems unreasonable
to apply a different support threshold if an algorithm is not pushing constraints
as much as possible (and hence considers more, but redundant patterns). The
alternative of using the size of the search space as normalization factor is not
an option either, as some pattern domains (such as graphs) are infinitely large.

Despite the fact that the problem of type I errors is fundamentally unsolved,
two approaches to reduce the problem have been investigated:

• use top-k pattern mining: for instance, χ2 scores are usually normalised
by dividing the score by the number of hypotheses tested, which means
that the normalisation constant does not matter if we only consider the
order of the patterns;

• normalise the scores by using the number of frequent patterns as indication
of the size of the hypotheses space, possibly in a level-wise fashion [Bay
and Pazzani 2001].

4.4.6 Closed and Free Pattern Mining

Pattern sets can often be redundant (see Section 3.1). One such redundancy is
caused by considering patterns that are neither closed nor free. The principles
of closedness and freeness were originally proposed for unlabelled databases, in
which case a pattern π is called closed if and only if there is no pattern π′

⊐ π
such that π′(D) = π(D); a pattern is called free if and only if there is no pattern
π′ ⊏ π such that π′(D) = π(D). The extension of this principle to labelled data
is possible in multiple ways. The most straightforward approach is to ignore the
class labels. However, it could also be sensible to decide that a pattern is not
interesting if it is closed or free on only one of the two classes. An approach for
finding closed patterns, given support thresholds for two classes, was studied in
[Garriga, Kralj and Lavrac 2006].

An alternative approach is to perform top-k free pattern mining [Bringmann
et al. 2006], essentially by not inserting patterns in the queue which are not
free compared to the patterns already in the queue. To guarantee that we find
all k-best free patterns, it is essential that for every large pattern π, all its
generalisations π′ ⊏ π are enumerated first. Otherwise, it might happen that
the addition of a “small” pattern π’ to a set of k-best patterns necessitates the
removal of several k-best superpatterns π ⊐ π′, and, consequently, one could
not guarantee that we find all k-best free patterns. However, the enumeration
schemes used in our approaches employ a breath-first strategy and hence have
this desirable property.
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4.5 Summary

While frequent pattern mining is a commonly used technique to obtain features
for the subsequent induction of a classifier, this chapter presented a technique
to extract class correlated patterns. The main problem for extracting such pat-
terns is that a correlation measure cannot be anti-monotonic as argued in Sec-
tion 4.4.1. We explained how an upper bound can be employed to efficiently
extract all correlating patterns and which other techniques could be used. Fur-
thermore, an algorithm to extract the k-best correlating patterns was presented
in Section 4.4.2. Section 4.4.3 presented several measures including non-convex
measures and the according argument why such measures can still be used in
the correlated mining framework. Unfortunately, the highly repetitive testing
of hypotheses as executed by a correlated pattern miner increases the chances
for statistical errors. We presented two näıve approaches to guard against such
errors and will employ the top-k approach in most of the subsequent tasks in
this part.
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Chapter 5

Expressiveness of Pattern

Languages

Based on the assumption that more complex structures are better at captur-
ing molecular properties, the push has been towards efficiently mining those
structures in much of the field. Whereas rather technical problems of efficiently
mining complex representations, such as trees and graphs, have largely been
solved, little research has been devoted to their respective characteristics. This
chapter investigates the relationships between different pattern languages, their
impact on the mining task and obtained result. As a first contribution we study
how the expressive power of a language affects the computational cost and trade-
off between the expressiveness of a language and its predictive accuracy when
employed in a classification task. Using the gained insights and exploiting the-
oretical findings, we present a novel, stepwise approach to correlated pattern
mining as our second contribution. It iteratively uses the results of mining a
simpler pattern language as a starting point for mining in a more complex one
leading to a significant reduction in computational complexity.

The contents of this chapter, partially published in [Bringmann et al. 2006],
are the result of joint work with Albrecht Zimmermann, Siegfried Nijssen and
Luc De Raedt at the Katholieke Universiteit Leuven.

The chapter is structured as follows: In the first section we point out relation-
ships amongst pattern languages. In section 5.2 we present an algorithm that
takes advantage of those relationships to increase the efficiency of the mining
process. The experiments and their results studying the influence of a pattern
language on the runtime and predictive accuracy are described and discussed in
detail in section 5.3.

113
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5.1 Properties of Language Hierarchies

The languages considered in particular are those of itemsets LI , multi-itemsets
LM , sequences LS , free-trees LT and connected graphs LC . While all these
languages can be viewed as different subsets of the general class of graphs LG,
their union is not equivalent to this class. For some of those languages it is
evident that they are related to each other. Indeed, they form a hierarchy as
introduced in Proposition 2 which states:

LI ( LM

LS ( LT ( LC

}

( LG (5.1)

This immediately implies that any finite subset of LC contains more subtrees
than subsequences and even more subgraphs.

In the light of the hierarchies of languages introduced above, it is now instruc-
tive to look at some straightforward properties of the solution sets introduced
as Equation 4.3 and 4.4 (pg. 102).

Proposition 7. Whenever L1 ⊆ L2, then for all data sets D and thresholds θ

T h>(L1, D, θ) ⊆ T h>(L2, D, θ) (5.2)

This property actually states that whenever L1 ⊆ L2, solutions found within
L1 will also be solutions within the more expressive pattern language L2. An-
other useful property is:

Proposition 8. Whenever L1 ⊆ L2, then for all data sets D

T hk(L2, D) ∩ L1 ⊆ T hk(L1, D) (5.3)

It states that the solutions of a top k query in a larger language L2 may
contain some top k solutions from a less expressive languageL1. These properties
actually motivate the stepwise correlated pattern mining algorithm, which we
will now sketch.

5.2 Exploiting Hierarchies

Stepwise Correlated Pattern Mining shown as Algorithm 6 assumes a given
hierarchy of pattern languages L1 ⊂ L2 ⊂ L3 ⊂ . . . ⊂ Ln, a data set D, and a
value for k. The goal is to find T hk(Ln, D). The idea underlying the stepwise
algorithm is that one first searches for the k best patterns in the simpler language
Li, and then records the score of the k-th best solution found in Li. This score
must be lower than or equal to the score of any solution in T hk(Li+1, D), and
thus is a lower bound on the scores in T hk(Li+1, D). Consequently it can be
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Algorithm 6 Stepwise Correlated Pattern Mining

1: θ0 = −∞
2: for i = 1 to n do
3: compute T hk(Li, D, θi−1)
4: θi = min

π∈T hk(Li,D,θi−1)
γ(π, D)

5: end for
6: return T hk(Li, D, θi)

used as a threshold when searching for the solutions in a superlanguage Li+1

at the next level. This process is then iterated until the final language Ln is
considered.

It is easy to see that the stepwise correlated pattern mining algorithm will
produce exactly the same results as directly computing the T hk(Ln, D). The
question however is whether this stepwise technique is more efficient than the
direct approach (see Q5.9). In the experimental section, we shall provide ev-
idence that this typically is the case for the hierarchies of pattern languages
considered, and that the speed-up can be significant (up to a factor of about
1000).

5.3 Experimental Evaluation

In this section, we experimentally answer the following five questions using the
HIV, Mutagenicity I, Mutagenicity II, and Biodegradability data sets
to answer the first three questions (cf. Table 2.3 (pg. 48)) and the 60 data sets
comprising the NCI data (cf. Table 2.1 (pg. 47)) for the last two questions.

Q5.9 Does the stepwise correlated pattern miner speed up the correlated
pattern mining process for the mining of graphs?

Q5.10 How is the expressiveness of the pattern language related to the run-
ning times of the correlated pattern miner?

Q5.11 How does the expressiveness of the pattern language influence the
predictive performance of the models learned using correlated patterns
as features?

Q5.12 How do different languages influence the predictive performance for
the same threshold?

Q5.13 Can classifiers using correlated patterns as features compete with a
sub-symbolic state-of-the approach regarding predictive accuracy?

The next section will describe the experimental set-up followed by a detailed
evaluation of the experiments to answer the afore-mentioned questions. In Sec-
tion 5.3.7 we will give a concise summary of the obtained results.
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5.3.1 Experimental Set-Up

In all experiments, we employed a correlated pattern miner to compute T hk(L, D)
for the values k = 1, 10, 100 and 1000, and the languages L = LS ,LT and LC .
To answer Q5.9, Q5.10, and Q5.11 we included the languages LI and LM .
The correlation measure used was χ2 and the starting minimum threshold for
the first step in the stepwise mining procedure and all direct runs was 3.84
corresponding to a significance level of 95%.

The two evaluation criteria employed were, on the one hand, the time needed
to compute T hk(L, D) and, on the other hand, the predictive accuracy. As di-
rectly evaluating the predictive accuracy of a correlated pattern is typically not
very interesting, we rather evaluate the predictive accuracy of a set of patterns
T hk(L, D) indirectly using the patterns as features to encode the data as binary
vectors and subsequently employ different machine learning techniques on those.
A single classifier might for some reason favor the representation derived by us-
ing a certain type of substructure, distorting the experimental results. We used
four different prediction algorithms corresponding to different machine learning
paradigms in order avoid a bias in the prediction process.

A Näıve Bayes classifier assumes conditional independence of the features
based on the class label. It has a high chance being misled by redundant or
irrelevant features. A decision tree such as the one constructed by the C4.5
algorithm effectively reduces redundancy since it splits data on each feature
into subsets on which features redundant to the previously chosen for the split
will not have any effect. Ripper is one of the most effective rule-learners de-
veloped so far that impresses with sophisticated pruning techniques helping to
reduce over-fitting. Rules also have the undeniable benefit of being highly inter-
pretable for humans. Finally, support vector machines (SVMs) have been used
very successfully for structure-activity-relationship (SAR) problems and include
a mechanism for filtering out redundant as well as irrelevant features. We em-
ploy the Tanimoto kernel that has been used to good effect on the data set
we do our comparison on regarding Q5.13 [Swamidass et al. 2005]. All accu-
racy estimates were obtained using ten-fold cross-validation with stratified folds,
and the results were compared against each other with regard to significance.
The WEKA experimenter environment was used for this task since accuracy
averaging and significance testing is automated in this tool.

Finally, all running time experiments were performed on a 2.8GHz Machine
with 2GB of main memory running Linux.

5.3.2 Stepwise Correlated Pattern Mining Q5.9

Our first question was whether the stepwise approach would speed up the mining
process compared to the direct approach. To answer this question, we performed
running time experiments on the HIV and on the Mutagenicity I data sets.
Due to the small size of the other two data sets, running times measured are
in the range of a few seconds at most, making differences unreliable. We used
5 different setups of the HIV data set, namely active vs. inactive (CA vs CI),
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active vs. moderate (CA vs CM), moderate vs. inactive (CM vs CI), active vs.
moderate and inactive (CA vs CMCI), and active and moderate vs. inactive
(CACM vs CI). For each of the 6 setups, we mined the k-best patterns for
k = 1, 10, 100, and 1000.

The experiments performed show that the stepwise approach was up to 2800
times faster with an average of 202.81 (σ = 600.66) on all settings. Some of the
results are shown in Table 5.1. The direct approach for k = 1000 in the CS
vs. CM on the HIV data set took more than 48 hours!1 Figure 5.1 shows an
explanation for the acceleration of the mining process. After evaluating only
600 sequences, the threshold reaches a value of 769. When mining trees (resp.
graphs) directly, a similar threshold is reached after analyzing 2700 (resp. 4200)
patterns. The quickly rising threshold enforced by mining stepwise allows a much
more efficient pruning than the direct approach.

However, we observed some opposing cases that require further explanation.
First, when comparing the direct and the stepwise approach on multi-itemset
mining (with LI ⊂ LM ), the stepwise approach does not help in terms of speed-
up. Fortunately, it does not hurt either. Furthermore, on the Mutagenicity I
data set the stepwise approach was always slightly slower than the direct ap-
proach with the worst case for k = 10. Finally, the direct mining of the 1000-best
patterns on the CA vs. CI HIV data set was 13.41% faster than the stepwise
mining. In this case, the sequence-mining step could raise the threshold to 18.62
only which does not help much in the next mining step, especially considering
the score of the 1000th-best pattern in LC with 796.82. Furthermore, each step
has to rebuild the k-best list (the plateaus in Figure 5.1) since only the threshold
is reused. This can be time consuming and might – as in this case – have the
effect that the stepwise approach is slower than the direct approach. This could
be improved by reusing not only the threshold obtained by a mining step, but
the whole k-best list.

5.3.3 Running Time Q5.10

This second question considers the influence of the expressiveness of the pattern
language on the runtime. More precisely: how are the running times distributed
among the steps for mining LS to LT to LC? In principle, mining LS could
increase the threshold tS to such a high level that mining LT using tS is faster
than the mining of LS itself. The experiments in Table 5.2 show that this is never
the case. The time spent in the tree mining step is on average 22 times as high as
in the sequence mining step. The graph mining step, on the other hand, is never
much more expensive than the tree mining step. We also performed experiments
on itemsets and multi-itemsets, which showed that itemsets were much faster
than multi-itemsets. These results are not listed as other experiments showed
that these features are not competitive.

1Before it ran out of memory.
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Figure 5.1: Threshold versus evaluated patterns for the stepwise and the direct
approach on HIV CA vs. CM with k = 100. Mining LS (dotted) followed by
LT (solid) and then LC (dashed) evaluates much less patterns than mining LT

followed by LC . Mining LC directly has to evaluate the most patterns.

Approach k Muta I CA vs CM CACM vs CI CA vs CI CM vs CI CA vs CMCI
direct 1000 0:05.16 >48h 7:48.21 0:19.54 4:07.15 0:23.51

stepwise 1000 0:06.39 0:03.57 5:11.19 0:22.59 3:02.15 0:23.15
direct 10 0:00.12 1:47.25 7:04.48 0:07.42 3:02.26 0:09.31

stepwise 10 0:00.22 0:00.14 0:05.63 0:01.03 0:07.18 0:01.10

Table 5.1: Running times of the stepwise and the direct approach for mining
connected graphs (LC).

Approach k Muta I CA vs CM CACM vs CI CA vs CI CM vs CI CA vs CMCI
LS 1000 00:00.11 00:00.07 00:01.42 00:01.15 00:01.37 00:01.18
LT 1000 00:04.37 00:03.47 05:08.16 00:21.57 02:57.67 00:22.15
LC 1000 00:06.39 00:03.57 05:11:19 00:22.59 03:02.15 00:23.15
LS 10 00:00.03 00:00.04 00:00.56 00:00.36 00:00.57 00:00.38
LT 10 00:00.12 00:00.09 00:03.06 00:01.11 00:04.15 00:01.16
LC 10 00:00.22 00:00.14 00:06.13 00:01.03 00:07.18 00:01.10

Table 5.2: Running times of the stepwise approach for mining LS ,LT , and LC ,
respectively. (k = 1, 100 are not listed).
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5.3.4 Predictive Performance Q5.11

A typical usage of patterns found via a data mining approach is to employ them
as features for describing instances for use with a propositional machine learning
algorithm. Since mining more complex structures requires more time, as can be
seen above, naturally the question arises whether this increase in mining effort
is matched by an increase of the quality of the description derivable by using
the found patterns. The accuracy estimates of the HIV active and moderately
active, Mutagenicity I, Biodegradibility, and Mutagenicity II data sets are show
in Tables 5.3(a), 5.3(b), 5.4(a), and 5.4(b) respectively. In these tables the best
value an algorithm achieves for a given k is shown in bold. All values that are
significantly worse at σ = 5% are italicised.

On the HIV data set itemsets never manage to capture enough information
to be useful as features in this case and multi-itemsets also perform worse than
the structured representations even though the difference is not significant for
k < 1000. As for the structured patterns – sequences, trees, and connected
graphs – with k = 1000, sequences significantly outperform trees and graphs
except when used with the Näıve Bayes classifier, which is overwhelmed by
the number of features. Similar on Mutagenicity I, except when only one feature
is used, sequences are the most successful pattern type. The improvement is
significant except for the SVM with k = 100. For the Biodegradability data
set, there is no significant difference in accuracy for k = 1 and k = 10. All
representations more complex than pure itemsets perform very similarly to each
other for k > 10, with the notable differences that the SVM makes far better
use of the sequence-type feature than of tree and graph features for k = 100 and
that trees perform better than graphs in J48 and SVM for k = 1000. Finally
itemsets and multi-itemsets are significantly outperformed by the more complex
representations on the Mutagenicity II data set. These in turn show no clear
best or worst language class among themselves.

The results of all experiments are surprising in that the use of more expres-
sive pattern languages than LS does not seem to pay off in terms of predictive
accuracy. In all settings, sequences were at least as informative as trees and
graphs when representing molecules. Yet sequences are much easier to handle
and to compute than trees and graphs. On the other hand, the information
stored in itemsets and multi-itemsets is typically not precise enough to be use-
ful for a propositional learner.

To gain more insight into the underlying reasons for these findings we selected
the k = 1000 best patterns in LC ∪ LM and classified them as (cyclic) graphs,
trees, sequences, multi-itemsets and itemsets. The two charts in the Figures 5.3
and 5.4 show the distribution of the patterns, as well as the number of such
patterns, their average score, and standard deviation. Most of the experiments
resulted in a chart similar to the one shown in Figure 5.4 where the vast majority
are trees, and the best scoring pattern is also a tree and no single multiset or
itemset ever appeared among the 1000 best, implying T h1000(LM ∪ LC , D) =
T h1000(LC , D). However, in two exceptions like in Figure 5.3, the multisets
scored surprisingly. In two cases, the highest scoring structure was a sequence,
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Figure 5.2: Intercorrelation of the 100 best correlating graphs (sequences) in the
left (right) correlation matrix. The sequences ranking 42 and lower are not in
the top-100 graphs.

and even though the sequences were much less frequent, they scored comparable
to the trees. Furthermore, graphs (with cycles) usually had very low scores. A
feasible explanation for these results might be the fact that the search space
in the molecular domain consists to a large majority of trees, and hence, that
correlated pattern miners have to process much more trees (with similar scores)
than sequences or cyclic graphs. The difference between the number of trees,
sequences and graphs in the search space to process are illustrated in Figure 2.2
(pg. 48) showing a molecule that has 512 unique connected subgraphs comprised
of 7.8% cyclic graphs, 75% trees and 17.2% sequences. Another observation
explaining the good performance of the top-k sequences in comparison with
the top-k trees or graphs can be found in Figure 5.2. These matrices show the
pairwise correlation of top-100 patterns found on one NCI data set. A value of
1 implies that the presence and absence of two patterns is perfectly correlated,
while a value of 0 means that there is no correlation (−1 would be a perfect
negative correlation). The worst sequence in the top-100 graphs corresponds to
sequence 40 in the top-100 sequences. Consequently, the lower-left part (up to
pattern 40) of the top-100 sequences in the right is like a small scaled version of
the left figure. This indicates that for each graph there is typically one highly
correlating sequence. Note that these figures display only pairwise correlation.
However, the final set of patterns allows for much more complex combinations
than pairs. Hence, these figures show only the tip of the iceberg, and we can
expect the overall intercorrelation effects amongst combinations of patterns in
the result set to be much higher.

Note that our aim was to compare the different languages to each other with
regard to the relative predictive performances that can be achieved. Different
learning techniques where employed to avoid a learner-bias. Thus, to save com-
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(a) HIV CA vs CM

LI LM LS LT LC k
72.88 74.16 76.78 77.06 77.06
72.88 74.16 76.78 77.06 77.06 1
72.88 74.16 76.78 77.06 77.06
72.88 74.16 76.78 77.06 77.06
72.88 74.16 76.45 76.28 76.28
72.71 74.13 76.35 77.06 77.06 10
72.82 74.16 76.45 76.85 76.85
72.08 73.02 76.52 76.65 76.65
73.05 74.16 77.46 77.06 77.06
71.91 73.49 76.38 77.06 77.06 100
72.72 74.56 77.09 76.72 76.72
69.38 72.21 76.31 76.58 76.58
73.05 75.54 83.21 75.95 75.95
71.91 74.84 81.29 76.52 76.42 1000
72.72 74.50 81.97 75.84 75.81
69.38 72.11 77.83 76.65 76.65

Algorithm

J48
JRip
SVM
NB
J48
JRip
SVM
NB
J48
JRip
SVM
NB
J48
JRip
SVM
NB

(b) Mutagenicity I

k LI LM LS LT LC

60.89 61.15 58.20 58.40 58.40
1 60.89 61.15 58.20 58.40 58.40

60.89 61.15 58.20 58.40 58.40
60.89 61.15 58.20 58.40 58.40
61.40 61.07 70.96 68.55 68.55

10 61.15 60.92 70.96 68.50 68.53
61.43 60.45 70.19 68.52 68.49
61.17 61.06 67.44 59.12 59.12
62.00 65.67 76.37 70.94 70.79

100 61.33 65.11 74.06 70.74 70.89
62.17 59.59 72.39 70.23 70.17
61.21 60.24 70.08 65.67 65.90
62.00 61.30 79.73 74.83 74.68

1000 61.33 60.89 76.40 72.23 71.66
62.17 67.24 80.14 71.24 70.61
61.21 60.80 71.70 57.61 57.33

Table 5.3: Accuracy results on the HIV and Mutagenicity I data sets.

(a) Biodegradability

LI LM LS LT LC k
67.05 67.38 65.25 65.25 65.25
67.05 67.38 65.25 65.25 65.25 1
67.05 67.38 65.25 65.25 65.25
67.05 67.38 65.25 65.25 65.25
65.51 68.43 72.42 72.27 72.27
64.45 68.44 74.56 74.42 74.42 10
67.05 67.34 71.96 72.43 72.43
67.05 68.13 74.09 73.95 73.95
65.51 72.58 76.22 71.96 71.81
64.45 76.41 77.89 72.73 72.73 100
67.05 75.32 80.04 71.96 71.81
67.05 69.04 68.93 66.80 66.80
65.51 73.45 74.10 76.07 71.20
64.45 77.45 76.36 78.95 72.42 1000
67.05 74.89 76.08 78.66 73.02
67.05 68.79 64.65 63.13 62.98

Algorithm

J48
JRip
SVM
NB
J48
JRip
SVM
NB
J48
JRip
SVM
NB
J48
JRip
SVM
NB

(b) Mutagenicity II

k LI LM LS LT LC

64.47 64.91 64.32 64.32 64.32
1 64.47 64.91 64.32 64.32 64.32

64.47 64.91 64.32 64.32 64.32
64.47 64.91 64.32 64.32 64.32
65.86 64.91 70.46 70.46 70.46

10 66.08 62.27 70.39 70.39 70.39
65.93 62.79 70.39 70.39 70.39
64.62 64.47 67.82 67.82 67.82
65.86 64.39 70.90 70.39 70.53

100 66.08 64.75 71.48 71.12 71.12
65.93 65.50 72.72 71.71 71.78
64.25 66.08 72.07 71.05 71.05
65.86 65.12 71.63 71.55 72.06

1000 66.08 67.87 74.41 72.95 74.48
65.93 69.14 75.95 74.99 75.13
64.25 64.77 71.26 72.50 72.87

Table 5.4: Accuracy results on the Biodegradability and Mutagenicity II data
sets.
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Figure 5.3: Distribution of the k = 1000 best patterns for Biodegradability.
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Figure 5.4: Distribution of the k = 1000 best patterns for HIV active (CA)
versus moderately active (CM).

putation time, the mining-tasks were not performed separately for each fold, but
only once on the entire data set respectively. As a side effect, the reported ab-
solute accuracies of this subsection in Table 5.3 and 5.4 are not meaningful for
comparison with other approaches. However, for all experiments on all 60 NCI
data sets the mining task was performed on each training fold to allow for a
comparison of the predictive performance.

5.3.5 Comparing Languages Q5.12

Figure 5.5 shows the results achieved by employing a SVM using the three
structure classes with regard to the area under curve based on a ten-fold cross-
validation. Similar to Q5.11 we extracted the k = 500 most correlating frag-
ments and used them as features. Apart from one exception it is clear that 500
sequences lead to a better classification model than 500 trees or graphs. The dif-
ferences to Näıve Bayes, JRip, and were virtually identical to the differences
in the previous answer.

When mining the 1000 most correlating fragments, an inspection of the
graph-structured fragments shows that there is a large number of graphs with
identical χ2-scores, indicating that there might be many subgraphs that are se-
mantically equivalent, that is, they are present in exactly the same instances.
Indeed, as Figure 5.2 shows the extracted features are highly correlated. This
behaviour is slightly less pronounced in tree-structured fragments and strongly
reduced in sequential substructures, likely due to the different “granularity” of
the respective languages, resulting in a larger diversity of fragments existing for
the coarser languages. To avoid this bias towards the less complex represen-
tations, we mined the 1000 most correlating graphs and used the 1000th-best
χ2-value as a cut-off value for tree- and sequence-fragments. This of course leads
to fragment sets with lower cardinality for those two representations. The re-
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sults in Figure 5.6 show that the removal of this bias leads to classifiers with
roughly equal performance independent of the pattern language. Note that the
feature set consisting only of sequences is a subset of the tree-feature set which
is a subset of the 1000 graphs. As a result we would expect the more complex
languages to perform better, yet the differences can hardly be considered as
stunning. Indeed, even with only few sequences competitive classifiers are ob-
tained. The cases where the sequences outperform the more complex languages
indicate an overfitting problem.

5.3.6 Comparison to Subsymbolic Methods Q5.13

A final question inspired by the results above is whether a larger number of
features is beneficial. To examine this question, we compare our approach with
an approach in which all substructures of a certain minimum are used. This
work of Swamidass et al. [2005] is the current reference in accuracy for the
NCI cancer data set and uses a Tanimoto kernel based on sequences with a
maximum length of 10. Specifically, they compute all sequential patterns si up
to a maximum length of 10 and use those as binary features as defined in 2.5
(pg. 35) to encode the data as in our approach. The Tanimoto kernel to compute
the similarity of two examples e and e′ is then defined over those patterns si as:

k(e, e′) =

∑

i min(si(e), si(e
′))

∑

i max(si(e), si(e′))
(5.4)

We employed a SVM Light implementation and adapted the method described
in [Swamidass et al. 2005], determining the value of the hyperparameter C via
an internal 5-fold cross-validation.

It should be noted that the effective minimum frequency that qualifies the
sequences used in Swamidass’ work is 1. The usage of a correlation measure does
not allow for such low-frequency patterns since they are presumed to be random
rather than significant. However, our approach did not enforce a maximum size
constraint on the paths such that our approach enumerated sequences longer
than 10 nodes. As a result the correlated sequences extracted using our approach
are not a subset of the set of internal features, neither are those a subset of the
correlated sequences.

Figure 5.7 shows that the accuracies are virtually identical for all data sets,
meaning that the correlated fragments capture all the information the size-
restricted ones capture while significantly reducing the feature space. Note that
the differences in predictive accuracies shown in the graph are not significant.

For running times of classifiers such as an SVM this reduction in feature
space is clearly of interest.
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Figure 5.5: Area Under Curve for the top 500 graphs, top 500 trees, and top
500 sequences.
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Figure 5.6: Area Under Curve for the top 1000 graphs, respective subset of trees,
and subset sequences. Data sets sorted by AUC-value achieved using sequences.
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5.3.7 Result Summary

The answers to the five questions studied in the previous sections can be sum-
marised as follows.

• Considering Q5.9 the experiments show indeed a performance gain. On
average the stepwise approach is 202.81 (σ = 600.66) times faster than
the direct approach, reaching up to a maximum of 2800 times, while being
slightly slower in only very few cases (see Table 5.1).

• For Q5.10 the experiments show that most of the processing time is spent
in LT . The reason here seems to be that the search space in the molecular
domain is primarily composed of trees and contains only few graphs and
sequences.

• The answer to Q5.11 is that top-k sequences are better features in a
classification task then the top-k trees or graphs.

• As for Q5.12 the experiments indicate that the usage of expressive lan-
guages can harm when extracting top-k patterns based on their individual
merit since their is a strong tendency to discover semantically equivalent,
thus redundant patterns. Restricting patterns to the same minimum corre-
lation threshold yields very small sets of sequential patterns which exhibit
a predictive accuracy close to the much larger sets of trees and graphs.

• Finally, Q5.13 compares to a sub-symbolic approach. While the classifier
based on correlated patterns does not outperform the approach presented
by Swamidass et al. [2005], it is competitive while using only about a tenth
of the features.

5.4 Related Work

In this chapter we studied the extraction of patterns from different pattern
languages using a convex constraint. The idea to exploit the hierarchy in struc-
tures is not unique to our approach. Indeed, it is related to the Quickstart
approach by Nijssen and Kok [2004]. Similar to the stepwise idea of this work,
the quick-start approach proposed in [Nijssen and Kok 2004] first searches for
frequent sequences which are then expanded to frequent trees and, finally, to
frequent graphs. However, in contrast to our work, the Quickstart approach
by Nijssen and Kok considered a monotone constraint. This leads to further
important differences. In our opinion, a constrained pattern mining algorithm
consists of several elements: i) an algorithm that determines which candidates
should be evaluated as it is not known yet if they satisfy the constraint, ii) an
algorithm that removes duplicate candidates and, finally, iii) an algorithm that
performs this evaluation. In the Quickstart approach, the last two steps were
optimised. In this chapter, we optimised the first part. By considering a set of
simple patterns first, we hope to find a threshold that allows for more prun-
ing. Even though there were also speed-ups in the Quickstart approach, the
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magnitude was certainly not comparable to the factors obtained in correlated
pattern mining. Finally, it would even be possible to combine both approaches
since the Quickstart algorithm can easily be restricted to LS or LT defining
a monotone constraint on the structure of a pattern.

A work we compared to was [Swamidass et al. 2005]. They employed a sub-
symbolic approach using a distance function based on the number of common
sequences in a pair of molecules. A similar approach comparing kernels similar
to the one proposed by Swamidass et al. but using sequences, trees, and graphs
of different maximum sizes was proposed by Wale, Watson and Karypis [2008].
They could show that with a more elaborate distance measure graphs can out-
perform simpler structures. However, the number of features derived internally
for the distance computation is in the millions, leading to complex models which
are incomprehensible.

Concerning the influence of the predictive performance, related questions
have arisen for instance in the kernel community, such as [Horváth, Gärtner
and Wrobel 2004], where different graph kernels take into account different
types of information. Also, in the chemo-informatics community (see [Wale et al.
2008]), it is often argued that one should take into account 3D information about
the compounds in addition to the 2D graph structure. Doing this within our
framework would be an interesting question for further research. It would also
be interesting to repeat our investigation in other domains than computational
chemistry.

5.5 Summary

We studied the expressiveness of different pattern languages and their rela-
tionships. A result stemming from the observed theoretical properties was the
introduction of a novel stepwise approach to correlated pattern mining. It first
searches for the top-k correlated patterns in a simpler language and then em-
ploys the score of the k-th best pattern as a lower bound for finding the top-k
patterns in increasingly more expressive languages. This stepwise approach led
in virtually all cases to a significant speed-up, sometimes with a factor of up to
1000.

Furthermore, we presented an empirical evaluation of the influence of the
expressiveness of a pattern language on the performance of correlated graph
miners. Our second contribution, and perhaps the most surprising result of this
study was that the use of more complex patterns such as cyclic graphs and
trees does not necessarily lead to a better accuracy. Indeed, the best results in
predictive performance were obtained employing sequential patterns, which are
far easier to compute. Eventually, this led to the insight that complex structures
are prone to suffer from their expressiveness.

Having found that sequences are at least as useful as more complex features
in prediction tasks, we evaluated whether correlating sequences might in any
way be superior (or inferior) to sequences selected using a different selection
criterion. The experimental results showed that correlated fragments allow the
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same predictive accuracy as using length-restricted fragments, making the use
of the former preferable. Using correlated sequences as features permits to de-
scribe data using fingerprints of far lower dimensionality, which among other
things, helps improve running times of classifiers. Of course, a similar reduction
could be achieved using feature selection methods in a post-processing step after
traditional frequent pattern mining. Feature selection algorithms are, however,
often heuristic (due to the space of subsets of features they have to traverse
which is typically large) unless they select, for instance, the most significant
ones according to χ2. This kind of selection is exactly the task we perform in
the enumeration, thus saving time in extracting the fragments themselves.

Finally, an interesting finding is that extracting patterns for the use as fea-
tures based on their individual merit such as a high class-correlation, but ne-
glecting possible intercorrelation amongst patterns, requires the extraction of
more patterns in expressive languages to achieve the same results as for less ex-
pressive languages. Modern learning techniques, especially SVMs as employed
in our evaluation, are less prone to being misled by many redundant features.
However, they cannot compensate the lack of valuable features, which may be
expelled from the top-k by the large amount of high scoring, but also highly
redundant features extracted. Especially highly expressive languages, such as
graphs, are likely to fall prey to this since they can express minute differences
in the data.

While a general set of criteria for the specification of a pattern language
cannot be derived from these observations, it seems reasonable to incorporate
elementary properties of the data into a pattern language. The connectivity of
atoms and thus their relative position seems to be a very important property
in the case of molecules leading to low performances for (multi)-itemset repre-
sentations. However, the structure of molecules is apparently redundant, such
that detailed information as provided by graphs is not required since most of
the information can be captured using sequences.
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Chapter 6

Less Intercorrelation

In predictive mining, class-correlating patterns, patterns showing strong cor-
relation with a class value, are often a good choice. No matter the reliability
of statistic measures, however, they can still fall prey to overfitting, which in
turn may harm classifiers. Moreover, patterns selected based on their individual
merit are inclined to give rise to pattern sets with high intercorrelation between
pairs and combinations of patterns as the previous chapter revealed. This re-
dundancy is undesirable for most classification tasks and becomes even more
problematic if the amount of patterns is large, or patterns reinforce each other’s
bias. This chapter contributes two novel approaches, aggregated subset mining
and Tree2, which are designed to extract patterns with low intercorrelation,
and high diversity. Both approaches are motivated by the need for features that
are beneficial for a classification task.

The contents of this chapter, published in [Zimmermann and Bringmann
2009] and [Bringmann and Zimmermann 2005a], are the result of joint work
with Albrecht Zimmermann at the Katholieke Universiteit Leuven.

This chapter is structured as follows: in the next section, we explain aggregated
subset mining and subsequently evaluate the technique in Section 6.1.2. Similar,
in Section 6.2 we present the Tree2 algorithm and report on experimental
results in Section 6.2.2.

6.1 Aggregated Subset Mining

In Part I, the effect of decreasing redundancy between patterns on the accuracy
of classifiers using those particular features was evaluated. While we could show
that reducing redundancy – in some cases strongly – did improve accuracy, the
entire data set was used for mining patterns, which were then filtered. This
setting, the standard data mining setting, is well-suited for descriptive mining.
However, in machine learning many techniques use parts of the labelled data
for verification purposes of found patterns as well as built classifiers.

129
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Figure 6.1: The aggregated subset mining technique (f = 5).

The approach presented in this section is inspired by such machine learn-
ing techniques and referred to as aggregated subset mining. We explore ways to
divide the data into subsets, mine patterns on them and use post-processing
techniques for acquiring the result set. The general idea is illustrated in Fig-
ure 6.1. After splitting the data set into possibly overlapping subsets, sets of
correlating patterns are computed on each of those data subsets. The extracted
pattern sets are then merged using different criteria to create a final result set.

Using the patterns as features for a classification task to evaluate their qual-
ity, we compare the different subset compositions, and selection techniques.
The two main results – that small independent sets are better suited than large
amounts of data to extract features for a classification task, and that unin-
formed selection techniques perform well – can to a certain degree be explained
by quantitative characteristics of the derived pattern sets.

6.1.1 Splitting Data and Aggregating Results

We start from a data set D comprised of positive and negative labelled examples
D+ and D− respectively. We derive equally sized, stratified subsets Di of D

and extract the top km correlated patterns according to χ2. For the union of
their results Φall =

⋃

i T hkm
(L, Di) we know that | Φall |≥ km. For the final

merging step all patterns π ∈ Φall are re-evaluated and ranked according to some
aggregation metric µ. A subset comprising the top-km patterns is returned to the
user. This merging/re-evaluation step is denoted as merge in Figure 6.1. What
should be immediately obvious from this figure is that this kind of approach
lends itself to distributed or parallel mining, although the merging step needs
to be performed on one particular site.

There are two main decisions that influence the result of this approach,
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namely the choice of subsets and the aggregation metric used. The size of the
final set to be returned is also important but has less effect than the afore-
mentioned two choices.

Formation of subsets

We investigate two approaches to forming subsets Di of D. Their main difference
lies in whether the respective subsets overlap or not. The most straightforward
approach consists of segmenting D into f disjunct folds D̂i. Furthermore, we
define Di =

⋃

j 6=i D̂j so that Di = D \ D̂i. In both cases all instances in the
data set are considered equally often in the mining processes respectively. More
specifically, in the non-overlapping case each instance is part of one subset and,
hence, contributes to the result of one mining result, while in the overlapping
case each instance is in f − 1 subsets, thus contributing to f − 1 mining results.

Aggregation metrics

The goal of any aggregation metric used lies in ranking the patterns in Φall by
using information from all subsets Di mined on. To this end, we propose three
metrics µcount , µrank , and µchi2 :

1. µcount counts for each pattern π in how many of the Di it was found among
the top-km. It takes the form µcount (π) =| {i : π ∈ T hkm

(L, Di)} |. This
measure only checks whether a pattern was mined at all, however, not
what its particular rank was in the respective result sets.

2. A second metric, µrank consists of:

µrank (π) =
1

f

∑

i

rank(π, Di) (6.1)

with

rank(π, D) =

{

1 + km − inf{k | π ∈ T hkm
(L, D)} if π ∈ T hkm

(L, D)
0 otherwise

(6.2)
taking a pattern’s “local” quality into account.

3. A final metric, µχ2 takes the form:

µχ2(π) = χ2
D(π) (6.3)

computing a score for each pattern π according to χ2 on the entire set D.

Selection criteria

Due to the fact that | Φall |≥ km, one can simply return the top-km patterns
after the re-ranking via one of the metrics µ(π). Thus, given a value km, a metric
µ, and a set of subsets D = {Di}, our goal is to select ϕkm

(D, µ) ⊆ Φall such
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that the πx ∈ ϕkm
(D, µ) are the km highest ranked patterns in Φall regarding

µ. For the sake of simplicity we define D = {Di} and D̂ = {D̂i}.
Alternatively, this framework does allow for a second k-value (ks) to define

the size of the final result set leading to Φall =
⋃

i T hkm
(L, Di) with ϕks

(D, µ) ⊆
Φall.

6.1.2 Approach I: Experimental Evaluation

For the experimental evaluation, we arbitrarily picked 8 data sets from the NCI-
60 data set collection 2.1 and extract sequential patterns, LS from them. We
chose km ∈ {10, 25, 50, 75, 100}, giving a reasonable range of values across which
to compare. Similar, we chose f ∈ {3, 5, 7}, thus allowing for different sizes of
Di. We evaluate two aspects of the outlined techniques experimentally:

Q6.14 Quantitative Analysis:
What is the effect of the different subset formation strategies and
subset sizes on the composition of the f pattern sets T hkm

(L, Di).
More specifically: how do they affect the ranking of specific patterns
in the different pattern set.

Q6.15 Qualitative Analysis:
How do the different subset formation strategies, subset sizes and
aggregation methods affect the predictive accuracy of a classifier build
using the pattern sets selected.

We will now explain the details of the experiments followed by a concise sum-
mary of the obtained results at the end of this section.

To acquire a robust accuracy estimate, a 10-fold cross-validation was per-
formed. All folds –both for accuracy and selection purposes – were stratified. As
mentioned above, an SVM classifier was used for accuracy estimates. SVMs pos-
sess certain inherent feature selection capabilities, giving low-relevance features
small weights. In addition, an SVM attempts to find a separating hyperplane
with a maximal margin to both classes. Both of these characteristics guard
against overfitting at the classifier level, allowing to evaluate the quality of the
feature set. The SVM’s C parameter was tuned via a 5-fold cross-validation on
the training data, with potential values 2i, i ∈ [−2, 14].

In addition to the standard setting, we compare to a post-processing method
which uniformly picks km patterns from Φall at random. Since this method does
neither use explicit information on patterns’ quality, nor their relationship, we
use it as a baseline to see whether the better informed methods employing a
measure µ enjoy an advantage.

Quantitative Analysis Q6.14

Regarding Q6.14 we experimentally evaluate the effect of the different sub-
set formation strategies and subset sizes on the extracted patterns sets to gain
insight into the process and the interplay of those parameters. Give similar re-
sults for all data sets, we report quantitative characteristics of Φall in Tables 6.1
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km f Overlap |Φall|/km max
π∈Φall

µcount (π) max
π∈Φall

µrank (π) min
π∈Φall

µrank (π)

3 3.5 ±1.178 2.000 ± 0.200 3.0 ± 0.000 7.800 ± 1.033 0.333 ± 0.000
10 5 1.1 ±0.567 3.260 ± 0.302 4.2 ± 0.632 6.260 ± 0.766 0.200 ± 0.000

7 0.3 ±0.483 4.630 ± 0.434 4.7 ± 0.483 4.814 ± 0.919 0.143 ± 0.000
3 8.7 ±2.213 2.136 ± 0.163 3.0 ± 0.000 22.800 ± 1.033 0.333 ± 0.000

25 5 4.7 ±1.494 3.428 ± 0.204 4.8 ± 0.422 19.420 ± 1.459 0.200 ± 0.000
7 3.7 ±1.159 4.668 ± 0.305 5.8 ± 0.632 15.614 ± 1.355 0.143 ± 0.000
3 19.6 ±2.756 2.114 ± 0.131 3.0 ± 0.000 47.800 ± 1.033 0.333 ± 0.000

50 5 11.3 ±1.702 3.290 ± 0.208 5.0 ± 0.000 43.820 ± 2.165 0.200 ± 0.000
7 8.9 ±1.370 4.454 ± 0.367 6.6 ± 0.699 36.700 ± 2.203 0.143 ± 0.000
3 32.0 ±3.126 2.056 ± 0.123 3.0 ± 0.000 72.800 ± 1.033 0.367 ± 0.105

75 5 19.7 ±2.496 3.167 ± 0.171 5.0 ± 0.000 68.760 ± 2.299 0.200 ± 0.000
7 15.0 ±1.763 4.389 ± 0.283 6.7 ± 0.675 60.171 ± 4.035 0.143 ± 0.000
3 43.3 ±5.375 2.018 ± 0.128 3.0 ± 0.000 97.800 ± 1.033 0.333 ± 0.000

100 5 26.7 ±2.945 3.114 ± 0.171 5.0 ± 0.000 93.760 ± 2.299 0.200 ± 0.000
7 20.5 ±1.715 4.321 ± 0.234 6.8 ± 0.422 84.071 ± 5.767 0.143 ± 0.000

Table 6.1: Quantitative characteristics for pattern sets mined on D̂i.

and 6.2 on one data set. For both alternatives regarding construction of the Di

we list the minimum and maximum µcount and µrank for patterns in Φall, and
|Φall | /km. Another useful measure for assessing quantitative characteristics is
that of overlap which we simply define as ovlp(S, S′) =|S∩S′ |. We would expect
that:

1. Larger Di give more similar results as the standard setting, since they
more closely resemble the entire set D.
ovlp(ϕkm

(D, µ), T hkm
(LS , D)) ≥ ovlp(ϕkm

(D̂, µ), T hkm
(LS , D))

2. Smaller Di give a larger variety of patterns since the sampled Di are more
likely to capture local phenomena.
|ϕ∞(D̂, µ) | /km ≫|ϕ∞(D, µ) | /km

3. No pattern appears in only one result set since pattern is unlikely to be
significant if it appears only in one Di.

min
π∈ϕ∞(D,µ)

µcount(π) > 1

4. The best patterns generalise over most Di since highly significant local
phenomena should be observable globally.

max
π∈ϕ∞(D,µ)

µcount(π) ≈ f

5. No pattern is always ranked worst since any significant pattern should
reoccur in several subsamples Di.

min
π∈ϕ∞(D,µ)

µrank (π) > 1/f

6. The best patterns generalise over most D, appearing with a high ranking
since highly significant local phenomena should reach high significance
globally.

max
π∈ϕ∞(D,µ)

µrank (π) ≈ km
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km f Overlap |Φall|/km max
π∈Φall

µcount (p) max
π∈Φall

µrank (π) min
π∈Φall

µrank (π)

3 6.6 ±1.074 1.440 ± 0.150 3 ± 0.000 9.033 ± 0.508 0.367 ± 0.105
10 5 6.5 ±0.849 1.430 ± 0.125 5 ± 0.000 9.420 ± 0.416 0.260 ± 0.135

7 6.6 ±1.429 1.400 ± 0.176 7 ± 0.000 9.500 ± 0.318 0.157 ± 0.045
3 13.6 ±1.429 1.644 ± 0.125 3 ± 0.000 24.033 ± 0.508 0.333 ± 0.000

25 5 13.6 ±1.264 1.660 ± 0.080 5 ± 0.000 24.420 ± 0.416 0.220 ± 0.063
7 12.7 ±1.766 1.684 ± 0.115 7 ± 0.000 24.500 ± 0.318 0.157 ± 0.045
3 28.1 ±2.424 1.648 ± 0.088 3 ± 0.000 49.033 ± 0.508 0.333 ± 0.000

50 5 29.1 ±1.286 1.632 ± 0.067 5 ± 0.000 49.420 ± 0.416 0.200 ± 0.000
7 29.8 ±1.549 1.578 ± 0.066 7 ± 0.000 49.500 ± 0.318 0.171 ± 0.090
3 45.6 ±1.837 1.599 ± 0.082 3 ± 0.000 74.033 ± 0.508 0.433 ± 0.161

75 5 47.0 ±2.494 1.545 ± 0.068 5 ± 0.000 74.420 ± 0.416 0.280 ± 0.103
7 47.3 ±2.830 1.512 ± 0.073 7 ± 0.000 74.500 ± 0.318 0.157 ± 0.045
3 61.8 ±3.521 1.535 ± 0.067 3 ± 0.000 99.033 ± 0.508 0.333 ± 0.000

100 5 64.3 ±3.128 1.480 ± 0.064 5 ± 0.000 99.420 ± 0.416 0.320 ± 0.140
7 65.6 ±3.893 1.456 ± 0.082 7 ± 0.000 99.500 ± 0.318 0.157 ± 0.045

Table 6.2: Quantitative characteristics for pattern sets mined on Di.

The evaluation shows that most of our expectations hold, the only serious excep-
tions being our assumptions about the “worst” patterns – which often appear
in only one T hkm

(L, Di). This indicates that even when using correlation mea-
sures, different data sets quickly lead to differing mining results. It is interesting
to see that overlap, | ϕ∞(D, µ) | /km, and maxπ∈select∞Dµ µrank (π) are rather

stable for the D setting for a given km, but depend on the value of f for the D̂

setting.

Qualitative Analysis Q6.15

Given the findings above, the more interesting question is which of the proposed
techniques select patterns which are useful features in the context of a classifi-
cation task. We evaluated the different methods using km ∈ {10, 25, 50, 75, 100}
and f ∈ {3, 5, 7} and compared the quality of the resulting sets in terms of
predictive accuracy using an SVM. The obtained differences in accuracy were
almost never significant.

Note that Table 6.3 shows the total number of wins for each approach. Each
number denotes how often a particular technique has performed better than any
other on any data set. We evaluated 9 techniques, listed in the leftmost column
in Table 6.3, against each other on 8 data sets. Thus any given approach can
have maximally (9− 1)× 8 = 64 wins. Bold values denote the best-performing
technique (best per row), given a km and value of f , while underlined values
show for which km a technique performed best, given f (best per column).

The first insight is that using large, overlapping Di, which, according to the
previous observations, should recreate phenomena over different mining situa-
tions, does not lead to good pattern selection. The D settings never perform
best for a given km and usually perform better if only relatively few patterns
are selected, suggesting that resampling does too little to counteract bias. A
closer look at the results reported in Table 6.2 suggests that this approach leads
to rather stable pattern sets. Similar to Bagging [Breiman 1996] which is know
to improve the results when unstable classifieres are combined, the results ob-
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D̂m Dm

f km chi random rank top chi random rank top baseline
10 4 41 51 44 8 28 38 43 31
25 0 41 43 52 8 50 26 42 26

3 50 11 44 39 49 7 44 42 26 26
75 3 43 49 40 6 43 34 40 30
100 4 53 34 35 13 34 32 27 56

10 5 53 54 52 9 34 29 23 29
25 1 56 51 44 7 44 24 33 28

5 50 14 50 52 47 17 34 26 28 20
75 1 59 52 45 7 38 35 26 25
100 4 47 61 37 11 30 36 24 38
10 4 44 44 49 7 25 40 35 40
25 1 50 54 44 7 48 32 29 23

7 50 13 54 52 38 10 44 33 22 22
75 3 58 52 39 7 38 30 32 29
100 1 51 52 36 10 41 36 23 38

Table 6.3: Total accuracy wins for aggregation techniques and the baseline ap-
proach for combinations of different km-values and f settings. A detailed expla-
nation can be found in Section 6.1.2.

tained indicate that merging stable pattern sets is less beneficial to improve
performance than merging unstable pattern sets.

It is also noticeable that the standard approach produces suboptimal pattern
sets. Only once is this baseline approach best, for f = 3, meaning relatively large
folds where informed selection techniques such as µcount and µrank do not enjoy
a large advantage. Even there it is closely followed by the random selection –
essentially the least informed one. This means that an unwritten paradigm of
data mining (using large amounts of data to the fullest leads to meaningful
patterns) turns out to be questionable in this case.

Finally, the random technique is the big winner of the entire comparison,
given its simplicity. While reducing redundancy entirely by chance, it performs
well in 4 of 15 settings. It is outperformed by µrank (7 wins), but µcount is
weaker (3 wins). Moreover, adding up all wins by technique, random outper-

forms µrank and µcount , slightly for D̂ settings, and more pronounced for D.
So the information which patterns generalise well over different subsets does
not give a strong advantage in our case study. However, the variety of patterns
caused by several subsets is helpful. Re-evaluating patterns’ χ2 score does again
not work satisfactory.

Result Summary

The results of our studies can be summarised as follows.

• Regarding Q6.14 the experiments show that larger Di give more similar
results to the standard setting, while smaller Di yield a larger variety of
patterns. Furthermore, no pattern appears in only one of the result sets
and no pattern is ranked worst in all result sets. Finally, the best scoring
patterns can be found in most Di and consistently achieve a high ranking.

• The obtained differences in accuracy considering Q6.15 were almost never
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significant. The most surprising and interesting result is that the unin-
formed technique, selecting km patterns from Φall at random is competi-
tive to the informed methods employed.

6.2 Tree2 – An Integrated Approach

Regarding the second approach presented it is instructive to see how existing
approaches to classifying structured data (such as trees and graphs) can be cat-
egorised. The various categories differ largely in the way they derive structural
features for discriminating between examples belonging to the different classes.

Purely propositionalisation approaches form a first category. The proposi-
tionalisation approach typically generates a very large number of features and
uses an attribute-value learner to build a classifier. The resulting classifiers are
often hard to understand due to the large number of features used which might
be combined in a non-trivial way by using techniques like support vector ma-
chines.

Association rule approaches constitute a second class of systems (see Zaki
and Aggarwal [2003]). Even though the resulting rules often yield high predictive
accuracy, the number of generated rules typically explodes, again making the
resulting classifier difficult to understand. Both, the association rule and propo-
sitionalisation approaches consider feature generation and learning the classifier
in two independent steps.

Integrated approaches form a third category of systems that integrates fea-
ture construction with classification, thus they generate features “on the fly”
while building the model. The primary advantage of these approaches is that
the patterns extracted are tailored to the optimisation problem to be solved by
the learning algorithm in each particular step of the learning process. This cate-
gory includes inductive logic programming systems, such as FOIL [Quinlan and
Cameron-Jones 1995] and Progol [Muggleton 1995], as well as the DT-GBI
approach of Geamsakul et al. [2003]. For those approaches to be computationally
feasible they have to perform heuristic search, possibly generating non-optimal
features. Furthermore, all techniques mentioned above share the need to specify
a number of user-defined parameters, which is often non-trivial.

We will now present an integrated approach called Tree2. To this end we
combine a traditional, well studied learning algorithm to induce decision trees
with the correlated pattern mining technique to generate a classification model
for structured data. As in DT-GBI, a decision tree is induced but at each node,
the single best feature is computed. There are several advantages: Tree2 is
an integrated approach, has stronger guarantees than GBI, only one parameter
has to be set (the minimum significance level), and the resulting classifiers are
far smaller and easier to understand than those of the propositionalisation and
association rule approaches.
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Figure 6.2: A decision tree as generated by the Tree2 algorithm.

6.2.1 The Tree2 algorithm

The Tree2 algorithm (shown as Algorithm 7) constructs a binary decision tree
in the manner of ID3 [Quinlan 1986]. A resulting tree could look like the example
given in Figure 6.2. Each decision node consists of a pattern π ∈ L which is
matched against an example e to be classified using the match function. When
constructing the tree, the pattern having the best discriminative effect on the
corresponding subset DS for each decision node is extracted using T hk(L, DS)
with k = 1. In this way, we separate the success of this technique to induce a
decision tree from user decisions about the search strategy for features. The only
decision a user has to make is selecting stopping criterion for further growth of
the tree by specifying a minimum value for the score of the correlation measure.
The meaning of this value is based on statistical theory, thus giving the user a
better guidance for making this decision. Tree2 has several desirable properties.

Algorithm 7 The Tree2 algorithm

Tree2(D, θuser , DT)

1: πsplit = T h1(LR, D, θuser)
2: if πsplit 6= ∅ then
3: Add node including πsplit to the DT
4: Tree2({e ∈ D | match(πsplit, e) = 1}, θuser, DT)
5: Tree2({e ∈ D | match(πsplit, e) = 0}, θuser, DT)
6: end if
7: return DT

Firstly, the resulting classifier is integrated in that it uses patterns directly,
thus circumventing the need for the user to restrict the amount of features
and making the resulting classifier more understandable. Secondly, by using
correlation measures for quantifying the quality of patterns, we give the user a
more sound theoretical foundation on which to base the decision about which
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extracted patterns to consider significant and include as tests in the model.
Thirdly, we avoid using heuristics that force the user to decide on the values of
parameters that could have a severe impact on the resulting model’s accuracy.
Finally, as the experiments show, the resulting decision tree is far smaller than
the rule sets produced by XRules classifier [Zaki and Aggarwal 2003], while
achieving comparable accuracy, and is therefore more easily interpretable by
human users.

6.2.2 Approach II: Experimental Evaluation

For the experimental evaluation, we compared our approach to XRules and a
decision tree base-line approach on the XML data used in Zaki and Aggarwal
[2003]. The data set, comprising a set of rooted trees, is described in Table 2.7
(pg. 51).

Q6.16 How well do the Tree2 decision trees perform in predictive accuracy
compared to XRules and a baseline approach?

Q6.17 How do the different techniques compare regarding complexity?

Q6.18 Which correlation measure performs better? Information Gain or χ2?

We will now discuss the experimental evaluation of these questions in detail,
followed by a concise summary of the results at the end of this section.

For the comparison we built decision trees with the χ2 distribution’s signif-
icance value for 90%, 95% and 99% respectively. In each setting we used one
set of data for training and another one for testing. Following Zaki’s notation,
CSLOGx-y means that we trained on set x and tested on set y. For the base-line
approach we computed T h100(LR, D) and transformed the data into bitstring
instances according to the found patterns, subsequently building decision trees
using all 100 patterns in one run (C4.5 - 100 ) and the 50 best patterns in an-
other run (C4.5 - 50 ) with the WEKA [Frank and Witten 1999] implementation
of the C4.5 [Quinlan 1993] algorithm. We compare the accuracies of the result-
ing classifiers against each other as well as the complexity of the model which we
measure by the number of rules used by XRules, and by the number of leaves in
the decision trees, which corresponds to the number of rules that can be derived
from the trees, respectively. The results are summarised in Figure 6.3.

XRules

We will now shortly sketch the XRules [Zaki and Aggarwal 2006] approach.
This technique is targeted at classifying XML documents. Such documents have
an inherent tree structure which is exploited by XRules by employing a pattern
language LRT that consists of (rooted) trees. In the first step of XRules fre-
quent structural rules are extracted for each target class. Each rule matches on
tree pattern and predicts one class. The rules are extracted so that they reach
a minimum support, and achieve a minimum confidence. Rules that lack pre-
dictive power are removed. The remaining rules are ordered and used as a rule
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Figure 6.3: Accuracies and size in rules of the different approaches.

based classifier, while several methods of combining the prediction of different
rules where proposed.

Thus, similar to Tree2, the approach uses patterns directly to build the
model on a structured domain. The matching operator employed in XRules
as well as for Tree2 is that of embedded trees which is described in [Zaki and
Aggarwal 2006, Kilpeläinen 1992].

Comparing Predictive Performance – Q6.16

As can be seen from Figure 6.3, the accuracies of the induced classifiers do not
vary much. The only approach that significantly outperforms (by 2 − 3%) the
other techniques on all but the CSLOG1-2 setting, is XRules.

In comparing the other approaches, several things are noticeable. Raising
the threshold from the 90% to the 95% significance level for χ2-induced Tree2

trees does not decrease accuracy (even improving it slightly in 3 cases). Raising
it further to the 99% level has no clear effect.

The base-line approach using T h100(LR, D) as features and inducing a “nor-
mal” decision tree achieves competitive results regarding the accuracy. The clear
drawback is that deciding on the number of features to use is not straightfor-
ward. Using only 50 instead of 100 features produces all kinds of behavior. While
in some cases the accuracy does not change, the classifier using 50 features out-
performs the one using 100 or vice versa in others.

What are the respective model complexities – Q6.17

The XRules’ technique achieves good predictive performances, but the size
of XRules’ models is also significantly larger. While the Tree2 trees induced
with Information Gain have several hundred nodes and all trees induced with
χ2 (both Tree2 and base-line) between 35 and 103 nodes, the smallest XRules
model consists of more than 19000 rules. Patterns tested against in the inner
decision tree nodes consist of 3 − 7 nodes only. Since this is similar to the size
of patterns used in XRules’ rules, complexity is indeed reduced and not just
pushed and “hidden” inside the classifier.

While raising the threshold does not decrease the accuracy, the size for χ2-
induced Tree2 trees decreases, on average by 7.5 nodes from the 90% to the
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95% setting. Raising the significance level further to 99% decreases the tree size
by 18 nodes on average.

Furthermore, the base-line approach using 100 patterns tends to use most
of these, even if Tree2 trees of similar quality are much smaller.

Information Gain vs. χ2 – Q6.18

Finally, using Information Gain as quality criterion shows mainly one thing –
that it is difficult to make an informed decision on cut-off values. The accuracies
and sizes shown refer to decision trees induced with a cut-off value of 0.001. To
begin with, the resulting trees grow far bigger than the χ2-trees. Additionally,
the accuracies in comparison with the χ2 approach vary, giving rise to one worse
tree, one of equal quality and two better ones, while none of the differences in
accuracy is significant. Inducing decision trees with a cut-off value of 0.01 lowers
accuracy by 1.5 to 3 percentage points, with the induced trees still being larger
than the χ2 trees.

Result Summary

Summarising the answers to the three questions investigated we can say that:

• Considering Q6.16 the decision trees obtained using Tree2 perform slightly
worse than the XRules approach and similar to the base-line decision tree.

• Regarding Q6.17 the experimental evaluation shows that the Tree2 de-
cision trees use 35-103 features compared to 19000 rules used by XRules
while the complexity of the features used is comparable.

• Finally, the answer to Q6.18 is a clear win for χ2 which produces far
smaller trees without sacrificing on predictive accuracy.

6.3 Summary

We presented two techniques: aggregated subset mining, an approach to extract
patterns that exhibit low redundancy, and Tree2, an integrated approach to
structural classification. While both approaches were evaluated on a particular
representation, they can be used for different representations without further
ado. Moreover, both approaches exhibit strong potential for parallel mining such
that additional computational resources can easily be leveraged to accelerate the
mining process.

The first approach presented investigated ways of exploiting data for pattern
mining to obtain good features for the classification of complex data. This is
achieved by splitting the data set into subsets to be mined independently and
eventually merging the result sets using different criteria. Two main insights
arise from the experimental evaluation:
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i) usual assumptions on how to best use data in predictive data mining turn
out to be questionable. Neither the standard data mining setting (using
large data sets to smooth over-fitting effects), nor re-sampling techniques
producing overlapping mining sets to uncover true underlying phenomena
proved to be the most effective use. The best usage we observed consisted
of splitting data into small, independent subsets instead, and extract pat-
terns on these.

ii) the actual selection method matters far less than could be expected. Given
a large enough variety of patterns, picking patterns at random proved to
be rather effective, as proved the average rank selector, picking patterns
that were highly ranked at least once, even if not in all pattern subsets.

There are still several open questions to pursue regarding the evaluated tech-
niques. As we have observed, different km seem to favor certain aggregation
techniques. It would therefore be valuable to perform stability studies, for in-
stance, investigating whether final pattern sets stabilise for a certain value of km.

Furthermore, we introduced the Tree2 algorithm, which builds a decision
tree for structured data where the tests in the inner nodes are based on the
presence or absence of a particular pattern. Using top-1 correlated pattern min-
ing, Tree2 finds the most discriminative pattern for each subset of the data
considered. This allows the user to abstract the success of the classifier from
decisions about the search process, unlike in existing approaches that include
heuristics. Basing the stopping criterion for growing the decision tree on sta-
tistically founded measures rather than arbitrary thresholds, whose meaning is
somewhat ambiguous, gives the user better guidance for selecting this single
parameter. It also alleviates the main problem of the support-confidence frame-
work, namely the generation of very large rule sets that are incomprehensible
to the user and possibly include uninformative rules regarding classification.

The experiments show that Tree2 classifiers are effective, yet less complex
than existing approaches. While using χ2 for assessing the quality of discrimina-
tive patterns, raising or lowering the significance threshold affects the induced
trees in an expected manner. In contrast, using Information Gain is more dif-
ficult, since selecting the cut-off value has no statistical foundations. The base-
line approaches, that separate feature generation and classifier construction,
achieved very good results. However, it is not entirely clear how to justify the
selected number of features mined. Moreover, there exists a gap in interpretabil-
ity since the classifier used might combine the mined features in a way that is
not easily accessible to the user.
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Conclusions Part II

Part II of this thesis was concerned with the extraction of patterns beneficial in
a predictive context. Contrary to patterns extracted based on their frequency,
patterns are extracted based on a significant correlation with the target concept.
Different from the frequency constraint, the constraint employed in correlated
pattern mining is typically based on established statistical measures. As a re-
sult, the user can select the threshold based on statistical knowledge, while a
frequency threshold has no theoretical foundation and is usually selected based
on “educated guessing”.

Extracting correlated patterns from a data set is a challenging task. We dis-
cussed the basic problem and different approaches to address it in Chapter 4
and argued that the techniques are not limited to convex correlation measures.
As for frequent pattern mining, the pruning of the search space is crucial to
facilitate an efficient search. Different from frequency based mining, correlation
measures require to explore potentially fruitless parts of the search space to
guarantee an optimal result. Moreover, correlated mining techniques are sus-
ceptible to commit statistical errors due to highly repetitive hypothesis testing.

A method to restrict the result and the search space is to limit the result
to the k-best correlating patterns. This has two advantages. On the one hand
does k-best mining provides a näıve technique to reduce statistical errors. On
the other hand can this limit be used to assist in pruning the search space in
two ways. First, the threshold used for pruning increases during the search once
the result-set can only accommodate novel patterns if they exceed the score
of the worst pattern. As a consequence this worst pattern will be removed to
accommodate the novel, higher scoring one and thereby leads to a rise of the
threshold. Second, we introduced a novel technique which exploits hierarchies
in languages. This technique basically resorts to a traversal of the search tree so
that members from simpler pattern languages are evaluated first which leads to
a more rapid increase of the threshold and thus provides more pruning power.
The evaluation of more complex languages is postponed to when the search
space is already highly pruned.

Using the resulting patterns as features in a classification task showed that
they allow for competitive results, while yielding pattern sets with a cardinal-
ity lying one order of magnitude below the features used by more complex
approaches. However, studying languages of different complexity in Chapter 5
showed that especially very expressive languages can suffer from their expres-
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siveness. Since such languages provide the means to capture many details, they
are likely to yield redundant, intercorrelating patterns if the details captured
are not of interest. Contrary to intuition this means that patterns mined from
simpler languages, for instance sequences, lead to better results when used in a
classifier than more expressive languages such as graphs. An informed decision
about the pattern language used can be exploited in the mining process as well
as in for the classification task. Restricting to a language however is not easy
and while discarding the drawbacks of expressive languages in this context it
also discards their valuable expressiveness which – in itself – is positive.

In Chapter 6 we presented two approaches to address the problem of in-
tercorrelating patterns. Different from the other settings in this thesis, where
each pattern is evaluated on the same data independently1, both approaches
presented in Chapter 6 enforce patterns to be evaluated on different subsets of
the entire data set. While both techniques split the data, they use very different
methods for this.

The first approach, aggregated subset mining, explored methods inspired by
machine learning techniques such as Bagging. Instead of one single mining task
on the entire data, a set of mining tasks is performed whereas each mining task
is supplied with a different sample of the entire data set. The resulting pattern
sets are merged according to some evaluation measure. An evaluation of the
such extracted sets regarding their value in a classification task prompted two
surprising observations. First, an uninformed merging technique never yielded
the worst set of patterns. Indeed, it often selected sets of patterns that led to
the most accurate classifier in the comparison. Second, usual assumptions on
how to best use data in data mining turned out to be questionable. Neither the
standard data mining setting (using large data sets to smooth over-fitting ef-
fects), nor re-sampling techniques producing overlapping mining sets to uncover
true underlying phenomena proved to be the most effective use.

The second approach, Tree2, integrated the pattern discovery step into a
decision tree learning algorithm. Different from the aggregated subset mining
technique, here the data set is not split randomly into stratified subsets of equal
size, but rather according to the pattern selected for the decision node. Specifi-
cally the data set is split into two parts: the part covered by the pattern and the
part not covered by the pattern. As this process is repeated recursively on re-
spective subsets, the result acquired forms a decision tree. The technique yielded
small trees where the number of features employed by the XRules approach
was several orders of magnitude higher. However, this significant reduction in
size was partially paid for by achieving results in predictive accuracy slightly
worse than the XRules approach. A main achievement of Tree2 is the ability
to induce accurate decision trees of low complexity.

Finally, common to both approaches is their potential to proceed in parallel.
Since each of the mining tasks on the respective subsets is independent of any of
the other, this provides straightforward options to parallelise the sub-problems.

1Mining k-best patterns implies minor, but mostly negligible, dependency amongst the
patterns found.
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One Single Structure
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Outline Part III

Different from Part I and Part II, this Part III studies a setting which considers
only one, usually large, network as database. While the “classical” approach
to pattern mining mainly relies on counting the number of examples that are
satisfied by a pattern to compute its respective properties, this idea of counting
fails when the data set does not comprise countable examples. However, many
techniques are independent of the underlying data and based on the notion
of support. To unleash the capabilities of these techniques (such as condensed
representations or correlation measures) for the single network setting, we will
study the problem of an efficient support definition in a single graph in Chapter 7
and subsequently propose a novel support measure for single graphs.

A technical requirement that should never be underestimated in the context
of data mining is efficiency. In the case of mining a single graph this involves two
components. First, the embedding of a pattern has to be computed efficiently.
To this end, we study an “almost forgotten” algorithm to compute such em-
beddings, which provides a search strategy more suited to large networks than
to graphs modelling molecular data. Second, the support measure itself should
be computable efficiently. Besides, a desired property of the support measure is
that it reflects the repeated appearance of a pattern in a host graph.

The contribution of Chapter 7 is such an efficient measure, which is useful
even if one of the other support measures is desired. The problem of support
is elucidated and different support measures are compared and related to each
other.

In Chapter 8 we will derive a novel support measure for evolving graphs based
on the measure defined in Chapter 7. Having such a measure at our disposal
we can analyse the evolution of large networks focussing on local changes in the
network. Consequently, these patterns can provide insights into the details of
the evolutionary processes in a network that cannot be captured with globally
computed statistics. An experimental evaluation on several large real world data
sets shows the potential of this approach to local pattern mining on evolving
graphs and a first suggestion towards their usage.
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Chapter 7

The Network Setting

In this chapter we discuss the problem of frequent pattern mining in a network
setting. We explore the classical approach of frequent pattern mining and the
reason why a näıve approach to the computation of support fails in this setting.
Consequently several novel techniques are presented for evaluating the support
of a pattern. The different measures are related to each other theoretically as
well as compared experimentally.

The contents of this chapter, partially published in [Bringmann and Nijssen
2008], are the result of joint work with Siegfried Nijssen at the Katholieke Uni-
versiteit Leuven.

7.1 Introduction

Down to the present day pattern mining is popular for many different types of
data, starting from itemsets up to highly structured data such as relational data
or hypergraphs. Usually a multiset of structures is given; the aim is to find sub-
structures common to a minimum number of the multiset members. This tradi-
tional setting, discussed in the previous chapters, is called the transactional set-
ting with prominent examples being basket analysis [Agrawal, Mannila, Srikant,
Toivonen and Verkamo 1996], or molecular fragment mining [Kramer et al. 2001,
Yan and Han 2002a].

However, some databases are hard to represent in the transactional setting.
We discuss the problem of pattern mining in a setting where just one single
structure is given that cannot be split up into a multiset of countable struc-
tures. Such structures, often referred to as networks, are becoming increasingly
popular. While most networks, such as protein interaction networks, obviously
exists already for a long time, they are documented in enough details and made
available in a form suited for analysis only recently. Well-known engineered,
biological, or social structures include transportation networks and the world
wide web, or protein interaction networks, and food-webs or social networks
of all kinds. Similar to the data analysed in the previous chapters, graphs are
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commonly used to model network structures in terms of objects and relation-
ships among those objects. The resulting, typically large, single graphs exhibit
properties quite different from graphs modelling molecular or other rather small
structures. The focus when analysing these networks is to find structural reg-
ularities or anomalies within the networks, rather than finding structural reg-
ularities common to a set of them. Complementary to the graph-transactional
setting this is called the network or single-graph setting.

While many parts of the problem setting in this chapter can take advantage
of the solutions described in earlier chapters, it comes with a particularly new
challenge, different from previous challenges.

The most basic and so far most prominent problem is the definition of the
support of a pattern. While there is a näıve way to define support, it lacks
the anti-monotonic property; therefore it cannot be used effectively in frequent
pattern mining algorithms, as these algorithms require anti-monotonic measures
to reduce the search space. To address this problem, Kuramochi and Karypis
[2004] as well as Fiedler and Borgelt [2007] studied support measures based on
maximum independent sets in overlap graphs. These measures were shown to
have the desirable anti-monotonicity property.

Anti-monotonicity is, however, not the only property that is necessary to
make a pattern search feasible. We argue that the computation of overlap-
based support measures is not feasible in many graph databases, and that more
scaleable support measures are required shall frequent graph mining algorithms
be employed in the analysis of large network data sets. We propose a new sup-
port measure, and will provide both practical and theoretical evidence that this
measure is more scaleable, more general and more widely applicable than the
support measures proposed earlier. We will show how this measure, and the ear-
lier proposed overlap-graph based measures, relate to each other, thus providing
deeper understanding in support measures for graph mining in the single graph
setting.

7.2 The Support of a Pattern

As stated earlier, the usual constraint employed in frequent pattern mining is
minimum support. To enable an efficient search when using the minimum sup-
port constraint, the support measure needs to be anti-monotonic. This means
that for any graphs π, π′ and g with π ⊏ π′ the inequality supportg(π) ≥
supportg(π

′) has to hold. This property is used in pattern miners to prune parts
of the search space: if a pattern is found to be infrequent (that is, its support
is too low), then no supergraphs of this subgraph have to be considered. In
practice, this means that only relatively small patterns are evaluated by pat-
tern mining algorithms, and many patterns do not need to be considered by the
algorithm.

The requirement for the frequency measure to be anti-monotonic is quite
easily upheld for the transactional setting, but turns out to be rather tricky for
the single graph setting. The cause of this problem is that it is not clear what
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Host GraphPattern Graphs

p1 p2
H

Figure 7.1: The support problem in a single graph H : p1 occurs once. How often
occurs p2?

exactly should be counted.

7.2.1 Embedding of a Pattern

Given a pattern π = (Vπ , Eπ, λπ, Σ) and a graph g = (V, E, λ, Σ), an embedding
is a function ϕ : Vπ 7→ V mapping the nodes of the pattern to according nodes
in the data graph so that

i) (u, v) ∈ E′ ⇒ (ϕ(u), ϕ(v)) ∈ E

ii) ∀v ∈ Vπ ⇒ λπ(v) = λ(ϕ(v))
iii) ∀(u, v) ∈ Eπ ⇒ (ϕ(u), ϕ(v)) ∈ E

(7.1)

Given an embedding ϕ, the image of a set of nodes is denoted by ϕ(Vπ) =
{ϕ(v) | v ∈ Vπ}; similarly, we define the image of a set of edges as ϕ(Eπ) =
{(ϕ(v), ϕ(v′)) | (v, v′) ∈ Eπ}.

We will explain the problem of the support measure on a single graph using
the example shown in Figure 7.1. Pattern p1 has one embedding in graph g.
Graph p2 is a specialization of p1. The question arises what the support of p2 in
g is. In a transactional setting it is evaluated if there is at least one embedding
for p2 in g. In a single-graph setting this is insufficient: graph patterns could only
obtain a support of either zero or one, thus only indicating if they occur in the
host graph. Clearly the support of a pattern should provide more information
about a pattern than merely its existence. Hence, we need to count the support
in the single graph in some way. Intuitively, there are two possibilities to match
p2 onto g. Unfortunately this violates the anti-monotonicity; a required property
of support. In the next section we will present different definitions of support
that satisfy the anti-monotonicity criterion.

At first the number of embeddings of a pattern in a graph seems the most
intuitive measure and it appears rather artificial and devised for the sake of
success to change this way of determining the support of a pattern. But even
though in most small example graphs counting the number of embeddings looks
like a reasonable choice, this measure becomes rather counterintuitive when
handling larger graphs. Consider the following example:

Example 6 (High Number of Embeddings).
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Host Graph Pattern Graph

Figure 7.2: Example of a pattern graph having 1296 embeddings into the host
graph (216 if automorphisms are discarded).

The pattern graph on the right in Figure 7.2 is a simple triangle with one addi-
tional node for each of the nodes in the triangle. This could be the representation
of a network of three collaborating Professors and one of their respective stu-
dents. In the host-graph on the left there are 1296 possible embeddings for this
simple graph. First, there are 6 ways to map the grey nodes constituting the
triangle of the pattern onto the host-graph. Then, for each of these 6 possibil-
ities, each of the three white nodes can be mapped on 6 different nodes in the
host-graph. Thus, there are 6∗63 = 1296 possible embeddings. This unexpectedly
high number is partly due to the symmetry of the pattern, but mainly owing to
the degree of the three grey nodes in the host-graph. The factor caused by the
symmetry of a pattern can easily be addressed by normalising the number of em-
beddings with the number of automorphisms of a pattern. How to come to grips
with the factors caused by the node degree, on the other hand, is not as clear.

While measures proposed by different authors may yield unintuitive results
in some cases as well, none of them is prone to give staggeringly high supports
for bigger patterns. Instead, typically the support of the empty pattern, being
the most general pattern, can be computed and used to define the relative
support which is important when comparing patterns from different analysed
data structures. The reason for this is simply that they are anti-monotonic with
regard to the specialisation relation by definition.

7.2.2 Overlap Graph Based Support

To solve this problem, two measures based on the maximum independent set in
overlap graphs have been introduced. Since solving a maximum independent set
problem is crucial to this class of support definitions the following paragraph
shall define and provide some insight to this problem.
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A B

Figure 7.3: The grey nodes form a maximal independent set in these two Pe-
tersen graphs. In fact, they form a maximum independent set in A.

Maximum Independent Set

Since the overlap graph based measures define the support of a pattern as the
size of the maximum independent set of the respective overlap graph, computing
this maximum independent set is a critical step in evaluating the support of a
pattern.

Definition 38 (Independent Set).
Given a graph G = (V, E), a subset of vertices V∗ ⊆ V is called

• independent set if no two vertices in V∗ are adjacent.

• maximal independent set if there is no set V′ ⊃ V∗ so that V′ is an
independent set.

• maximum independent set if no other independent set of higher cardinality
exists.

Example 7 (Independent Sets).
Observe the graphs A and B in Figure 7.3. In both graphs, no two grey nodes
are adjacent wherefore those grey nodes in both graphs meet the criteria for an
independent set respectively. Furthermore, all white nodes are adjacent to at
least one grey node. Thus they form a maximal independent set in both graphs.
Moreover, in this particular case, the four grey nodes in B form a maximum
independent set since no independent set with a cardinality of 5 exists on the
Petersen Graph.

Unfortunately solving a maximum independent set problem was proven to
be NP-complete [Garey and Johnson 1979]. Indeed, they prove that it remains
complete even for bounded degree graphs. Furthermore Feige, Goldwasser, Lo-
vasz, Safra and Szegedy [1991] showed that the size of a maximum independent
set cannot be approximated within a factor of n1−o(1) in polynomial time. It
is known that the maximum clique problem on a graph g is equivalent to the
maximum independent set problem on the complement graph g of g.
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g p

a b

overlaps of p

a b

Figure 7.4: Pattern p can be mapped three times to g. However, the embeddings
overlap, giving rise to the overlap graph shown on the right. The size of the
maximum independent set of the overlap-graph is two.

Both of these problems, the maximum independent set, and the maximum
clique partition, have many applications in a wide area of domains. Thus, despite
the high complexity of the problem, much research has been devoted to devise
faster exact as well as approximate algorithms.

Simple Overlap

First Kuramochi and Karypis [2004] introduced a support measure which we
will refer to as simple overlap. For this measure, each possible embedding ϕ of a
pattern p in the graph g is computed. From these embeddings an overlap-graph
is created. Each node in the overlap-graph corresponds to one embedding ϕ. In
case that two embeddings ϕj and ϕk share an edge, that is ϕj(Ep)∩ϕk(Ep) 6= ∅,
there is an edge (ϕj , ϕk) in the overlap-graph. The support for the pattern p
is then defined to be equal to the size of the maximum independent set of
the overlap-graph. We denote this particular edge based simple overlap support
measure by σe

•.

Example 8 (Simple Overlap [Edge Based]).
Consider the example in Figure 7.4. There are three embeddings of the pattern p
in the host graph g. The embedding in the ‘middle’ shares an edge with each of the
other two embeddings which leads to the overlap-graph shown on the right. The
maximum independent set of this overlap-graph has size two, thus the support
of the pattern p is two according to the measure introduced as edge based simple
overlap.

Even though Kuramochi and Karypis defined overlap in terms of edges, the
same concept can be applied to vertices. In this case, given two embeddings ϕ
and ϕ′, we can formalise the following binary relationship:

Definition 39 (Simple Overlap [Node Based]).
A node based simple overlap of embeddings ϕ and ϕ′ of pattern π occurs if

ϕ(Vπ) ∩ ϕ′(Vπ) 6= ∅. (7.2)

The construction of the respective overlap-graph remains unchanged. Since
we will only use the node based variant, we denote the resulting node based
simple overlap support measure simply by σ•. It can be shown that these support
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g p

Figure 7.5: The two embeddings of p in g share the middle node, but no edge.
Thus there is no edge based simple overlap, whereas there is a node based simple
overlap.

measures are anti-monotonic. However, solving a maximum independent set
problem is NP-complete.

Harmful Overlap

A refinement of the simple overlap based support measure was introduced by
Fiedler and Borgelt [2007] and termed harmful overlap. The basic idea of the
measure is that some of the simple overlaps can be disregarded without harm-
ing the anti-monotonicity of the support measure. As before each possible em-
bedding ϕi of a pattern π in the graph g is computed, with each embedding
corresponding to a node ϕi in the overlap graph. Harmful overlap between em-
beddings is defined as follows:

Definition 40 (Harmful Overlap [Node Based]).
A harmful overlap of embeddings ϕ and ϕ′ of pattern π is given, when

∃v ∈ Vπ : ϕ(v), ϕ′(v) ∈ ϕ(Vπ) ∩ ϕ′(Vπ). (7.3)

Again the support of a pattern π is the size of the maximum independent
set in the respective overlap-graph. We denote this support measure as σ◦.

Please note that we modified the simple overlap σ• to be based on shared
nodes (instead of shared edges) such that it can be compared well with the
harmful overlap σ◦ and our measure. We say two embeddings of a pattern have
a simple overlap if they share a node. All measures can, however, be used either
based on edges or on nodes. It is important to note that node-based and edge-
based overlaps can lead to subtle differences in support values. Figure 7.5 shows
an example of the difference between node and edge based overlaps.

7.2.3 Minimum Image Based Support

Both measures that were presented above, rely on the computation of an over-
lap graph, and a subsequent solution of a maximum independent set problem.
We will now propose a new measure of support, which avoids potentially ex-
pensive maximum independent set computations. It is based on the number
of unique nodes in the host graph g = (V, E, λ, Σ) that a node of the pattern
π = (Vπ, Eπ, λπ , Σ) is mapped to.
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Definition 41 (Minimum Image Based Support).
Given a pattern π and a host graph g, we define the minimum image based
support as:

σ∢(π, g) = min
v∈Vπ

|{ϕi(v) : ϕi is an embedding of π in g}| (7.4)

By choosing the node in p which is mapped to the least number of unique
nodes in g, we can ensure the anti-monotonicity of σ∢, since this node is part
of any supergraph of π. As the experiments in Section 7.5 show, the node-based
support yields more patterns than the support measures based on the maximum
independent set. From our definition of support, we can deduce the following
computational benefits:

1. while for the computation of the harmful overlaps an algorithm with a
space complexity of O(n2) was used by Fiedler and Borgelt [2007], where
n is the number of embeddings, we only need to maintain a set of data
vertices for every node in the pattern, which can be done in O(n);

2. the overlap based measures require the solution of a maximum indepen-
dent set problem for each pattern after the construction of the overlap
graph. This operation is computationally expensive, given that the max-
imum independent set problem is NP hard. We do not require such a
computation;

3. even though we could compute our measure by first computing all em-
beddings, unlike for the overlap-based methods, it is not even necessary
to compute all embeddings. Indeed, it is sufficient to determine for every
pair of v ∈ Vπ and v′ ∈ V if there is one embedding ϕ in which ϕ(v) = v′.
As a result, the minimum image based support will never perform worse
than the overlap-based methods evaluating the support of a pattern π. The
worst case for the minimum image based support measure is significantly
better than the worst case for the overlap based measure. For a host-graph
containing a clique C of |VC | nodes, and a pattern π with |Vπ | nodes,

there are |VC|!
(|VC|−|Vπ|)!

embeddings of π in C. While for any overlap-graph

based measure all of those have to be computed, only a small subset is
required for the minimum image based measure, namely |Vπ | · |VC |. Note
that this type of clique is not an artificial example: the social networks
analysed in Chapter 8 contained such cliques with 20 nodes or more. Ad-
ditionally, we can even reduce the computational burden further by taking
into account the automorphisms of the pattern graph, as the embeddings
of automorphic nodes must be equal to each other.

The practical relevance of these observations will be determined in the experi-
mental section.
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7.3 Relationships and Dependencies

All measures introduced are based on the embeddings of patterns. Interestingly
there are some nice theoretical relationships that hold amongst them. This para-
graph will formulate and prove these relationships. The first observation is that
the definition of support is different in every approach giving rise to different
results for the same input. An example for how the three measures work and
that they give different results can be found in Figure 7.6.

We will show next that our measure σ∢ is an upper bound for the measure
σ◦ based on harmful overlap, which is in turn an upper bound for the simple
overlap based measure σ•.

Proposition 9. The support measure σ∢ is an upper bound for σ◦.

∀π ∈ L : σ∢(π, x) ≥ σ◦(π, x) (7.5)

Proof. Let v∗ = arg min
v∈Vπ

|{ϕi(v) : ϕi an embedding of π in x}|. Then we know

that ∀ϕ, ϕ′ : ϕ(v∗) = ϕ′(v∗) there is a harmful overlap of ϕ and ϕ′ and hence
at most one of the embeddings ϕ and ϕ′ can be a member of the maximum
independent set. From this the claim follows.

Proposition 10. The support measure σ◦ is an upper bound for σ•.

∀π ∈ L : σ◦(π, x) ≥ σ•(π, x) (7.6)

Proof. We know ∀ϕ, ϕ′ that whenever ϕ and ϕ′ overlap harmfully there is a
simple overlap. Hence the overlap graphs for both measures have the same nodes,
and the edges for the harmful overlap are a subset of the edges for the simple
overlap. Thus, the harmful overlap contains less constraints for the maximum
independent set, hence the set is at least as big as for the simple overlap.

Finally it is easy to see that all measures described are bounded by the real
number of pattern embeddings in the graph since each embedding ϕi maps a
node v from the pattern to exactly one node ϕi(v) in the host graph.

7.4 Computing Subgraph Isomorphism

Computing the embedding of a pattern-graph in a host-graph is typically done
based on the notion of subgraph-isomorphism. Even though the complexity of
this problem is known to be NP-complete, there is an obvious practical need to
compute such embeddings.

While the minimum image based support measure can significantly reduce
the number of subgraph isomorphism computations, the efficient computation
of those is still crucial to the feasibility of the algorithm. In most algorithms
targeting the molecular domain the algorithm employed is rather näıve.

The näıve algorithm used in gSpan [Yan and Han 2002a] for example works
as follows: Starting with one edge of the pattern it tries to find a matching to one
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Figure 7.6: A graph with four different embeddings of a pattern. The three
discussed measures evaluate to σ• = 1 < σ◦ = 2 < σ∢ = 3, while there are four
embeddings in total.

of the edges in the host graph. This process is then repeated for adjacent edges
until it finds an embedding or fails. During this depth-first search backtracking
is required if no matching edge in the host graph can be found for some edge
from the pattern. This algorithm works well on small graphs, such as molecules,
in absence of nodes with a high degree. In a network setting where typically
some nodes exhibit a significantly higher node degree, this algorithm easily gets
lost in the resulting high number of possible, but mainly fruitless choices.

7.4.1 Ullmanns Algorithm

Long before the publication of gSpan, in 1976, J. R. Ullmann published an
algorithm that does not suffer from such problems [Ullmann 1976]. We will
explain this algorithm in detail since it is a main part of the pattern mining
algorithm presented. Further, we will discuss its properties, advantages and
possible refinements with regard to the problem at hand.

Given two graphs G and G′, the algorithm decides whether there exists
a subgraph of G which is isomorphic to G′. The algorithm tries to find an
embedding ϕ of a graph G′ into a graph G.

Central element to the algorithm is a matrix M ∈ {0, 1}|V|×|V′| with | V′ |
rows and | V | columns. Each row in this matrix corresponds to a vertex v′i ∈ V′

of the pattern-graph G′, while each column corresponds to a vertex vj ∈ V of the
host-graph G. When searching for an embedding of G′ into G it is known that
the number of rows in the matrix, corresponding to the nodes in the pattern-
graph G′, is smaller or equal to the number of columns, corresponding to the
nodes in the host-graph G. An entry mi,j in the matrix can take one of two
values, indicating if node v′i of graph G′ can be mapped onto node vj in the
graph G or not. The idea is that the matrix converges to specify the discrete
function ϕ such that

m∗
i,j = 1⇐⇒ ϕ(v′i) = vj (7.7)

As a consequence this implies that each row contains exactly one 1 with any
other entry being 0 while each column can contain at most one entry with 1. To
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enumerate all such matrices M∗ the algorithm starts from a matrix M0 with
an initial configuration given by

m0
i,j =

{

1 if deg(v′i) ≤ deg(vj)
0 otherwise

(7.8)

In addition, any other m0
i,j can be initialised as m0

i,j = 0 if it is known a
priori that the i-th node of the pattern and the j-th node of the host-graph are
incompatible. In the problem setting at hand usually labels on the nodes and
sometimes labels on edges are available and can be used to further reduce the
possible matches of nodes.

Starting from the initial matrixM0 the algorithm is designed to enumerate
all possible matricesM∗ such that m∗

i,j ≤ m0
i,j for any i and j. For each matrix

M∗ generated, the algorithm tests if the corresponding function ϕ is an em-
bedding by verifying whether the properties for an embedding as defined above
hold.

In order to systematically generate all matricesM∗ the algorithm proceeds
row by row. Starting fromM0 the algorithm derives one matrixMi+1 for each
j from Mi where mi

i,j = 1 by assigning mi+1
i,j′ = 0 and mi+1

i′,j = 0 for all i′ 6= i
and j′ 6= j, respecting the constraints that no row or column of a matrix M∗

may contain more than a single 1. This process is recursively invoked for the
subsequent row on each of the derived matrices Mi+1 until the last row is
processed. Note that this method will generate all matrices corresponding to an
embedding as defined above. However, not every matrix generated is equivalent
to such an embedding. Hence it is necessary to verify if the properties of an
embedding hold. This simple version of the enumeration algorithm is shown in
Algorithm 8.

Algorithm 8 Ullmann Simple

Require: MatrixMi ∈ {0, 1}k×n

Ensure: Return all possible matrices corresponding to a valid embedding
1: if i < n then
2: for all j with mi

i,j = 1 do

3: Mi+1 ←Mi

4: ∀j′ 6= j let mi+1
i,j′ ← 0

5: ∀i′ 6= i let mi+1
i′,j ← 0

6: UllmannSimple(Mi+1)
7: end for
8: else if Mi corresponds to a valid embedding then
9: return Mi

10: end if

Based on this principle Ullmann designed a more advanced algorithm. The
new algorithm is enhanced with a so-called refinement procedure, which is in-
voked at each step in order to eliminate some of the 1s from the current matrix
Mi. The refinement procedure exploits a constraint derived from the following
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necessary condition on the matrix. The condition states that there can only be
a mapping from v′i to vj if there exists a mapping for each of the nodes v′i′
adjacent to v′i to a node vj′ adjacent to vj . More formally:

∀i, j : mi,j = 1 =⇒
[

∀i′, (v′i, v
′
i′) ∈ E′ =⇒ ∃j′, mi′,j′ = 1∧(vj , vj′ ) ∈ E

]

(7.9)

Accordingly, all mi,j where the condition does not hold can be set to 0. The
refinement procedure in the advanced algorithm repeatedly evaluates this con-
dition for all mi,j = 1 in the matrix and changes them to 0 in case of violation
until the condition holds on all entries. This refinement procedure converges in
a finite number of steps since the number of entries in the matrix is finite and
the algorithm never changes a 0 into a 1.

Algorithm 9 Ullmann Refine

Require: MatrixMi ∈ {0, 1}k×n and graphs P, P ′

Ensure: Return all possible matrices corresponding to a valid embedding
1: if i < n then
2: for all j with mi

i,j = 1 do

3: Mi+1 ←Mi

4: ∀j′ 6= j let mi+1
i,j′ ← 0

5: ∀i′ 6= i let mi+1
i′,j ← 0

6: refine(Mi+1, P, P ′)
7: UllmannRefine(Mi+1)
8: end for
9: else if Mi corresponds to a valid embedding then

10: return Mi

11: end if

In case edge labels are available, this can be integrated into condition 7.9
by simply requiring the edges (v′i, v

′
i′) and (vj , vj′ ) considered having the same

labels. In a similar way the refinement condition can be adapted for directed
graphs in a straightforward way. Given how the algorithm works there is no
predefined order among the nodes. As a result there is no predefined order in
which to process the rows of the matrix. Thus, to limit the search space, a
reasonable choice is to process a row with as few 1s as possible since this results
in a low branching factor in the search tree. All pattern-graphs studied here
are connected graphs. Therefore, typically rows are chosen which correspond to
nodes in the pattern graph adjacent to nodes which are already processed. This
method ensures that the mapped part of the pattern is always connected.

7.5 Experimental Evaluation

To evaluate the introduced support measure we formulate the following ques-
tions and performed experiments on several different data sets.
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Data set minimum support Number of patterns

Credit

200 1325

100 11696

50 73992

20 613884

Aviation

1750 2249

1500 5207

1250 11087

1000 30331

Table 7.1: Comparing the three support measures on different data sets for
several different minimum support constraints gave exactly the same frequent
pattern sets for all measures.

Q7.19 How does the minimum image bases support “behave” on real data?

Q7.20 How do the minimum image based support and the simple overlap
compare in practice?

After describing the experimental set-up, we will discuss characteristics of the
different data sets, followed by the experimental evaluation of the two questions.
Section 7.5.4 will provide a summary of the results.

We implemented a modification of gSpan [Yan and Han 2002a] for mining
single graphs using the presented support measure σ∢. A Java implementation
from Borgelt allowed us to compare our measure with the overlap based mea-
sures. A Pentium IV with 3.2GHz main memory and a Pentium D with 2.8GHz,
both with 2GB main memory were used for the experiments.

7.5.1 The Credit and Aviation Data Sets

To compare with Kuramochi and Karypis we obtained the data sets Aviation
and Credit from the SUBDUE website1 and performed the same experiments as
described in [Kuramochi and Karypis 2004]. We could, however, not obtain ex-
actly the same data for the Aviation data set. The characteristics are described
in Table 2.4 (pg. 49). On the Credit data set as well as on the Aviation data
set we observe that all three measures yield the same number of frequent pat-
terns and thus the same sets of frequent patterns. A closer look at the data sets
reveals that both are rather transactional data sets than large single graphs.
The Aviation data set consists of 2608 star shaped components of different
sizes and the Credit data set is made up of 700 star shaped components with
21 nodes and 20 edges each. When we use a traditional transactional support
based graph miner on these data sets we get exactly the same results, disclosing
that apparently there is not much additional to find for single graph mining
algorithms.

1http://cygnus.uta.edu/subdue/databases/index.html
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As a first data set without such a drawback we use the “4 Universities Data
Set”, also known as WebKB. WebKB consist of four graphs, each corresponding
to the hyperlink structure of web pages from a computer science department.
Nodes are labelled according to the type of webpage that they represent. Neither
edge labels nor edge directions are used. Furthermore, we used two subgraphs
of different sizes extracted from the data set discussed in [Sevon et al. 2006]
where each node has a unique label and can represent anything from a protein
to a disease or a publication. Edges in this graph describe relationships among
nodes such as proteins that interact or genes that code a protein. We focus on
a part of the database related to the Alzheimer disease, labelling the disease
nodes different from the others; this results in a graph with two node labels and
13 edge types. Table 2.5 (pg. 50) summarises the characteristics of the data sets
used.

7.5.2 Evaluating σ∢ - Q7.19

Given that the support measure for a single network is novel and potentially
different from the support measure on transactional data, we investigated the
relationship between the minimum threshold and the number of patterns ob-
tained.

The results of the experiments on the Alzheimer-3 data set summarised in
Figure 7.9(left) and the WebKB data sets (Figure 7.7) showed the typical ex-
ponential increase in size of the frequent pattern sets when lowering the support
as observed almost everywhere in frequent pattern mining. For the Alzheimer-
4 data set we expect similar behaviour but could not compute frequent sets for
supports lower than shown in Figure 7.9(right) due to excessive runtimes. The
results from the WebKB data set suggest a relationship between the size of
the database and the computational costs of the frequent pattern extraction. If
we express the support relative to the number of edges of the data graphs, most
data sets show the same behaviour. Similar, the number of patterns obtained
seems to be related to the number of nodes in the host graph, except for the
Wisconsin data set which seems to be “hard” to mine in general, possibly due
to the higher (average) node-degree this data set exhibits.

It might be surprising that the number of patterns found is rather low.
However, considering that the networks are quite dense, we can expect many
patterns, especially longer ones, to overlap or “share nodes”, such that the
support of the pattern is low, while the number of embeddings is high (see
Table 7.2). Figure 7.8 shows a part of the Cornell graph where the density is
clearly visible, especially compared to a moleculear graph (Figure 2.2 (pg. 48)).

7.5.3 Comparing Support Measures - Q7.20

For the patterns that were found using our measure on the Cornell data set
with a minimum support threshold of 61, we list in Table 7.2 the running time

3Created by selecting a random “center” node, discarding all nodes further away than 3
edges.
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Figure 7.7: Pattern set cardinality for different supports on the 4 WebKB graphs
using σ∢.

to find all embeddings, the number of all embeddings, the number of edges in
the overlap graph, and the time needed to run a maximum independent set
solver. QUALEX-MS [Busygin 2006]4, a state of the art (approximative) maxi-
mum independent set solver based on a Motzkin-Straus quadratic programming
formulation [Motzkin and Straus 1965] was used to calculate the maximum inde-
pendent sets. The table shows that for small patterns, the number of embeddings
and the resulting overlap graphs are of reasonable size, and the maximum in-
dependent set problem can be solved. However, for larger patterns, the number
of embeddings is prohibitive, and we were not even able to compute the overlap
graph, let alone solve the maximum independent set problem. Given that usu-
ally bigger patterns are of interest this computational cost poses a substantial
problem to the overlap-based measures.

7.5.4 Results Summary

The results obtained can be summarised as follows:

• Considering Q7.19 the experiments revealed that the minimum image
based support measure behaves similar to the support measure on trans-
actional data. The frequency of patterns in a network is rather low due
to the high density of a network and the thereby arising overlap. Con-
sequently, there are fewer frequent patterns. The size of the network in
edges seems to be related to the frequency of the patterns.

• As for Q7.20 we could see that the computation of all embeddings for one
pattern is already very expensive. The overlap graph could not always be

4http://www.stasbusygin.org/
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Figure 7.8: A sparse part of the Cornell Graph comprising 201 vertices and 435
edges.3
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Figure 7.9: Pattern set sizes for different supports on the Alzheimer data sets
using σ∢.

computed, neither the maximum independent set. The proposed measure
σ∢, however, still computes the support in a reasonable time.

7.6 Extensions

The support measure that we propose is extendible in multiple ways. In this
section we discuss two possible extensions.

First, when we discussed our support measures, we pointed out that there is
a difference between node-based support and edge-based support measures (cf.
Figure 7.5). We introduced our measure as a node-based support measure, in
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Nodes in Image-based Time for # overlap Time Size
Pattern Pattern support # embeddings embeddings edges for MIS MIS

1 2 110 432 ≈ 0s 3825 1s 69
2 2 110 418 ≈ 0s 8714 1s 92
3 3 100 1696 ≈ 0s 328925 31s 42
4 3 95 1606 ≈ 0s 226886 57s 65
5 3 77 815 ≈ 0s 167026 4s 36
6 4 97 5428 ≈ 0s 6662049 958s 24
7 4 68 7380 ≈ 0s 8362729 2456s 45
8 4 77 2254 ≈ 0s 1401907 73s 32
9 4 64 816 ≈ 0s 265249 2s 62

10 5 82 15878 ≈ 0s 66155623 > 45m -
11 5 68 7988 ≈ 0s 9332671 9332671 -
12 6 80 44254 2s - - -
13 7 69 116580 7s 47804219 - -
14 8 69 287954 22s - - -
15 9 66 658540 1m4s - - -
16 10 66 1386328 2m56s - - -
17 11 63 2711828 7m34s - - -
18 12 63 5039624 18m57s - - -
19 13 62 9125850 46m14s - - -
20 14 62 16409046 110m49s - - -

Table 7.2: Details of the computations needed to determine the maximum in-
dependent set support measures for all patterns on the Cornell-Graph with a
minimum image based support of 61. The MIS could not be computed for pat-
tern 11 and above.

which for every node in the pattern a set of corresponding nodes in the data
is computed. It is, however, straightforward not only to turn our measure into
an edge-based measure, but also to generalise it to more general substructures
than nodes and edges.

7.6.1 k-node Image Based Support

For instance, given a parameter k, we can define a support measure which is
based on determining for every connected subgraph with k nodes of the pattern,
where these subgraphs can be matched to.

Definition 42 (Minimum k-node Image Based Support).
Given a pattern p, a host graph g, and a parameter k, we define the minimum
k-node image based support as:

σ∢(p, g) = min
p′⊑p,|Vp′ |=k,p′connected

| {{ϕi(Vp′)} : ϕi is an embedding of p in g} |

(7.10)

In the example of Figure 7.6, if k = 4, the support of the pattern would
be 4; in the example of Figure 7.1, if k = 3, and the pattern consists of a string
of three nodes, the support would be 2. By counting the number of different
sets of nodes to which sets of nodes can be matched, we can achieve higher
support counts, and consequently, additional patterns can be derived from the
data. Intuitively, we obtain a measure which achieves counts that are closer to
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the total number of embeddings of a pattern, while the counts are still anti-
monotonic. Especially in larger patterns, it is sometimes more intuitive to allow
for more overlap between embeddings than when only single nodes or edges are
used.

At the downside, the minimum k-node image based support is only defined
for patterns that contain at least k nodes. That is, a graph miner which uses
this measure will have to enumerate all graphs up to k nodes that occur at least
once in the data. The support of a subgraph with k nodes is exactly equal to
the total number of embeddings of this subgraph. Anti-monotonicity pruning is
only possible for graphs with more than k nodes.

7.6.2 Approximate Matching

As a second extension, we can also apply our support measure in approximative
or distance-based settings [Chen, Yan, Zhu and Han 2007]. We will illustrate this
for the node-based variant of our measure. Assume that we have a compatibility
measure between pairs of node labels δ : Σ × Σ 7→ [0, 1], and that we ignore
labels when computing the embeddings of a pattern. If two labels are perfectly
compatible, their compatibility is assumed to be 1. Then every embedding can
be given a compatibility score by multiplying the compatibilities of the nodes
that are matched in an embedding. The overall goal would be to find patterns
that have many highly compatible embeddings in the data.

In the case of independent set-based measures [Chen et al. 2007], this prob-
lem can be addressed in two steps. First, a threshold on compatibility is de-
fined; then, only embeddings for which the compatibilities exceed the predefined
threshold are considered in the independent set problem.

In our case, we can follow the same approach, but also an alternative ap-
proach is possible, in which it is not necessary to specify an additional compat-
ibility threshold. In particular, we can compute for every pair of a node in the
host graph and in the pattern, what the embedding with the highest compat-
ibility score is; thus we can compute the compatibility between every node in
the pattern and in the host graph. For each node in the pattern, we can sum
these compatibility scores; the support is then defined to be the minimum of
these sums. The resulting measure is anti-monotonic: the compatibility between
every pair of nodes can only go down as we extend the pattern.

7.7 Related Work

The first complete graph mining algorithm for mining frequent subgraphs in a
single graph was the SiGraM algorithm introduced by Kuramochi and Karypis
[2004]. Since we work in the same setting, it was a natural choice to compare
our measure with the measure used in SiGraM.

In [Calders, Ramon and Dyck 2008] a class of support measures based on
overlap-graphs was studied. In addition to the maximum independent set, they
show that the minimum clique partition of the overlap graph results in a well
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defined support measure. Using the following “trick” the presented minimum
image based support can be obtained abusing an overlap graph based support
measure. The idea is to compute all embeddings, construct a trivial (since edge-
free) overlap graph for each node of the pattern which is equivalent to the
image of the respective pattern node. Solving the maximum independent set is
trivial, since the overlap-graph is edge-free, thus it is an maximum independent
set. Consequently, we obtain a support for each node, whereas the node with
the minimum support defines the support of the pattern – as proposed in our
approach. While the result would be the same, this way of computing it discards
all advantages of our approach, so that the crucial element that allows for the
efficient computation of the minimum image based measure is lost. Furthermore,
this trick achieves the anti-monotonicity by selecting the minimum after solving
the maximum independent set problem, which is not required in this case due to
the trivial overlap-graph. The formulation might be helpful to further compare
support measures in theory, but cannot be considered as generalisation to our
approach due to the aforementioned points.

Other complete graph miners usually operate in the transactional setting.
The most popular miners in this setting are gSpan [Yan and Han 2002a] and
FSG [Kuramochi and Karypis 2001]. The main difference among the trans-
actional miners lies in the techniques employed to mine the patterns. While
gSpan mines depth-first, FSG [Kuramochi and Karypis 2001] mines breadth-
first. Our measure can be used in combination with both search orders, and
can be combined with many of the earlier proposed optimisations. It should
be noted though that some optimisations, such as the collection of extensions
from the data in gSpan, are hard to combine with our optimisations that avoid
enumerating all embeddings.

Recently, graph miners have been proposed operating in settings where dis-
tance measures are available between nodes, such as Chen et al. [2007]. As the
algorithm proposed by Chen et al. uses an independent set based support mea-
sure it can benefit from our alternative support measure.

Besides the complete graph miners, there are also heuristic graph miners, of
which SubDue [Holder, Cook and Djoko 1994] is an example that also operates
on single graphs. However, the aim of this algorithm is not the extraction of
frequent patterns, but to find substructures in the input that allow for efficient
compression.

7.8 Summary

In this chapter we discussed the problem of pattern mining in a non-transactional
setting where just a single structure is given that cannot be separated into sev-
eral countable structures. We discussed the emerging problem that invalidates
the classical approach of frequent pattern mining. This classical approach is re-
vised and several novel techniques are presented that introduce a new way of
evaluating the “repeated” appearance of a pattern. The different measures are
related to each other in a theoretical fashion and compared experimentally.
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Chapter 8

Patterns over Time –

An Application

This chapter, based on [Berlingerio, Bonchi, Bringmann and Gionis 2009], is con-
cerned with the analysis of several large real-world networks, which evolve over
time. In order to obtain patterns that capture the evolution at a local level, we
will apply frequent pattern mining employing the previously devised frequency
measure. However, due to the inherent temporal aspect of these networks we
need to modify the usual matching notation of subgraph-isomorphism to allow
for a better generalisation in this temporal setting. We apply pattern mining to
analysing four large real-world networks (in particular: two social networks, and
two co-authorship networks from bibliographic data), using different time gran-
ularities. The obtained patterns exhibit characteristic frequencies regarding the
type of network they were extracted from. This inspires the interpretation of a
set of patterns along with their respective frequencies as the specific signature of
a network. The experimental evaluation shows that the analysed networks can
be distinguished based on their signature. This observation suggests the usage
of these local patterns to globally discriminate different types of networks.

8.1 Evolving Graphs

With the increasing availability of large social-network data, studying the tem-
poral evolution of such networks is receiving growing attention. While most
research so far has been devoted to analyse the change of global properties
of evolving networks, such as the diameter or the clustering coefficient, not
much work has been devoted to study graph evolution at a microscopic level. In
this chapter, we consider the task of searching for patterns that indicate local,
structural changes in dynamic graphs. While mining for such local patterns is
computationally challenging, it can provide further insight into the increasing
amount of evolving-network data.

169
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Figure 8.1: Temporal patterns extracted from two different samples of the
DBLP co-authorship network: DBLP02

92 for (P1), and DBLP07
05 (P2) respec-

tively. Details on the data set are given in Table 2.6 (pg. 50).

Two examples of a temporal, local patterns extracted form the DBLP co-
authorship network are given in Figure 8.1. Authors are represented using ver-
tices, with an edge between two vertices if they co-authored a publication. The
labels on the edges represent the (relative) year in which the first collabora-
tion between two authors was established. Pattern P2 in Figure 8.1 contains 4
authors. Two authors collaborated at time 0, and at time 2 collaborated with
a third author. Another fourth author collaborates with one of the first two
authors at time 1. The definition, extraction and subsequent empirical analysis
of temporal patterns constitute the main body of this chapter.

8.1.1 Notation of Time

We start by describing how we conceptually understand an evolving graph, and
subsequently discuss how to actually represent the graph in a compact format.

As usual the terminology G = (V, E) is used to denote a graph G. For the
setting studied we will ignore the usual node or edge labels for the reminder of
this chapter. The evolution of a graph over time is conceptually represented by
a series of undirected graphs G0, . . . , GT , so that Gt = (Vt, Et) represents the
graph at time t. For simplicity, we assume that, as the graph evolves, nodes and
edges are only added and never deleted.1 Since G0, . . . , GT represent different
snapshots of the same graph, we have Vt ⊆ V and Et ⊆ E. Even further, a
consequence of the “insertions-only assumption” is that V0 ⊆ V1 ⊆ . . .VT and
E0 ⊆ E1 ⊆ . . . ET . However, in order to extract patterns from the evolving
graph we employ a compact representation. Essentially, using the simplifying
assumption of allowing only node and edge additions, we can obtain a compact
representation of the evolving graph by simply collapsing all the snapshots Gt in
one graph G, in which edges are time-stamped with their first appearance. Thus,
we have G=(V, E) with V=

⋃T
t=0 Vt =VT and E=

⋃T
t=0 Et =ET . A time-stamp

is assigned to each edge e = (u, v) “abusing” the labelling function λ so that
λ(e) = inf{j | e ∈ Ej}. Note that we do not consider time-stamps on nodes as a
node always comes with its first edge and, hence, this information is implicitly
kept in edge time-stamps. Overall, a time-evolving graph G is described as
G = (V, E, λ, Σ) with Σ = R so that λ : E 7→ R assigns time-stamps to the set
of edges.

1For extensions considering deletions see [Berlingerio et al. 2009].
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8.1.2 Temporal Patterns

As in the static setting, we can now extract static patterns P = (Vp, Ep, λp, Σ)
from the constructed compact representation of the evolving graph, treating
the time-stamps on the edges as normal labels. Consider again the two patterns
from the DBLP co-authorship network shown in Figure 8.1. Those examples
motivate us to make two important decisions:

First, since our goal is to study patterns capturing evolution we focus on
patterns that refer to more than one snapshots such as the examples in Fig-
ure 8.1. In other terms: we are not interested in patterns where all edges have
the same time-stamp.

The second decision is based on the following observation: Considering pat-
tern P1, arguably, the essence of the pattern is that two distinct pairs of co-
authors, one collaboration created at time 0, and one at time 1, are later (at
time 2) connected by a collaboration involving one author from each pair, plus a
third author. However, we would like to account for an occurrence of that event
even if it was taking place at different times, say, 16, 17 and 18. To capture
this intuition we need to define the matching predicate such that it can abstract
concrete times to considering only relative differences. To this end we define a
temporal matching predicate.

Definition 43 (Temporal Match).
Let G = (V, E, λ, Σ) and P = (Vp, Ep, λp, Σ) be a graph and pattern as in
Definition 25. We say that P matches G at relative time if an embedding
ϕ : Vp 7→ V mapsthe nodes of P to the nodes in G such that

∃∆ ∈ R, ∀(u, v) ∈ EP : λ((ϕ(u), ϕ(v))) = λ((u, v)) + ∆ (8.1)

The difference between the normal, static matching predicate and the tem-
poral matching predicate lies solely in the possible difference of ∆ between the
time-stamps in the graph and the pattern. As a result of Definition 43, we
obtain naturally forming equivalence classes of structurally isomorphic relative
time patterns that differ only by a constant ∆ on their edge time-stamps. To
avoid the resulting redundancies in the search space of all relative time patterns
we only pick one representative pattern for each equivalence class, namely the
one where the lowest time-stamp is zero. We will study relative time patterns,
that is, we search for patterns using the temporal matching predicate. They
subsume the absolute time case: they are both more interesting, and more chal-
lenging to mine, as obviously more patterns are frequent. A careful inspection
of the ∆-match predicate reveals a problem inherent to the setting. Ideally the
evolving graph would be an infinite sequence of snapshots, which would not
be computable and is clearly never the case in a real network mining setting.
A finite sequence, however, introduces a problem. Consider the graph G along
with the patterns P and P ′ in Figure 8.2. The given network G comprises 5
time-steps, while pattern P and P ′ spans 2 and 4 time-steps respectively. Con-
sequently P can be matched with 4 different deltas ∆ ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3}, while P ′

can only be matched with delta values of ∆ ∈ {0, 1} since for ∆ = 2 the edges
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Figure 8.2: A network G comprising 5 snapshots and two temporal patterns
P, P ′ spanning 2 and 4 time steps respectively.

e ∈ E3 need to be matched to edges with a time-stamp of 5 in the network which,
due to the temporal finiteness cannot exits. As a result P ′ is more restricted
yielding lower support values. In order to address this problem we normalise
the computed support for each pattern with regard to the theoretical possible
different values of ∆. The normalised support for a pattern π = (Vπ, Eπ , λπ, Σ)
on a network G = (V, E, λ, Σ) is defined as

support∗G(π) =
supportG(π)

max{λ(e) | e ∈ E} −max{λ(e) | e ∈ Eπ}
(8.2)

Unless mentioned otherwise, we will use this definition when we report on the
support of a pattern. Note that this support measure is not used during the
mining process, but only afterwards.

8.2 Experimental Evaluation

In this section, we report on the results of our experimental analysis. In partic-
ular, we perform experiments to answer the following questions:

Q8.21 Can the extracted patterns characterise the studied network?

Q8.22 Do different time granularities influence the support of the temporal
patterns?

Q8.23 How do the parameters and the type of data set influence the number
of patterns obtained and the run time?
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We will now report our findings in detail in order to answer these questions. A
concise summary will be provided at the end of the experimental section in 8.2.5.

8.2.1 Experimental Setup

In order to address the different questions frequent patterns from the six data
sets FlickrM , FlickrW , Y!360M , Y!360M , arXivY , and DBLPY (see Ta-
ble 2.6) were extracted using the temporal matching predicate. The minimum
supports thresholds used were 5000 for all but the “weeks” data sets FlickRW ,
Y!360W where a threshold of 3000 was used. To evaluate the running-times of
the approach we performed additional experiments with different combinations
of minimum support and maximal edge thresholds on Y!360W and Y!360M as
well as DBLP05

03 and DBLP07
05.

The scatterplots always show patterns that were found in both of the com-
pared data sets Gx and Gy with their respective normalised supports. More
specifically, each plot shows patterns π = (Vπ, Eπ , λπ, Σ) as points

〈 support∗Gx
(π), support∗Gy

(π) 〉 (8.3)

assigning a colour to each point according to

max(λ(e) | e ∈ Eπ) (8.4)

Thus, the different colours in the scatterplots correspond to the maximum time-
stamp found in the respective pattern with dark-green corresponding to the
lowest value (one) and dark-red to the highest (six).

Just as much as the algorithm is derived from the algorithm used in the
previous chapter, the implementation is derived from the previously used, and
consequently is also implemented in C++. All the experiments were conducted
on a Linux cluster equipped with 8 Intel Xeon processors at 1.8Ghz, 16Gb of
RAM.2

8.2.2 Discriminative analysis Q8.21

The first question asks if the extracted patterns carry information that char-
acterises the analysed network, that is, if the patterns extracted with their
respective support serve as a signature that can identify the type of network.
In order to evaluate characteristic temporal patterns, we compared all pairs of
data sets with respect to the patterns found in both data sets.

The results of the pair-wise comparisons are shown in Figures 8.4. The plots
allow for several interesting observations. First, we see that the comparison be-
tween a co-authorship network (arXiv or DBLP) and a social network (Flickr)
as in Figure 8.4(left) and (right) show different support values for the patterns
for the respective data sets. A comparison with Y!360 instead of Flickr gives
results similar to (left) and (right).

2A cluster at Yahoo! Research referred to as “The sunnyvale machines”.
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Figure 8.3: Normalised support of patterns in FlickrM versus Y!360M (left),
and FlickrW versus Y!360W (right).
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Figure 8.4: Normalised support of patterns in FlickrM versus citation networks
arXivY (left) and DBLPY (right).
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Figure 8.6: Scatterplot of the support values on arXiv (T = 10) versus DBLP
(T = 11) with normalisation (left) and without (right).

In contrast, the comparison of two co-authorship networks (arXiv and DBLP
in Figure 8.6(left)) or two social networks (Flickr and Y!360) Figure 8.5(left)
and (right) reveals that for networks of the same type all patterns are in the
proximity of the bisector, meaning that each pattern has very similar relative
support values in the both data sets. This clear observation confirms our claim
that temporal patterns indeed can be used as a signature that characterise the
network.

Note that the two bibliographical data sets have yearly granularity while the
social networks analysed exhibit a finer, monthly or weekly granularity. Due to
the lack of data with the same granularity for both types of networks we could
not perform experiments to clearly reveal that the observations are independent
from the granularity of the analysed data sets.

Finally, when comparing the networks without applying normalisation as in
Figure 8.6(right) we can obtain a distortion effect resulting from the different
time-span of the data set while this does not show for the normalised support
values in Figure 8.6(left). While this is less pronounced in the other data sets
it shows that normalisation can help removing the bias caused by the different
time frame captured in the data analysed.

8.2.3 Different granularity analysis Q8.22

Figure 8.7 focuses on the difference in support from patterns originating from
the same network but with different time granularity. The colours in the plot
correspond to the maximum time-stamp on an edge in pattern. We observe that
normalised supports for the monthly granularity are larger than the correspond-
ing weekly normalised supports. This could largely be due to the rather high
normalisation factor of 1

76 for the weekly data set while the monthly data set is
normalised only with a factor of 1

24 .

However, the incorporation of the maximum time-stamp in this figure (as
colour) very clearly reveals the cause for the specific structure of the plot. First,
the maximum time-stamp in the pattern indicated by the shape perfectly models
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Figure 8.7: Comparison of normalised support between monthly and weekly
granularity for Flickr.

the confidence differences between monthly and weekly granularity: the patterns
form three clear clusters. The second observation is that a higher maximum
time-stamp corresponds to a larger support towards weekly granularity. This is
quite natural considering the meaning of the different granularities, though. A
pattern containing edges with a time-stamp of up to 3 describes a process in the
“near” future covering a 3 week period if extracted from a data set with weekly
granularity. However, the same pattern extracted from a data set with monthly
granularity describes a process covering 3 months. Clearly, processes spanning
over a longer period of time are less frequent than the shorter processes they are
usually composed of. Hence patterns in clusters with higher time-stamps yield
higher support in the weekly setting simply because three weeks are shorter
than three months.

8.2.4 Influence of parameters and data set on obtained

patterns, and run time Q8.2.5

Further important insights can be gained from an analysis of the number of
patterns extracted as well as the run-times required for the task to finish.

As anticipated, the size of the result of the mining task depends on the
maximum edge and the minimum support constraint. With a higher number of
edges exponentially more graphs are possible, thus the exponentially increased
number of extracted patterns for larger number of edges in Figure 8.8(e) comes
at no surprise. For lowering the minimal support Figure 8.8(d) shows the typ-
ical result. Lowering the support threshold allows for more complex patterns
which contain more edges and thus for the same reason as above the growth is
exponential.
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(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

Figure 8.8: Run time and number of patterns found with varying minimum sup-
port and maximum edge thresholds. Note the crossing lines in (f) at a minimum
support of ≈ 700.

As Figures 8.8(a)-(b) show, the run time is affected much more by the max-
imum edge (max-edge) than the minimum support constraint (min-sup). While
the increase is almost linear with decreasing minimum support, the run time
grows exponentially with an increasing maximum edge size. Note the increase of
two orders in magnitude in Figure 8.8(b) from four to five and five to six edges.

A more interesting observation can be made from the Figures 8.8(c) and
(f). The underlying graph structure is the same in both data sets with the
only difference being the time-granularity of the edge time-stamps. The weekly
graph with 41 types of edge time-stamps is more diverse than the monthly
graph with only 10. While the runtime between both data sets varies highly
with changing minimum support, the number of patterns extracted is almost
the same for each minimum support. With regard to the number of patterns a
higher diversity of time-stamps allows for more different patterns (since there
are more possible combinations for a fixed number of edges) if the support
constraint is low enough for these to be considered frequent. However, a lower
label-diversity means that patterns can be found more repeatedly since the host-
graph is more homogeneous, but the amount of different patterns is limited.
Thus for a fixed number of edges there are more patterns with a high support in
the more homogeneous graph and more patterns with low support in the graph
with a higher label diversity as confirmed in Figure 8.8(f).

Regarding the varying run times between the data sets, in the more diversi-
fied data more patterns of smaller size can be found. The subgraph-isomorphism
for these patterns is easier to calculate simply because they are smaller. Further-
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Y!360W

minsupp e2 e3 e4 e5 e6

1000 16 241 1478 7253 34904
1100 16 215 1179 5337 23828
1200 16 196 963 4075 16777
1300 16 173 791 3119 12028
1400 16 155 665 2435 8814
1500 15 141 550 1933 6584
1600 15 130 487 1581 5011
1700 15 115 413 1272 3870
1800 15 106 358 1051 3004
1900 14 95 308 884 2405
2000 14 87 269 717 1903
2500 12 59 153 337 708
3000 11 43 99 180 315
3500 9 34 64 103 149
4000 8 26 43 61 76
5000 6 18 26 29 29
6000 5 12 15 16 16
7000 5 11 12 12 12
10000 3 5 5 5 5

Table 8.1: Number of patterns of different size at various (not normalised) min-
imum support (ei denotes a pattern with ≤ i edges).

more, it is easier to find a non-matching edge in the more diversified graph ear-
lier, thus being able to terminate a search-branch for the subgraph-isomorphism
check earlier. These two reasons explain the much lower runtime on more diverse
graphs.

8.2.5 Result Summary

We briefly summarise the results obtained from the experimental evaluation.

• The answer to Q8.21, if the patterns provide a signature of the graph
allowing for the identification of the type of network was positive. However,
the lack of appropriate data left a small chance for a misinterpretation
which was explained in the detailed answer.

• Regarding question Q8.22, the experimental evaluation, summarised in
Figure 8.7, clearly showed that the granularity influences the support of a
temporal pattern.

• Finally, considering Q8.23, the runtime depends on the parameters as
commonly expected. Studying the effect of the interplay of time-granularity
and support threshold on the number of patterns extracted revealed inter-
esting insights. In brief, networks with higher granularity host more low
frequency patterns while networks with low granularity host fewer, but
highly frequent patterns.
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8.3 Related Work

Several papers have focussed on the global evolution of networks using an ex-
ploratory point of view. Leskovec, Kleinberg and Faloutsos [2005] discovered the
shrinking diameter phenomena on time-evolving networks. Backstrom, Hutten-
locher, Kleinberg and Lan [2006] study the evolution of communities in social
networks. Still from an exploratory perspective, Leskovec, Backstrom, Kumar
and Tomkins [2008] study the evolution of networks but at a more local level.
Using a methodology based on the maximum-likelihood principle, they inves-
tigated a wide variety of network formation strategies, and showed that edge
locality plays a critical role in evolution of networks.

Other recent papers, presented algorithmic tools for the analysis of evolv-
ing networks. Tantipathananandh, Berger-Wolf and Kempe [2007] focussed on
assessing the community affiliation of users (nodes in a graph) and how this
changes over time (assuming small changes of affiliations over time). Sun, Falout-
sos, Papadimitriou and Yu [2007] applied the MDL principle to the discovery of
communities in dynamic networks, developing a parameter-free framework. This
is the main difference to previous work such as [Aggarwal and Yu 2005, Sun, Tao
and Faloutsos 2006]. However, as in [Tantipathananandh et al. 2007], the focus
lay on identifying approximate clusters of users and their temporal change. No
exact patterns are found, nor is time part of the results obtained with these ap-
proaches. Ferlez, Faloutsos, Leskovec, Mladenic and Grobelnik [2008] used the
MDL principle for monitoring the evolution of a network.

While the aforementioned body of work studies the evolution in networks, it
does not take a pattern mining approach as we did in this chapter. Although, to
the best of our knowledge, this is the first work on mining frequent subgraphs
from evolving graphs that follows the classical graph mining paradigm in terms
of considering exact structure matching, we are aware of several studies that
focussed on mining evolving graphs, all using some form of approximation. De-
sikan and Srivastava [2004] study the problem of mining temporally evolving
web graphs. Three levels of interest are defined: single node, subgraphs and
whole graph analysis, each of them requiring different techniques. Inokuchi and
Washio [2008] proposed a fast method to mine frequent subsequences from graph
sequence data defining a formalism to represent changes of subgraphs over time.
While their work considered insertion and deletion of nodes and edges the time
in which the changes take place was not specified in the patterns. Liu, Yu,
Ke, Lin and Chen [2008] identified subgraphs changing over time by means of
vertex-importance scores and vertex-closeness changes in subsequent snapshots
of the graphs. The most relevant subgraphs are hence not the most frequent,
but the most significant based on the two defined measures. The paper that
is most related to the approach presented in this chapter is from Borgwardt,
Kriegel and Wackersreuther [2006]. Borgwardt et al. describe the history of an
edge as a sequence of 0’s and 1’s representing the absence and presence of the
edge respectively. Then conventional graph-mining techniques are applied to
mine frequent patterns. However, there are several differences to our approach.
First, the employed mining algorithm GREW is not complete, but heuristic.
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Further, the overlap-based support measure used requires solving a maximal
independent set problem for which a greedy algorithm is used. Another compu-
tational issue with their approach is the extension of an edge in the so-called
inter-asynchronous FDS case. Accordingly the size of the networks analysed in
the paper was rather small.

Various proposals for mining frequent patterns in the single graph context
[Kuramochi and Karypis 2004, Vanetik, Shimony and Gudes 2006, Fiedler and
Borgelt 2007, Bringmann and Nijssen 2008] were discussed in Section 7.2. A re-
cent paper by Calders et al. [2008] introduced a new measure named minimum
clique partition, which analogous to the maximal independent set is based on
the notion of an overlap graph and thus requires solving an NP-complete prob-
lem. They proved that support measures based on maximal independent set and
minimum clique partition are the minimal and the maximal possible meaningful
overlap measures, and show that Knuth [1994] introduced a function which is
sandwiched between these two measures and computable in polynomial time.
However, any of those measures requires computing an overlap graph for each
candidate pattern, which is a costly operation in itself due to requiring enumer-
ating all occurrences of a pattern.

Finally, our approach is related to a work by Milo, Shen-Orr, Itzkovitz,
Kashtan, Chklovskii and Alon [2002] using manually defined patterns. Our ap-
proach, however, computes those automatically. Furthermore, evolutionary net-
works called for a more advanced definition of an embedding to be able to
abstract from the concrete time. As a result the patterns are more adapted to
the network.

8.4 Summary

This chapter extended the concept of pattern-support in a network setting to
evolving networks. To this end we adapted the minimum image based support
measure to the temporal setting. This allowed us to extract patterns that cap-
ture evolution in a network without being tied to a specific point in time. We
discussed the problem of the definition regarding patterns that span shorter
or longer periods of time and proposed a simple but effective normalisation
function. An extensive set of experiments evaluating the feasibility of the mea-
sure and its potential value were executed. The patterns extracted were used
to generate signatures for the network they were extracted from. Comparing
such signatures allowed us to identify similar networks and distinguish different
types of networks. While local pattern mining in large evolving networks is still
novel, our results indicate that it is worthy of further investigation and can yield
interesting results.



Conclusions Part III

Part III of the thesis discussed the network mining setting, which does not na-
tively support the concept of countable examples and therefore the usual pattern
mining approach cannot be applied directly. The challenge of defining a feasible
computable, yet reasonable and meaningful support measure was investigated.
We proposed a novel support measure that meets both criteria. As we discussed,
an indisputable definition of a meaningful support measure similar to the trans-
actional setting is somewhat difficult. The proposed minimum image based sup-
port reflects the actual repeated appearance of a pattern in the host graph and
has been formally related to other proposed support measures. We showed both
experimentally and theoretically that earlier methods are not efficient enough
to be applied on large graphs: the measures based on overlap graphs require
the construction of such overlap graphs that are impractically large, making the
solution of maximum independent set problems as the basis of those measures,
often impossible. The new minimum image based measure does not suffer from
such problems and can be evaluated in many cases where the overlap graph
based measures are infeasible. We proved that our new measure is an upper
bound for the measures defined on simple and harmful overlap, and therefore
will always enable us to find a superset of the patterns found compared to using
those. Consequently, since our proposed measure features several elements that
reduce the computational cost, it was no surprise that it outperformed support
measures employing mathematically more complex concepts.

Due to the theoretical relationships that hold amongst the different analysed
measures and the lower computational cost of our measure, this minimum image
based support is even to be recommended when eventually one of the other
measures is preferred. As it is an upper bound it provides additional pruning
capabilities when used in combination with other support measures.

This work can be extended in several possible directions. We described that
our support measure can be extended to deal with larger overlaps between
embeddings of patterns, thus leading to higher support values where desired;
moreover, we can extend our measure to make it applicable in probabilistic
settings as described in Section 7.6.2.

The second chapter of this part employed a derived support measure to study
graphs evolving over time. To this end we adapted the support measure to a
temporal setting such that a pattern is abstracted from concrete times, and can
generalise to evolutionary patterns that describe successive events. This defi-
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nition allowed us to analyse several real world networks. While the temporal
patterns describe evolutionary processes in the graph it is not yet entirely clear
how to interpret them directly. As a first step towards the evaluation of the pat-
terns we used them to compute a signature of a network. The idea of a signature
is to characterise the network in a concise way and allows for comparison with
other networks based on their respective signatures. The experimental evalua-
tion indicates that our approach can indeed be used to describe evolving graphs
and that similar networks constitute similar signatures, while different networks
possess less similar signatures.



Epilogue
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Summary and Future Work

Reaching the end of this thesis, this chapter will summarise the main contri-
butions of this thesis. Furthermore, we will draw some general conclusions and
give some directions for interesting future work.

Thesis Summary

As mentioned in the introduction, pattern mining comprises three components:
pattern representation, pattern evaluation, and search. Given the first two, the
search strategy reduces to an optimisation or constraint satisfaction problem.
As patterns are local, the search does not necessarily have one exact solution.
Several patterns can be evaluated as “interesting”, but on different subspaces
of the input data.

The objective of the KDD process is to turn low-level data into high-level
knowledge. Pattern miners, unfortunately, are not necessarily concerned with
high-level knowledge, but are designed to, often exhaustively, extract all pat-
terns satisfying a user-defined interestingness constraint. As a result, pattern
miners are very efficient in turning databases comprising millions of records –
too many for a human to sift through – into collections of millions of patterns.
Again too many for a human to sift through. The data mining community is
very well aware of this pressing problem. While efficiency was for a long time the
main concern, the investigation of interestingness measures has been attracting
the attention of many researchers. The objective is typically the automated ex-
traction of patterns which, according to some evaluation function, are deemed
interesting.

Interestingness measures are obviously bound to the problem at hand. A pat-
tern that is interesting in one context can be worthless in another one. However,
next to subjective measures there are objective measures. While the definition
of an interestingness measure is already a challenging task on its own, its reali-
sation often cuts deep into a data mining algorithm. The reason for this is very
simple: no matter how well an interestingness measure suits a task, no matter
how well it is defined; eventually its computation has to be feasible.

The main body of the thesis was concerned with the study of structured data
in different settings. The three parts, corresponding to the different settings,
discuss novel, objective, measures providing meaningful evaluation criteria for
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local patterns. While most of the approaches can be used with different pattern
languages, we mainly studied structured languages such as graphs, trees, and
sequences.

In Part I, concerned with the descriptive setting, we introduced techniques for
efficiently selecting a small subset of patterns in a greedy way. In this setting
the typical aim is to extract patterns that describe the data set. Combining low
frequency thresholds with the traditional strategy of selecting patterns based
on their individual merit vast amounts of patterns are obtained; too many to
be presented to a user, and often even too many to be handled by a learning
algorithm. The proposed algorithms Bouncer and Picker∗ are tailored to a
setting where mined patterns are presented directly to the user, which implies
that a technique is required to select a “manageable” subset of the patterns.

The general idea was to reduce redundancy amongst the patterns. That is,
each pattern should contribute to the pattern set as a whole. To this end we
designed the algorithms, which, provided with measures to evaluate to contri-
bution of a novel pattern, greedily select a subset of patterns from the given set
based on the semantics the patterns exhibit on a given data set. The solution
we proposed is independent of the specific type of data and can be used with
any set of binary features. While we presented and evaluated three measures
and showed that they indeed select small sets, many further measures can be
designed. Compared to an exhaustive technique, our selection measures yielded
very similar results while being more efficient, thus able to handle large scale
data sets. A threshold to be set by the user allows for trading off the cardi-
nality of the selected subset against its encoding capabilities on the data set.
While this threshold is not monotonic with regard to the cardinality of the ob-
tained pattern set for the Bouncer algorithm, the Picker∗ algorithm obeys
this monotonicity. Moreover, it does not only return a subset of the patterns,
but a ranked subset. Another advantage of this technique, next to its stability,
is that patterns more suitable to split the data set are ranked higher, giving the
user further information on how consider the patterns. Furthermore, it allows
any submodular function to be used as measure to evaluate patterns. The exper-
imental evaluation shows that the reduction to a subset is not only beneficial for
a human user, but also for a learning algorithm using the patterns as features.
The predictive accuracies achieved when employing a subset typically lead to
better results than the usage of the whole pattern set.

In Part II we studied correlated pattern mining techniques in the predictive
setting, aiming at the extraction of patterns beneficial for a subsequent classi-
fication task. In contrast to the studied correlated pattern mining techniques,
common practice often employs the frequency-based approach to extract pat-
terns where very low thresholds of 1% or even less are used to facilitate the
extraction of patterns covering only small subsets, since some of these patterns
are typically beneficial to distinguish examples of different classes. However,
many patterns will not be beneficial for the classification task and thus just
provide additional workload to the learning algorithm which has to segregate
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beneficial from disadvantageous patterns. Indeed, given this additional work-
load, the disadvantageous patterns can even be harmful and often hinder the
learning process.

Correlated pattern mining techniques provide several advantages. First, the
mining process is aware of the target attribute and extracts only patterns that
correlate significantly with it. While this already eliminates many harmful pat-
terns, we also know that the patterns extracted are actually statistically sig-
nificant. Moreover, the selection of the minimum correlation threshold is based
on statistical theory, contrary to the rather arbitrary selection of a minimum
support threshold.

In Chapter 4 we argued that any reasonable correlation function can be used
in the framework introduced by Bay and Pazzani [1999]. Consequently a user
is not restricted to a certain set of correlation measures. Indeed, any function
f : N×N 7→ R can be used, allowing the user to employ wide array of functions.

Chapter 5 focussed on extracting only the k-best patterns, instead of all
patterns clearing a user-selected threshold. In the light of this technique, we
studied the effect of languages of different complexity on the search process and
the obtained patterns. We proposed a novel, layered, algorithm, which exploits
language hierarchies to reduce the computational effort required to extract the
k-best patterns stemming from a complex language. The evaluation of the al-
gorithm showed a huge performance gain, making mining correlated patterns
from complex languages more feasible.

A further, rather surprising result was that less expressive languages, such
as sequences, can yield result sets of patterns more beneficial to a learning task
than complex languages, such as graphs. While this sounded counterintuitive
at first, we analysed the problem in detail and showed that the capability of
complex languages to describe many details can actually be harmful if those
details are not important. As a result, complex languages lead to result sets
comprised of many patterns, which are syntactically slightly different but carry
the same information; are intercorrelated.

Being aware of this problem, we presented two techniques in Chapter 6 which
were devised to extract patterns with lower intercorrelation (or higher diversity).
Both approaches reach this goal by splitting the data set into subsets and extract
the patterns for the respective subsets. Where in the Tree2 approach this is
done recursively, giving rise to a decision tree, the aggregated subset mining
method, inspired by machine learning techniques such as Bagging, samples
stratified subsets from the data. Tree2 induces decision trees small enough for
human interpretation, while exhibiting a competitive performance. The results
obtained for the aggregated subset mining technique indicated that neither using
the whole data set for mining nor re-sampling techniques producing overlapping
subsets prove to be the most effective for for the extraction of patterns beneficial
to a subsequent classification task.

Furthermore, both techniques can be parallelised easily since the mining
tasks on the subsamples are independent. Given that the mining task is the
most expensive, distributing it over several machines could facilitate to solve
even complex mining tasks in reasonable time.
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Finally, Part III we proposed a novel, efficient support measure in a setting
relatively new to local pattern mining: single structures. Different from the previ-
ously studied settings, a single structure does not directly contain any countable
elements as the data sets comprising examples or transactions. On account of
this, the support-definition most interestingness measures rely upon cannot be
used in a reasonable way. Our novel definition of support on a single structure
i) can be computed efficiently, and ii) reflects the repeated appearance of a pat-
tern in the data in a reasonable way. A comparison to other definitions showed
the feasibility of our measure which could be used on networks where the other
measures quickly become intractable. Furthermore, we proved that our measure
is an upper bound for other measures proposed and thus is useful even when one
of the other support measures is desired. Finally we argued that the measure
can be extended in several ways, leading to a whole family of support measures
to be employed for different tasks. This gives the user a simple way of influenc-
ing the proposed support measure such that it is most beneficial to the task at
hand.

In the last chapter, we introduced a support measure adapted to the setting
of networks evolving over time. We proposed the usage of pattern mining in
this context to extract patterns that can capture local evolution independent
of the actual time of the event. Using these relative patterns along with their
respective support allowed us to generate a signature of the evolving network.
We showed that these signatures encode specific characteristics of the network
and, hence, can be used to distinguish different types of networks.

To summarise, the main contributions of this thesis are:

• Two novel techniques for selecting non-redundant subsets from a given set
of patterns along with three measures to evaluate redundancy.

• An in-depth study on the effect of languages with different complexity
regarding the mining task and the obtained result.

• A novel algorithm exploiting language hierarchies; allowing for a more
efficient seach.

• Two techniques to extract patterns with low intercorrelation (or high di-
versity), and

• An efficiently computable support measure for patterns in networks which
was then further extended to the temporal setting.
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Future Work

Studying the extraction of interesting patterns from structured data revealed
that this area still comprises many open problems.

Regarding redundancy in the descriptive setting the study of further mea-
sures and different selection techniques, such as backward selection, would be
interesting. However, any selection technique has an inherent flaw by design.
Any pattern not selected can be considered lost information. While a subse-
quent usage of the patterns might very well justify such a loss, it might be
harmful when an analyst tries to gain insight simply by inspection of the pat-
terns found. Such patterns should satisfy all the properties described by Fayyad
et al. [1996], but – as we have seen – it is important to obtain a pattern set of
a size that can be processed by a human in a reasonable amount of time. An
interesting idea would be to combine subsets of patterns in hierarchical struc-
ture, such that the user can “drill down” for further details if required, but at
the same time is provided with an overview. While approaches like clustering
[Berkhin 2008] could be applied as a post-processing technique for this purpose,
they are typically designed to cluster the data, and will not necessarily yield
good results on patterns. So far it is unclear how to do this independent of
a specific data structure, yet a framework for meaningful pattern hierarchies
would be of high value to most analysts.

Regarding the predictive setting, we identified redundancy in the constructed
feature set as a major problem. While approaches such as Tree2 will extract
patterns that do not exhibit a lot of redundancy, the resulting classifier is still
outperformed by a method simply using “as many features as possible”. A pos-
sible flaw of Tree2 is that it might overfit regarding the selection of a pattern
for a single node, and thus limit the predictive accuracy of the obtained model.
Similar, classifiers based on top-k correlating patterns are outperformed by sub-
symbolic approaches.

An undeniable drawback of the methods scoring good accuracy results is the
high complexity of the model. The concept of a separating hyperplane used in
support vector machines, or simply understanding the interplay of thousands of
rules as in XRules is hard, if not even impossible, for a human to grasp. Thus,
the question for the “right” pattern is not solved by far. The key for obtaining
models that exhibit good predictive performance while still being understand-
able might lie in the extraction of valid, potentially useful and understandable
patterns that exhibit low redundancy at the same time.

Here, the design of the “right” language could be the missing link to suc-
cess. While it might be impossible to design one language that suits all tasks,
pooling tasks under one (similar) language(s) should still be achievable. The
main challenges here are comprehensibility, combined with an ability to ab-
stract while the search still has to be feasible. Popular languages like itemsets
allow for very efficient handling but suffer expressiveness, while first order logic
provides good abstraction but can often not be employed to the fullest due to
high computational complexity. Hierarchical languages comprising different lev-
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els of complexity, or the combined use of several languages to benefit each other
as in Section 5.2 could be a starting point for such research.

Another idea would be to step back from demanding completeness and fur-
ther investigate stochastic local search, thus exploiting possible redundancies in
the data, rather than suffering from them.

Concerning network analysis there are still many open questions regarding
local pattern mining. Given that – in contrast to the transactional setting –
several concepts of support are available, which are usually families of support
measures, demands for a thorough comparison beyond the theoretical work done
so far. While the theoretical relationships amongst those proposed measures are
rather clear, it is still unclear which definition is suited for what kind of network
analysis. It is likely that each measure has a justification on its own, such as our
measure can serve as upper bound for the other, computationally more complex
methods. However, it is unclear which purpose the different measures could
serve. An experimental evaluation might shed some light on this and maybe
motivate further, more meaningful support measures.

Surprisingly, the concept of association rules in single networks turns out
to be an interesting and challenging problem. While a straightforward defini-
tion in analogy to the definition in the transactional setting is surely possible,
the interpretation is somewhat unclear. While they could be employed for de-
scriptive as well as for predictive purposes regarding the local structures in a
network, there could be other methods of applying association rules. The “cor-
rect” interpretation of an association rule in the network-setting is an entirely
new question.

In general, current local pattern analysis allows only for very detailed pat-
terns, such that the smallest amount of noise disturbs the process and heavily
influences the results. As before, there are at least two ways to tackling this
problem. On the one hand, a more flexible pattern language, capable of han-
dling noise would be a valuable contribution to solving the problem. Stochastic
methods, on the other hand, have the built-in ability to deal with noise and sim-
ilar superfluous details, not beneficial to solving the task. Exploring both ways,
maybe combining them, should yield techniques that facilitate the analysis of
large structures which we will likely see more and more in the near future.
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